
 

They already had to prepare much money to pay for Annie’s 

treatment costs. She really didn't want to get Georgia involved 

into the trouble anymore. 

 

However, if she bore these humiliations but Alfred still insulted 

Georgia again and again, what was the meaning of her 

compromise? 

 

Vanessa thought that even if she had to sell herself, she didn't 

want to bow her head to Alfred at this moment. 

 

Thinking about this, Vanessa stood up angrily and walked 

directly outside. 

 

Alfred originally thought he could control this woman, but 

unexpectedly, this woman was not afraid of paying the huge 

compensation. She actually wanted to leave. 

 

Alfred stood up angrily, then walked forward to grabbed 

Vanessa's wrist. 



 

"Do you think you can come and leave here at your will? 

Vanessa, I’m over you. Now, you are just a slut. I can humiliate 

you as long as I want!" 

 

Alfred directly tore Vanessa's clothes, and then threw Vanessa 

on the sofa. 

 

Vanessa panicked. 

 

"Alfred, you bastard! You let me go! I said I wouldn't make a 

deal with you. I don't want to do anything... Go away..." 

 

Vanessa struggled frantically. Alfred only felt that more and 

more angry. 

 

He didn't care about Vanessa’s struggle. The only picture in his 

mind was that this woman held the other man’s hand and left. 

The contemptuous look in her eyes was the most hated 

memory in his mind. 

 



The more Vanessa struggled, the more Alfred felt angry. 

 

He almost madly possessed this woman. 

 

Vanessa had been screaming in pain. Her nails had completely 

scratched the man's back. 

 

However, Alfred didn’t let her go. In the end, Vanessa felt that 

she was like a broken doll. 

 

She lay on the sofa in despair. Suddenly, she realized that the 

man who loved her had long since disappeared. The person in 

front of her was just a demon who came back to take revenge 

on her. 

 

Compared to those men who humiliated her in her memory, 

the man in front of her made her feel the same disgust and the 

same fear. 

 

Alfred looked at the desperate and hateful look in the eyes of 

the woman on the sofa. He suddenly felt very upset. 



 

Pulling Vanessa up from the sofa, Alfred sneered coldly._____ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 63 Don’t Pretend to Be Innocent! 

 

  

"Vanessa, you hate me? Have you forgotten what you did back 

then? You humiliated me and abandoned me back then. Now I 

just give you back the pain you inflicted on me back then little 

by little. How could you pretend to be innocent?" 

 

"Besides, we had sex a long time ago. What do you mean by 

looking like being insulted now? Do you think you are still a 

pure girl? You have been fucked by those rich people so many 

times. You pretend to be innocent in front of me now?" 

 

"Hahaha... Hahaha..." 

 

Vanessa suddenly laughed sadly. Her tears continued to flow 

down, but she did not answer Alfred. 

 



Alfred suddenly felt that he was so resentment now. He 

smashed the porcelain vase beside him directly to the ground, 

kicking the table fiercely, like an angry lion. 

 

Vanessa didn't even look at Alfred. Her eyes looked empty. 

 

Alfred suddenly rushed to Vanessa to grab her neck. 

 

"What do you mean by looking like being wronged now? You 

deserved it!" 

 

After saying this angrily, Alfred slammed the door closed and 

went out. 

 

Vanessa silently squatted on the ground and cried from night to 

daytime. 

 

The next morning, Vanessa left this place quietly, taking away 

all her past attachments, loves and hatreds. 

 



She returned to S City quietly, and then started looking for a 

job. 

 

Georgia had already gone to work for a week. The people in the 

institute still didn't talk to her, but Aston and Sapphire would 

talk with her normally. 

 

Anaya would mock her almost every day. But she didn't care 

about this. Anaya was afraid that she herself would be expelled 

from Professor Lee, so she didn’t dare to go too far. 

 

Georgia worked overtime in the laboratory every day. She did 

the experiments she wanted to do. Her research direction had 

gradually gotten a little progress. 

 

On Friday, Layla called Georgia. 

 

 

  

"Gigi, it's Friday today. You should come here once. Otherwise, I 

really can't keep the job for you." 



 

Georgia suddenly became anxious. 

 

Annie was transferred to the hospital in S City. Georgia still had 

to earn the high medical expenses for Annie. 

 

"Layla, I'll be there soon. Please wait for me." 

 

At the same time, Georgia called Vanessa. 

 

After that night, Vanessa completely gave up negotiating with 

Alfred. She returned directly to S City and finally found a job. 

 

Even if the salary was low, it was better than having no money. 

 

Vanessa was ready to go to jail. She would rather go to jail than 

to pay Alfred the huge compensation. 

 

"Gigi, what's up?" 

 



Vanessa asked softly on the phone. 

 

"Vanessa, I'm going to the club to work tonight. Tomorrow 

night, I should be still here. I will work twice this weekend. If so, 

Layla won't blame me. I will come to S City in the middle of the 

night tomorrow night. You don’t have to wait for me during the 

day tomorrow." 

 

"Okay." 

 

After Georgia hung up the phone, Vanessa felt a little sad. 

 

She and Georgia both had no money now. If it were her, maybe 

she would choose this way too. 

 

After Georgia arrived in the club by taxi, she went to her 

dressing room to make-up as usual. However, just when 

Georgia sat down, she suddenly felt her nose and mouth 

covered. The next second, Georgia fainted underground. 

 

... 
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Layla was a little angry about that Georgia did not come to 

work. 

 

She looked at the text message sent by Georgia, saying that her 

daughter had a sudden illness and had to rush back to S City. 

 

Layla could only tell her superiors about this to let them forgive 

Georgia this time. 

 

Regardless, family members were the most important. Layla 

decided to help Georgia. 

 

But Layla did not know that the text message was forged, nor 

did she know that Georgia had been kidnapped and left the 



club. 

 

From Friday night to Saturday morning, almost no one noticed 

that Georgia had disappeared. 

 

Saturday was not the day when Georgia went to work. No one 

in MU Research Institute would call Georgia. Layla in the club 

thought that Georgia had taken a leave of absence. So no one 

found that Georgia disappeared. 

 

When Georgia woke up, she found that she was in an old 

warehouse. 

 

Looking outside, it was already daytime. Georgia didn't know 

where she was and how long she had been in a coma, let alone 

who brought her here. 

 

She currently had too many enemies. Georgia couldn't even 

guess who did it. 

 

Her hands and feet were tied up. A piece of tape was on her 



mouth. She could neither help herself nor ask for help. Georgia 

looked around the warehouse. 

 

The warehouse was empty. She didn’t see anyone. The 

warehouse was closed. Only a door seemed to be visible in 

front, but the door was tightly closed. 

 

Georgia felt that she was very hungry. She was arrested at 

night. Now, it was daytime. Georgia guessed that she might 

have been in a coma for a day and had been hungry for a day. 

 

She kept comforting herself to calm down. Georgia kept 

observing the environment around her, trying to see if she 

could escape. 

 

Georgia herself observed for more than half an hour, but she 

still couldn't find any way to escape. 

 

After sitting in silence for another half an hour, Georgia heard 

the door being opened. 

 



Looking over, Georgia watched a man in a black jacket walk in. 

The man approached from a distance. Georgia's face suddenly 

turned pale. 

 

The person was Chester, the man who almost ruined her six 

years ago and harmed her time and time again after she was 

released from prison. 

 

Chester also used her to make her mistakenly think that Annie 

was Robert's child. Then Robert taught her a lesson. 

 

Georgia became vigilant. After Chester approached, Georgia bit 

her lip and looked at the man in front of her. 

 

Chester looked at the woman in front of him. He sneered. 

 

"Georgia, long time no see." 

 

Georgia couldn’t speak. She could only stare at the man in front 

of her. 

 



Chester sneered. He stepped forward and took off the tape on 

Georgia's mouth. 

 

"Chester, what do you want to do?" 

 

Georgia yelled loudly. 

 

Chester clapped his hands. Suddenly, a group of men walked in 

from outside. 

 

Georgia saw that there were six men in total. Their clothes were 

dirty and their hair and beard were very sloppy. They looked 

like beggars. 

 

Georgia suddenly felt a kind of fear rising from the depths of 

her heart. Even her voice became trembling. 

 

"Chester, what do you mean?" 

 

"Your good sister, and good father ask me to teach you a lesson. 



Georgia, why did you offend Emma? Why did you let Mr. Knight 

make me lose everything? For money, I can only deal with 

you."_______________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 64 Kidnapped 

 

  

"Chester, it was you who kidnapped me at first. Otherwise, why 

would Mr. Knight deal with you? Later, you deliberately misled 

me that the man who had sex with me that night was Robert. 

Now you say that I harmed you. I feel you are really insane!" 

 

Chester was slightly surprised, and then he laughed. 

 

"Why did I lie to you about that thing? The man who was in 

your room that night was Robert. If your child is not his, it can 

only show that you have sex with the other man. It’s none of my 

business." 

 

Chester satirized coldly, but Georgia felt that her whole body 

was chilling. 



 

She couldn't think of why Chester was still cheating on her, but 

the paternity test report was the fact. 

 

Georgia couldn't understand what went wrong. Chester already 

looked at the man behind him coldly. 

 

"Georgia, I found these men specially for you. These are the 

beggars I found in some of the dirtiest garbage dumps in D City. 

I don’t know if these beggars had sex with other women before, 

but men have their instincts for women. If you have sex with 

them, even if Robert is interested in you, will he feel sick after 

he knows it?" 

 

Chester gave a cold laugh. Georgia felt already cold all over. 

 

"I have set up the camera. When you have a good time with 

these men, I will record it and give the video to your good 

sister. Georgia, don't worry. I will keep you alive." 

 

After Chester finished speaking, he suddenly stepped forward 

and gave Georgia a medicine. 



 

Georgia struggled in horror, but the medicine still went into her 

stomach. 

 

Chester took a few steps back. He smiled triumphantly. 

 

"This is the strongest aphrodisiac on the market right now. No 

one can resist it after taking it. Georgia, just accept your fate. 

You can't beat your sister... Anyway, after I finish this, your 

father and sister will give me money to get me out of here. You 

will never see me again!" 

 

After saying this, Chester looked at a bunch of beggars in front 

of him. 

 

"Leave her to you guys. Have a good time. As long as she is 

alive, you can do whatever you want. After it’s over, I will give 

each of you 10,000 dollars." 

 

After saying this, Chester walked out. 

 



At the moment the door was closed, Georgia looked at the 

empty warehouse and looked at the six men walking towards 

her. Georgia started to tremble all over. 

 

However, fear only increased the excitement of the men. The 

six men walked directly to Georgia's side. 

 

The sound of clothes shattering mixed with Georgia screams in 

horror. 

 

The men had already untied the ropes on her body. But Georgia 

couldn't escape at all. 

 

She watched she herself being surrounded by them. These filthy 

men stared at her as if she was the food in their mouths. 

 

Georgia's struggles looked like ridiculous resistance, as if it was 

arousing their interest. Several men laughed mockingly. Even if 

they were beggars, at this moment, they enjoyed playing with 

the woman. 

 



Georgia felt desperate. She almost wanted to hit the wall to die. 

 

The medicinal effects in the body seemed to have started to 

work. Georgia found that her body was getting softer. 

 

She didn't have the strength to struggle anymore. 

 

 

  

Could she really have to be humiliated by these men today? 

 

Huge despair swept through Georgia. She almost collapsed! 

 

"Help!" 

 

"Help!" 

 

Georgia shouted in despair. 

 



"Bang! Bang! Bang!" 

 

There seemed to be men's painful shouts in her ears. Georgia 

felt these hands on her body disappear. 

 

She opened her eyes. Then she found that it was a man with a 

face full of beard. She could not see his face clearly. But he 

directly punched several other men to the ground. 

 

Several other men shouted angrily. 

 

"Idiot, are you crazy? What are you doing?" 

 

"He is really stupid. I guess he hasn't touched a woman yet. Go 

away, Idiot. You don't want to enjoy it. We want to enjoy it!" 

 

Several men talked and surrounded Idiot, preparing to drive 

Idiot away. 

 

However, Idiot once again knocked several men to the ground. 



 

Georgia watched five men were beaten to the ground by this 

man named Idiot. They vomited blood, looking extremely 

embarrassed! 

 

She didn't even know if these men passed out or already died. 

 

After a while, only Idiot and Georgia were left in the warehouse. 

After Idiot kicked the last man severely, he slowly walked in 

front of Georgia with a hint of confusion in his voice. 

 

"Gigi... Gigi..." 

 

Georgia was dumbfounded. She couldn't stop crying. 

 

The man in front of her was covered with dirt. The clothes he 

was wearing seemed to be taken out of a garbage dump. He 

was smelly. His face was full of beard, and was covered by his 

hair. Georgia couldn’t see his face. 

 

However, the familiar voice made Georgia's heart ache 



violently. 

 

The rope on her had already been untied. Georgia's hand was 

slowly placed on the man's face. 

 

Georgia cried bitterly while she moved Idiot's beard and hair 

away. 

 

"Travis, why did you become like this? What happened to you? 

What happened to you... You have disappeared for more than 

ten years. Why did you become like this...?" 

 

Georgia cried very badly. Travis just held the woman in front of 

him blankly, and then kept shouting. 

 

"Gigi... Gigi..." 
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Georgia cried fiercely. In an emotionally crying, she found that 

the medicine in her body worked again! 

 

No, she couldn’t give in. 

 

Georgia raised her arm up, and then directly took a bite into her 

arm. It was bleeding out. 

 

The severe pain made Georgia sober. Georgia felt that she was 

finally sober a little. 

 

Her face was pale. Her forehead was covered with cold sweat. 

 

"Gigi... Gigi..." 

 

Travis looked at Georgia in a panic. He picked up Georgia's arm, 

his eyes full of panic. 

 



At this moment, Georgia finally found that it seemed that Travis 

could only say one word, Gigi. He looked like a fool. 

 

Who caused Travis to become like this? Georgia was full of 

distress and anger. 

 

Travis was such a gentleman. How could he become a beggar 

and a fool? 

 

Who was so vicious to hurt him like this? 

 

Georgia hadn't seen Travis for more than ten years. She didn't 

know what happened to Travis before he became a beggar and 

was called Idiot. 

 

Something must have happened in the meantime. The more 

Georgia thought about it, the more she cried. 

 

But Georgia knew that the most important thing for her right 

now was to escape. 

 



Georgia held Travis' hand, and then asked seriously. 

 

"When you came in, were there anyone else out there? Except 

for the man named Chester." 

 

Travis shook his head. 

 

"No, no one..." 

 

Georgia understood what Travis meant. In other words, as long 

as they defeated Chester, she could escape with Travis. 

 

The wound on her arm made her sober. Georgia grasped Travis' 

hand and explained her plan over and over again. 

 

"Travis, the man outside is a bad guy. We have to leave here. 

We have to leave here together... But the man outside will 

definitely not allow me to leave. Can you knock the man outside 

down like you knock these people down? You have to knock 

him out, then we can leave..." 

 



"Gigi... will Gigi... leave me?" 

 

Travis asked in fear. His eyes looked like so innocent. Georgia 

only felt sad 

 

"Travis, I will leave with you. No matter what happens to you, 

we will leave here together!" 

 

Travis smiled at Georgia. 

 

"Travis wants to be with Gigi. Travis wants to be with Gigi..." 

 

Finally, Travis followed Georgia to the door. Georgia picked up a 

wooden stick in the warehouse. 

 

She taught Travis for a long time. Travis began to knock on the 

door constantly. Chester thought it was almost over. He threw 

the cigarette to the ground and turned around to open the 

door. 

 



Taking advantage of this opportunity, Travis punched Chester 

directly in the face. Georgia directly used the wooden stick to 

keep hitting Chester. 

 

The two beat up Chester until he vomited blood. When Chester 

completely fell to the ground unable to speak, Georgia held 

Travis's hand. 

 

"Travis, we have to leave here immediately..." 

 

Travis watched his hand being held. Then he showed a childlike 

smile on his face. 

 

"Travis is going to go with Gigi... Travis is going to be with Gigi!" 

 

Georgia grabbed Travis's hand and prepared to run outside. 

 

However, just when they walked a few steps, a gunshot banged. 

Georgia watched Travis was shot in his leg. 

 



Chester lay on the ground with a gun and looked at them from a 

distance, his eyes full of resentment. 

 

Georgia knew that she couldn't stop now, so she grabbed 

Travis's hand and started crying. 

 

"Travis, we have to leave here. We have to leave here. I will 

treat the wound on your leg later, okay?" 

 

Travis nodded. He couldn't fully understand what Georgia 

meant, but he just knew instinctively that he wanted to leave 

here with the woman in front of him. 

 

Georgia kept walking with Travis while crying. Travis hurt his leg 

and couldn't walk fast at all. 

 

After the two people walked a long way, Georgia realized that 

this place was actually on a big mountain. If they walked to the 

city at the speed, Travis' leg would be completely broken. 

 

Georgia studied biopharmaceuticals. She was not a nurse. 



 

Moreover, the bullet had entered the body. Georgia had no 

medical tools to help deal with the wound. She could only help 

Travis to bandage it temporarily. 

 

The look in Chester's eyes made Georgia uneasy. She was 

always afraid that something would happen on the way to 

escape. 

 

On this uninhabited mountain, Georgia could hardly see a 

family, let alone a car. 

 

After walking for a long time, it was already dark. Travis 

grabbed Georgia's hand and started crying. 

 

"Gigi, Travis can't walk anymore... Travis' feet hurt..." 

 

After Travis finished speaking, Georgia stopped. Then she 

watched Travis fainting directly in front of her._____ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 65 Enjoy the Feeling to Humiliate Her 



 

  

Georgia's face was pale. She was almost overwhelmed by fear 

and despair. 

 

Kneeling down, Georgia moved the hair from Travis' face. She 

saw Travis' pale face and lips. 

 

Georgia panicked. 

 

Georgia never dared to walk anymore. She slowly supported 

Travis and walked behind a forest to hide. 

 

At this moment, the sky was completely dark. They could no 

longer walk. Georgia could only rest in the woods with Travis. 

 

Georgia thought if she could find a car and escape here 

tomorrow. 

 

However, Vanessa was already so anxious in S City now. 



 

Last night, Georgia had told her that she would come over at 

night. 

 

Vanessa had already waited until five o'clock in the morning. 

But she still hadn’t received any news from Georgia. 

 

She made countless phone calls. Georgia did not answer the 

phone at all. 

 

Vanessa took the train to D City in a panic. 

 

At eight o'clock in the morning, Vanessa arrived at the 

apartment where she and Georgia lived, but she didn’t see 

Georgia at all. 

 

Vanessa didn't have any phone number of Georgia's colleagues. 

She could only call the customer service of MU Research 

Institute, but it was weekend. So no one answered the phone at 

all. 

 



Then Vanessa went to MU Research Institute. No one went to 

work on weekends. 

 

Feeling desperate, Vanessa came to the clubhouse. Through 

various inquiries, Vanessa finally contacted Layla. 

 

"You mean Georgia is missing?" 

 

Layla asked in surprise on the phone. 

 

 

  

"Yes, Georgia said that she would arrive S City in the middle of 

the night. I waited Gigi until this morning. But she didn’t come. 

So I hurried to D City. Gigi was not at home at all. I can only 

contact you to ask about the situation." 

 

Layla instantly thought of Georgia's text message on Friday. 

Could it be fake that Georgia said that she had something to 

deal with? 

 



Layla asked. 

 

"On Friday, Gigi told me that she would come to the clubhouse 

to work, but when I arrived at the clubhouse, I only received a 

text message from her. She said that her daughter was sick and 

she had to go back to S City and let me help ask for leave. Then I 

helped her ask for leave. Didn't this happen?" 

 

Vanessa only felt panic. If there was that text message, it meant 

that someone really dealt with Gigi. It meant that something 

bad happened to Gigi. 

 

"Layla, there is no such thing at all. Gigi's daughter has always 

been in good condition. I have been taking care of her in the 

hospital in S City. This incident has never happened. When Gigi 

called me at the time, she said she would go to work. Then she 

would come to S City the next night." 

 

After Vanessa said this, the two looked at each other seriously. 

 

Georgia seemed to have something wrong. She might have 

arrived at the club at that time. 



 

"I'll go to the clubhouse immediately to check the monitoring." 

 

When Layla said this, Vanessa's body was still trembling. 

 

"Layla, thank you. I'll call the police right away!" 

 

The two acted separately. However, when the police went to 

the clubhouse to take the surveillance video, Layla said 

regretfully to the police and Vanessa. 

 

"The surveillance video is gone. All the video in the clubhouse 

on Friday was gone. I suspect that Gigi should come here that 

day." 

 

The police could only temporarily register and investigate, but 

there were no more clues. 

 

Time passed by, but Vanessa felt so panic. If Gigi couldn’t wait 

for the police to save her and was in danger, what should she 

do? 



 

But, who else could Vanessa call for help? 
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Vanessa walked forth and back. Layla already called Andrew. 

 

"Layla, you finally call me." 

 

Andrew's voice was very gentle. 

 

Under normal circumstances, Layla would definitely not give the 

call to this man. 

 

However, Georgia was in danger now. Layla didn't want to see 

that something bad happened to Georgia. 



 

"I have a friend named Georgia. She goes missing. I want you to 

help me find out where she went." 

 

Andrew immediately said. 

 

"I can help, but you must promise me that you will come back 

to see our daughter. This weekend or next weekend. It’s up to 

you." 

 

After thinking about for a while, Layla finally agreed. 

 

"Next weekend, but you have to tell her that I don't want to 

hear her say some weird words to me every time I see her. I 

don't owe her, understand?" 

 

Andrew was only surprised. 

 

"Okay, our daughter is just a little girl. In fact, she already 

regrets what she said." 



 

Layla didn’t say anything more. She directly hung up the phone. 

 

"I'm sorry. I can only ask this person for help. Although I know 

many people, those people will not help me find a woman they 

don’t know." 

 

Vanessa already felt very grateful. 

 

"Thank you so much. You already helped me and Gigi a lot. 

Layla, thank you. I’m going to ask others for help. If you have 

news, please tell me immediately." 

 

Layla had already asked someone for help, though Vanessa 

didn't know who that person was. Vanessa was reaching for in 

her mind who could help her. 

 

In the end, Vanessa finally thought of Alfred helplessly. 

 

She originally planned to never see this man. But even if Alfred 

would humiliate her, Vanessa still had to ask Alfred for help to 



find Gigi's whereabouts. 

 

Vanessa took the initiative to come to Alfred's apartment, and 

then called Alfred. 

 

This time, she was willing to put aside all her self-esteem, as 

long as the man was willing to help. 

 

"Vanessa?" 

 

It sounded like he was a little drunk. 

 

Vanessa was a little at a loss, but she still said what she had 

prepared. 

 

"I want to ask you for help. Gigi is missing. I don’t know where 

she went. I can’t find anyone else to help me. I have already 

called the police. I don’t know what power you have, but I think 

you should be able to help me." 

 



Alfred laughed loudly on the phone. 

 

Then his voice became very cold. 

 

"Vanessa, who do you think you are? Why should I help you? 

You are just a bitch. You are just the woman who abandoned 

me. I help you... Am I crazy?" 

 

Vanessa knew that this man enjoyed the feeling of humiliating 

her. Instead of hanging up the phone, Vanessa calmly 

continued. 

 

"Alfred, if you can really help me, I will agree to whatever you 

ask me to do in the future." 

 

"Humph, you’re willing to do everything? Now, you come here 

right away, come to me. I want to see what you can do!" 
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Chapter 67 He Shouldn't Care about Her! 

 

  

Seeing that Vanessa was stunned, Alfred went on. 

 

"Staff of the registry office is still working at this time. We can 

still register for marriage now." 

 

Vanessa was so shocked that she stood there without saying a 

word for a long time. 

 

After she understood what Alfred said, she questioned Alfred 

loudly. 

 



"Alfred, are you crazy?" 

 

"Vanessa, I have a clear mind and I'm not crazy. If you want to 

keep Georgia alive, I can not only ask my men to find her for 

you, but I can also ask many other men to find her." 

 

After saying that, Alfred took Vanessa's hand and went to the 

parking lot while pulling Vanessa. 

 

Vanessa Zhao couldn't help throwing his hand away. 

 

"Alfred, you're going to marry Rachel soon. Now, you ask me to 

marry you. You're crazy. You must be crazy!" 

 

Vanessa didn't want to talk to Alfred anymore. She just wanted 

to flee right away. 

 

Now, she must figure out a way to find someone to search for 

Gigi. 

 



However, Alfred took her hand tightly. 

 

"That's not true. I'm not going to marry Rachel. I just ask Rachel 

to tell you that because I want you to hear that." 

 

Vanessa was somewhat shocked and was speechless. 

 

"Even if you're not going to marry her, why do you marry me, 

Alfred? I'm a terrible person. Let go of me. I don't want to marry 

you." 

 

If Alfred didn't come back to humiliate and retaliate against her 

and if Georgia wasn't missing, Vanessa really wanted not to 

have contact with Alfred again. 

 

She had never forgotten those terrible memories. 

 

She believed that she would think of what happened in the past 

if she was with Alfred. 

 



As a matter of fact, she didn't deserve it anymore. 

 

"Vanessa, can't you see my intention? Let's forget what 

happened in the past and start over. As long as you're devoted 

to me, I'll forgive you for what you had done in the past. What 

do you say?" 

 

Vanessa had sore eyes and couldn't help weeping. 

 

"Alfred, forget it. Six years have passed. Both you and I have 

changed. Leave me alone. I want to start fresh and you should 

begin anew, too." 

 

Hearing this, Alfred immediately became furious. 

 

Taking Vanessa's hand tightly, he shouted sharply. 

 

"Vanessa, let me tell you. If you don't agree, I'll make things 

worse for your good friend, making her unable to come back in 

the future!" 

 



Vanessa glared at Alfred who was furious in shock, and could do 

nothing but questioned him. 

 

"Alfred, why should you do that? There are too many things 

happening between us. Do you really believe that we can get 

along well with each other for the rest of our lives even if we're 

really married? Can you really forgive me for what have 

happened in the past?" 

 

Besides, Vanessa knew one thing well. 

 

She had experienced a humiliating event, which Alfred didn't 

know at all. 

 

That was like a time bomb, making Vanessa dare not to be with 

Alfred. 

 

 

  

"Vanessa, let me tell you. I'm the young master and heir of the 

Chow family in G City now! In the past six years, I fought for 



power and became the universally recognized heir to the Chow 

family. If I really do something, Georgia would only end up 

being miserable! Have you really forgotten the fact that last 

time you couldn't find a job? You can try if I'm powerful enough 

to do something to Georgia." 

 

Vanessa took a deep breath, but was still painful. 

 

Looking at Alfred while shedding tears, Vanessa spoke in a 

choked voice. 

 

"But, Alfred, you'll regret if you really marry me. You will really 

regret it." 

 

"It's none of your business. Just tell me if you will marry me or 

not." 

 

Alfred grabbed her hand with anxious eyes. 

 

"As long as you really search for Gigi for me, I'm willing to marry 

you." 



 

Vanessa made the final decision. 

 

Alfred had had an empty and angry heart. Feeling as if there 

was warmth pouring out from the bottom of his heart, he felt 

much better. Now, he was just excited. 

 

"Well, let's get married now." 

 

Alfred drove to the apartment Vanessa lived in with her. After 

she got relevant credentials, Alfred drove to registry office. 

 

Meanwhile, one of Alfred's secretaries was already waiting. 

 

After Alfred took his relevant credentials from the secretary, 

they directly went in to register for marriage without waiting in 

line. 

 

Vanessa saw that the name on his credentials was Eduard 

Chow, instead of Alfred. 



 

Feeling puzzled, Vanessa asked doubtfully. 

 

"Why is it that the name on your credentials is Eduard Chow?" 

 

Having registered marriage with Vanessa, Alfred was in a good 

mood now. He felt as if he had finally established a stable 

relationship with her. 

 

"I was given this name by my grandfather after I was born. After 

I lived with them again, they asked me to use this name. But I 

like to introduce myself as Alfred when I'm not home." 

 

Vanessa nodded and asked with a sullen expression. 

 

"Since I have registered marriage with you, you should send 

more people to find the whereabouts of Gigi for me now." 

 

Alfred was somewhat unhappy, but he still picked up his mobile 

phone. 



 

"Wait here, and I'll make phone calls to others people and ask 

them to search for Georgia." 

 

Vanessa nodded. Alfred went to a place that was not far away 

from Vanessa, called powerful people he knew and asked them 

to help in finding Georgia. 

 

Finally, he made a phone call to Robert and asked directly on 

the phone. 

 

"Georgia is missing. Did you take her away?" 

 

"Georgia is missing?" 

 

Robert asked in a louder voice. 

 

He subconsciously wondered if it was his mother who took 

Georgia away. 

 



At this moment, Robert couldn't help feeling worried. 
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"Yes. Georgia disappeared on Friday night. And it's already 

Sunday today. Her friends have reported her missing, but she is 

still not found. Previously, I thought that it had something to do 

with your family." 

 

"I'll look into it." 

 

Robert immediately hung up the phone, picked up his mobile 

phone and made a phone call to his secretary. 

 

"I've told you to watch my mother closely. Did she do anything 

suspicious recently?" 

 



"No, Mr. Simpson. At least I didn't find that she had done 

anything suspicious." 

 

After hanging up the phone, Robert's face darkened. 

 

Could it be that his mother began to be wary of him? 

 

Then, he picked up his mobile phone and asked his men to find 

the whereabouts of Georgia. 

 

However, after finding that his men couldn't find Georgia, 

Robert was suddenly in a panic. 

 

He was afraid. 

 

What if Georgia died and disappeared in his life? 

 

Robert found that he was afraid of such a result. 

 

No. He shouldn't like Georgia. 



 

He shouldn't care about Georgia! 

 

He told himself not to care about Georgia again and again in his 

mind. 

 

However, he sent more and more people to find Georgia. 

 

After waiting for a long time, he was so desperate and afraid 

that he nearly went crazy. 

 

At eight p.m., Robert's mobile phone suddenly rang. 

 

He answered the phone with trembling hands. He didn't find 

that he spoke in a very nervous voice. 

 

"What's the matter?" 

 

He asked. 

 



"Mr. Simpson, I find out where Georgia is now. She is seeing a 

doctor in Central Hospital now..." 

 

Robert crazily rushed out and drove his car directly to the 

hospital Georgia was in. 

 

When he arrived at the hospital ward, he found that Georgia 

was embracing a man. It appeared that they had a very intimate 

relationship. 

 

And Georgia smiled very happily. 

 

She looked just like a happy small woman. 

 

At that moment, Robert was suddenly very jealous. 

 

Georgia didn't know that Robert was at the door of the ward. 

 

Last night, she and Travis slept on the mountain until it was 

almost dawn the next morning. 



 

Georgia woke up Travis by shaking, and then they continued to 

walk towards along the road. 

 

They finally got a free ride after walking for about two or three 

hours. 

 

At that time, they both were tired and hungry. 

 

They had hardly sat on the car when they fell asleep. About five 

or six hours later, Georgia and Travis were finally in the city. 

 

Then, Georgia came to the hospital by car with Travis. 

 

She called Vanessa and explained what had happened. Having 

no money with her, Georgia could only ask Vanessa to send 

some money to her. 

 

Travis received a simple bullet removal operation. 

 



After the operation, Georgia helped him clean up his body, let 

him change into hospital pajamas and then came to the ward 

with him. 

 

Considering that she had no tools to cut his hair and shave him 

and that Vanessa wasn't here, Georgia could only talk to him in 

the ward. 

 

Georgia wanted to know what had happened to him these 

years. 

 

However, Travis's intelligence was impaired. He couldn't 

understand what Georgia said before she explained it several 

times. 

 

In the end, Georgia just knew something through simple 

conversation. 

 

Travis had always been a beggar, sleeping in places like 

somewhere under a bridge or in an open-air square. At the 

beginning, he was often bullied by others. 

 



Later, he fought back. 

 

Although he was called Idiot, he knew that he should be called 

Travis. 

 

However, Georgia didn't refuse when he hugged Georgia and 

said that he was in great pain. 

 

"It hurts...But Travis feel better when I'm with Gigi..." 

 

Seeing he act like this, Georgia couldn't help smiling. 

 

This was the scene Robert saw. 

 

"Well, tell me, why do you still remember me? Why didn't you 

forget me? Do you still remember your grandmother?" 

 

Travis was brought up by his grandmother. Except his 

grandmother, he had no other relatives. 

 



Travis used to tell Georgia that he didn't know who his father 

was and that his mother gave birth to him when she wasn't 

married. 

 

When Travis was five years old, his mother died in a car 

accident. 

 

"Grandma...Grandma is gone...Gigi...You're Gigi..." 

 

It seemed that Travis didn't know what had happened. Feeling 

somewhat sad, Georgia held Travis in her arms and wept. 

 

If she got it right, Travis had lived on the streets and been a 

beggar for almost ten years. 

 

Standing outside the ward, Robert was so jealous that he 

clenched his hands into fists. 

 

Vanessa arrived at the door of the ward and saw Robert. Then, 

she questioned angrily. 

 



"Robert, why are you here?"________________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 68 She Had to Give in to Him 

 

  

Robert didn't notice that Vanessa was here, too. 

 

He was somewhat embarrassed. 

 

However, thinking that Robert must come here to take revenge 

on Gigi, Vanessa glowered at him. 

 

Noticing their conversation, Georgia took Travis's hand and 

explained. 

 

"Travis, there are some guests outside. I'll have a look. You just 

lie in bed." 

 

Travis took her hand and didn't let her leave. 

 



Georgia smiled helplessly. 

 

"I'm not leaving. I'll stand at the door, and you can watch me." 

 

It seemed that Travis was particularly reluctant to leave 

Georgia. He pointed to his cheek. 

 

"Gigi...Kiss...Kiss..." 

 

Georgia immediately felt said. 

 

She thought of the days she spent with him when they were 

young. 

 

At that time, they were both 17 years old. They were not only 

desk mates, but also lovers. After class, they rode bicycles home 

together. 

 

Every time he sent Georgia home in the afternoon, Travis would 

point to his cheek and asked Georgia to kiss him on the cheek. 



 

At that time, they were simple students and it was very sweet 

when she kissed him on the cheek. 

 

It appeared that Travis still remembered these things. 

 

After the college entrance exam, Georgia lost contact with 

Travis. 

 

She always believed that their relationship had ended when 

Travis left without telling him. 

 

It never occurred to her that Travis would suffer such pain and 

torture. Although she spent six years in prison, she thought that 

Travis was more miserable than she was. This thought instantly 

melted her heart. She bent over, lowered her head and kissed 

Travis gently on the cheek. 

 

She didn't do it out of love. She did it because of memory and 

pity. 

 



 

  

Travis didn't know that Georgia had thought so much. He was 

just very happy and therefore smiling brightly. 

 

He let go of Georgia's hand and kept murmuring. 

 

"Gigi...Gigi..." 

 

After giving him a smile, Georgia turned around and went to the 

door. 

 

She opened the door, seeing that Vanessa and Robert were 

standing outside. 

 

Georgia felt somewhat puzzled: why is Robert here? 

 

"Who is that man?" 

 

Robert suddenly asked coldly. 



 

Before, that man hugged her. Then, after they said a few words, 

she kissed that man! 

 

Robert couldn't see what that man looked like, because he 

could only see that man's back and that he was dressed in 

hospital pajamas. He seemed to be a tall and thin young man. 

 

Before Georgia said anything, Vanessa taunted him. 

 

"Robert, Who are you? The identity of that man has nothing to 

do with you. Gigi has been cornered by you. What else do you 

want to do now? Gigi makes friends with him. Does that has 

anything to do with you? Are you even going to torture Gigi's 

friends?" 

 

"Come on, I'm here. You can do something to the detriment of 

me!" 

 

Georgia hurriedly took Vanessa's hand and hinted that she 

should stop talking. 



 

SJ was too powerful. If Robert really took crazy revenge on her, 

it would be too terrible. 

 

"Vanessa, stop. I'll talk to him." 

 

Georgia spoke to Robert. 

 

"Mr. Simpson, why are you here?" 

 

Hearing what she said, Robert found that Georgia talked in an 

indifferent tone, as if they were the strangers having no the 

slightest connection with each other. 

 

He was particularly angry and jealous when he found that. 
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Even he didn't know the reason why he had such feelings. 

 

Could it be that he really cared about her? 

 

It...It was impossible. Robert told himself again in his heart that 

he just wanted to torture and retaliate against her. 

 

He laughed at Georgia. 

 

"I heard that something was wrong with you, so I wanted to 

know if that you are dead or not. Unexpectedly, you make it 

through and even come to the hospital with a man. You are 

really lucky." 

 

He spoke like this, but couldn't help looking at the man who 

was sitting in the ward. 

 

That man finally turned around. Robert still couldn't see his face 

clearly because of his extremely long hair and extremely dense 

beard. 



 

Robert was very curious, but he didn't want to ask Georgia. 

 

"I'm sorry that I'm against your wish and is still alive, and that I 

was saved by that man...why, are you very disappointed that 

I'm not dead after you kidnapped me?" 

 

Chester said that it was Emma and Owen who ordered that she 

should be kidnapped. Previously, Georgia doubted that. After 

all, she offended a lot of people recently. 

 

It never occurred to her that Chester didn't cheat her! 

 

After all, Chester had done that before! 

 

However, Robert came here when she just came to the hospital. 

Georgia was suspicious of Robert and even couldn't help 

mocking him. 

 

Robert was stunned and then sneered. 



 

"Do you think it necessary for me to kidnap you when I want to 

deal with you? Georgia, you're too naive. I can let you and your 

man be driven out of the hospital by just making a phone call. 

Why? Do you want to try it?" 

 

Robert spoke in such a cold voice that Georgia was scared 

instantly. 

 

It didn't matter if she was driven out of the hospital, but she 

couldn't let Travis be driven out of hospital. 

 

A bullet had just been removed from the foot of Travis. She 

couldn't be impulsive. Georgia was forced to give in to him. 

 

"Mr. Simpson, I'm sorry that I offended you just now." 

 

Hearing her apology, Robert wasn't happy. She had never given 

in to him before. 

 

In the past, Georgia cheated him, played with him and finally 



gave in to him for the sake of her daughter. 

 

Now, she gave in to him for a man. Robert was nearly 

overwhelmed by his crazy jealousy. 

 

He suddenly felt that he was very depressed as if he were going 

to explode with his emotion. 

 

However, he shouldn't be angry or jealous. 

 

Robert told himself that he should leave her. 

 

He should stay away from her and not be affected by her 

emotionally. 

 

"Georgia, take care of yourself. If you're kidnapped again, you 

might not be lucky enough to survive!" 

 

After saying that, Robert turned and left directly coldly. 

 



Looking at him with doubt, Vanessa asked Georgia. 

 

"What is he doing? He just said that it wasn't him who sent 

someone to kidnap you. Gigi, you didn't explained it clearly on 

the phone. What on earth happened?" 

 

Georgia explained what had happened briefly. 

 

"If Chester didn't lie to me this time, then, it was Emma and 

Owen who kidnapped me!" 

 

"Fuck! It's normal for Emma to do that. After all, she is originally 

a vicious person. But Owen is your father! How could he be so 

vicious?" 

 

Vanessa couldn't help cursing. 

 

Georgia just smiled bitterly. 

 

"He sent me to prison six years ago. Vanessa, forget it. Don't 



talk about them anymore." 

 

Georgia would be sad when talking about these things. Vanessa 

knew that, so she tried hard to move to another topic. 

 

"Gigi, is that man inside really Travis?" 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 69 You must Attend My Wedding Ceremony 

 

  

Vanessa felt that it was amazing. After disappearing for almost 

ten years, Travis should be back now in such a state. 

 

She felt very sad when Georgia just simply explained the current 

situation of Travis. 

 

In the past, Travis was the most handsome gentle boy in their 

school and was famous. Why would he become a fool and even 

a beggar? 

 



Vanessa couldn't accept it. Anyone who heard it would find it 

incredible. 

 

Vanessa was a friend of Georgia, and she could also be said to 

be a friend of Travis. They were always classmates before they 

went to college. 

 

At that time, they had a good relationship with each other. 

 

Now, seeing that Travis come back ten years later in such a 

situation, Vanessa was very sad. 

 

"Vanessa, he is Travis. I won't mistake anyone for him. Follow 

me in and see him." 

 

After Vanessa nodded, Georgia went in the ward with Vanessa. 

 

"Travis, this is Vanessa. Do you still remember her? In the past, 

you called her Vanessa. We had a good relationship with each 

other." 

 



After they came close to Travis, Georgia introduced Vanessa to 

him. 

 

Travis raised his head, looked at Vanessa in a daze for several 

seconds and finally shook his head. 

 

Georgia was somewhat disappointed. Then, she took Travis's 

hand and then introduced Vanessa to him with a smile. 

 

"Travis, it doesn't matter that you don't remember her. I'll 

introduce her to you again. She is my friend and her name is 

Vanessa Cooke. You can call her Vanessa in the future." 

 

This time, Travis smiled at Vanessa and spoke with a somewhat 

stiff voice. 

 

"Vanessa...Vanessa...Hello..." 

 

However, Vanessa wanted very much to weep. When Georgia 

told her this on the phone, she still couldn't believe it. 

 



Now, she really saw Travis. He looked old. His hair and beard 

were so long that his face was covered. 

 

It was only then that she really realized what suffering he had 

experienced in the past ten years. 

 

Besides, according to Gigi, when Gigi saw him, Travis was very 

dirty and was dressed in rags. 

 

After trying hard to adjust her mood, Vanessa smiled at Travis. 

 

"Hi, Travis, I'm Vanessa Cooke." 

 

Travis didn't say anything. It appeared that he didn't have much 

interest in Vanessa. He was taking Georgia's hand. It seemed 

that he was very reluctant to leave her. 

 

Finally, under the request of Georgia, Vanessa went to buy 

scissors and razors after paying the fees. 

 



Travis was meek, so Georgia cut his hair and shaved him 

smoothly. 

 

After that, his hair was extremely short and needed to be dealt 

with by barber. 

 

Georgia decided that she would take Travis to the barber's after 

he could walk. 

 

At more than ten o'clock in the evening, Georgia finally put 

Travis to bed. After that, she was going to leave the ward and 

talk. 

 

However, before they could reach the door, someone suddenly 

knocked the door open. 

 

Rachel rushed to Vanessa and slapped her directly in the face. 

 

"Vanessa! You're a bitch! You and Alfred are together behind 

my back!" 

 



 

  

After shouting these words angrily, she tried to slap Vanessa 

again. 

 

Georgia finally realized what had happened and grabbed 

Rachel's arm. 

 

"Rachel, are you crazy? Why do you run riot here?" 

 

Rachel's eyes were red and wore a ferocious expression. 

 

Looking at Georgia, she shouted angrily and loudly. 

 

"Why do I run riot here? Ask her what she had done. Just a few 

days after I left, she should seduce Alfred behind my back. 

Today, Alfred even married her. So, what about me? What 

about me?" 

 

"I grew up with Alfred. Then, she suddenly stole Alfred. Finally, 



she abandoned him, after which I accompanied him for six 

years. When he went through the hard times during these six 

years, I was always accompanying him and finally became his 

fiancée. Now, she stole him and registered for marriage with 

him. Vanessa, why are you so shameless?" 

 

When she shouted the last few words, her face was covered 

with tears. 

 

Georgia was surprised. Then she shouted angrily again. 

 

"Rachel, what nonsense are you talking?" 

 

When she just finished speaking, Vanessa took her wrist. 

 

"Gigi, I'll explain it to you later. Let go of her. It's my fault..." 

 

"You really married Alfred?" 

 

Georgia asked in surprise. Vanessa nodded helplessly. 



 

"Yes, I registered for marriage with Alfred today. It's my fault. If 

she wants to hit me, just let her do it." 

 

It seemed that Vanessa gave herself up as hopeless. Georgia felt 

lost. 

 

But how could she allow Rachel to beat Vanessa in her 

presence? 

 

Georgia still grabbed the hands of Rachel and was going to ask 

her to get out of here. 

 

Suddenly, Georgia saw someone rushed over and punched 

Rachel with such a great force that she fell to the ground. 

 

Georgia turned around and saw Travis was about to punch 

Rachel again with a ferocious expression. 

 

Vanessa and Georgia were scared. Rachel was in so much pain 

that she screamed. 



 

"Travis...Travis...Stop...Stop!" 

 

Hearing her cry, Travis finally stopped his move. He turned 

around and looked at Georgia with aggrieved eyes. 

 

"Gigi...She is bullying you...She is bullying you..." 

 

Georgia understood what he meant. 

 

It took her great effort to put Travis to sleep. However, Rachel 

suddenly rushed in, waking up Travis. 

 

And she was in a conflict with Rachel. Travis must have thought 

that she was being bullied, so he rushed over and hit Rachel. 

Georgia tried hard to explain. 

 

"Travis, I can deal with her, so I don't need your help...If I have 

to deal with someone I can't, I'll turn to you..." 

 



After hearing it, Travis no longer looked aggrieved. 

 

"Gigi...I...I understand it. Will...Will you desert me?" 
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Travis asked in fear as if he had done something wrong. 

 

Georgia shook her head quickly. 

 

"No, you haven't done anything wrong. You're great! Your foot 

is injured now, so go to the bed and lie down hurriedly. I'll deal 

with her on my own. Ok?" 

 

Seeing that Travis lay on the bed obediently, Georgia was 

relieved. 

 



She turned around and looked at Rachel. Rachel still lay on the 

ground, her nose and mouth were bleeding. Seeing this, 

Georgia didn't know what to say. 

 

However, she finally spoke. 

 

"Rachel, I don't care about what you're thinking, but I warn you 

not to bully Vanessa!" 

 

"Besides, I don't know what had happened between Vanessa 

and Alfred. But I can tell you one thing. Vanessa didn't steal 

Alfred. The fact was that Alfred didn't want you. That's the 

reason why Alfred married Vanessa. If you feel aggrieved, you 

can go to argue with Alfred. You shouldn't come here to bully a 

woman!" 

 

After she said these words, Vanessa took her hand. 

 

"Gigi...stop. It's very complicated and it could be said to my 

fault. Just let her go." 

 



When they talked, Rachel got up and then sneered coldly. 

 

"Who are you two? I'm bullied by you two. Then, you found 

another man to hit me. Georgia, what are you so proud of? Let 

me tell you. I'll go through medical exams now. Later, I'll hire a 

lawyer and sue you. I'll send you to jail!" 

 

After saying these words, Rachel turned around and left. 

Georgia found it difficult to deal with this issue. 

 

She felt that Rachel would do as she said this time. However, 

she had something more important to ask at this moment. 

 

Coming close to the bed of Travis, Georgia smiled at him. 

 

"Travis, sleep. I want to talk to Vanessa...Don't worry. I won't 

leave." 

 

Probably feeling that he had done something wrong, Travis 

closed his eyes obediently. Georgia was relieved. 

 



She came close to Vanessa and then took her hand. 

 

"Let's go outside and talk." 

 

Vanessa nodded. Then, they went to somewhere quiet and 

empty on the first floor of the hospital. 

 

"Vanessa, what on earth happened between you and Alfred?" 

 

Georgia asked after taking a deep breath. 

 

Vanessa didn't want Georgia to worry about her and she didn't 

want to tell Georgia the fact. Therefore, Vanessa told her the 

excuse she prepared. 

 

"Gigi, these days, Alfred came to find me several times. He told 

me that he wasn't really going to marry Rachel that he 

deliberately did it to annoy me...In a moment of weakness, I 

had more and more contact with him. Later, he proposed to 

me...Gigi, I still love him, so I want to have a try. Therefore, I 

married him today." 



 

Georgia naturally didn't believe what she said. 

 

However, Vanessa had experienced too much sufferings. 

Georgia didn't have the courage to ask too much about it, but 

she had to ask something because of her worries. 

 

"Then, does Alfred treat you well now? Vanessa, don't wrong 

yourself. It's inappropriate for me to say too much about what 

have happened between you and Alfred. But remember that I'll 

always back you up." 

 

Vanessa managed to smile. She seemed to be really happy. 

 

"Gigi, I and Alfred have a lot of difficulties to overcome, but I'm 

sure that we can succeed. I want to have a try because I don't 

want to leave any regret in my life." 

 

Georgia always knew that she couldn't interfere with the 

relationship between Vanessa and Alfred even though she had 

such a close relationship with Vanessa. 



 

Finally, Georgia nodded helplessly. 

 

"If this is the case, live a happy life with Alfred. If you aren't 

happy, tell me...If you're in need of my help, also tell me." 

 

Vanessa nodded. She seemed to smile brightly. 

 

After their conversation, Vanessa's mobile phone rang. 

 

It was Alfred who called her. 

 

Vanessa talked with Alfred on the phone for a while. Seeing that 

Vanessa was smiling, Georgia was a little relieved. 

 

After hanging up the phone, Vanessa came close to Georgia. 

 

"Gigi, Alfred called me just now. He told me that he had parked 

his car in the parking lot of the hospital and that he would pick 

me up now." 



 

Georgia nodded. 

 

"Then I'll go to the parking lot with you." 

 

Vanessa agreed. When they arrived at the parking lot, Alfred 

was waiting somewhere not far away from them. 

 

After they came close to Alfred, Alfred smiled at Vanessa and 

then held Vanessa into his arms. 

 

After that, Alfred looked at Georgia. 

 

"Miss Lane, I would go home safely with Vanessa. Don't worry." 

 

The present Alfred looked similar to the one in her memory. At 

that time, Vanessa was in love with Alfred; they were intimate 

with each other like they did now; and Alfred treated her 

politely like he did now. 

 



Georgia gradually believed that it was possible for them to be 

together again. She nodded. 

 

"Since you are together again, live well. It's a fate for you to 

love each other. Seeing that you can be together again, I hope 

that you will live a happy life all your life." 

 

After saying that, Georgia wanted to weep. 

 

Vanessa nodded and Alfred even gave her a promise. 

 

"Don't worry. I'll still hold a wedding ceremony on the 15th of 

this month. Please attend our wedding ceremony." 

 

Vanessa and Georgia all looked at Alfred in surprise. Alfred 

smiled at Vanessa. 

 

"I had made it public that I would hold a wedding ceremony on 

the 15th of this month. And we had registered for marriage. 

Could it be that you don't want to be a bride?" 

 



Vanessa was suddenly moved. However, not knowing the 

reason, she was extremely panicky and afraid and felt that 

there was something wrong with this wedding. 

 

However, it seemed that Alfred was looking forward to it. 

Seeing this, Vanessa finally nodded. 

 

Then, she looked at Georgia. 

 

"Gigi, you must attend my wedding." 

 

Georgia was surprised that they should hold a wedding 

ceremony so soon. She nodded. 

 

After seeing them off, Georgia went back to the hall of the 

hospital on the first floor and was about to come back to 

Travis's ward by lift. 

 

However, she fell down after she took only a few steps. 
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When Georgia woke up, she found that she was lying in a 

sickbed. 

 

Feeling that there was a pain in her brain, Georgia rubbed her 

temple. Then, a nurse went in. 

 

"You're awake. The doctor asks you to go to her office." 

 

Georgia nodded in doubt and then followed the nurse to the 



office of the doctor. 

 

She still remembered that she fell in a faint on the first floor. 

Could it be that there was something wrong with her? 

 

When Georgia followed the nurse in, she found that she was in 

the gynecology department. After she sat down, she found a 

woman in her 40s who wore glasses sitting opposite her. 

 

The doctor's dark hair was tied in a ponytail and she wore a 

somewhat sullen expression. According to the name tag on her 

chest, her name was Alyssia Barker. Georgia greeted her. 

 

"Hi, Doctor Barker." 

 

After the doctor asked her to sit down, the nurse left the room 

and closed the door. 

 

"Do I have any health problem, Doctor Barker?" 

 



Georgia asked gently. Looking at her, Doctor Barker handed a 

report to Georgia. 

 

"You fell in a faint in the hospital. When we had a blood test for 

you, we found that you were pregnant for a short time. When is 

your last period?" 

 

Hearing her simple statement, Georgia was stunned. 

 

She felt dizzy and felt as if the world had fallen into darkness. 

There was a lot of sweat in her palms. Her lips were even 

trembling. 

 

"Doctor Barker, did I mishear you? You say that I'm pregnant. 

How is it possible?" 

 

Georgia remembered well that she had had contraceptive after 

she slept with Robert last time. How was it possible that she 

was pregnant? Georgia couldn't believe it. 

 

Doctor Barker frowned and put on a sullen expression. 



 

 

  

"Why, you don't want the baby?" 

 

Georgia was trembling all over and managed to spoke in a 

gentle voice. 

 

"Doctor Barker, well, why would I be pregnant after I had taken 

emergency contraception? I believe what you said, but I just 

don't understand why." 

 

Hearing what she said, Doctor Barker's face darkened more. 

 

"If you don't want to have a baby, you young people should 

take good precaution. Why do you take emergency 

contraception after that? Don't you know that it's harmful to 

your health? Besides, emergency contraception has a high 

failure rate. Now, it's obvious that the pill you took failed. It's 

very common." 

 



Hearing her severe criticism, Georgia instantly wept. Her lips 

were trembling and she couldn't say a word for a long time. 

 

It could be said to be late at night. Doctor Barker also looked 

over her emergently at midnight. 

 

Seeing her vulnerable expression and considering that she 

might have spoken in a severe tone just now, Doctor Barker 

comforted her in a soft voice. 

 

"You can give birth to a child at your age. Why, you and your 

husband don't want this child?" 

 

Georgia shook her head, not knowing how to explain. 

 

Finally, she took the hand of the doctor and asked again. 

 

"Doctor Barker, am I really pregnant?" 

 

Doctor Barker nodded with certainty. 



 

"Of course. Don't you believe our diagnosis?" 

 

Georgia became completely desperate. Remembering that she 

had taken the emergency contraception, she asked worriedly. 

 

"Doctor, I had taken emergency contraception. Will the baby be 

influenced by it?" 
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"I'm not sure. According to WHO, the side effect of emergency 

contraception is slight. However, as you know, it depends. For 

example, many people who take contraceptives don't suffer 

from side effect. However, someone would feel sick and feel 

like vomiting after taking it. Now, you're pregnant for too short 

a time. It's even impossible for you to receive B-Ultrasound 

exam. You can only check it after you're pregnant for a longer 



time. Of course, if you don't want this baby at that time, you 

can make an appointment for abortion surgery in advance." 

 

Georgia was pale and couldn't say a word. 

 

Doctor Barker thought that she was cheated by a bad man, so 

she comforted her again. 

 

"You can decide whether to give birth to this baby or not. 

However, if you want this baby, you must pay attention to your 

health. I have read your health report, you're severely 

malnourished. You're too thin, so you need more nutrition." 

 

Georgia smiled bitterly. 

 

She was still suffering from anorexia. Every day, she could only 

force herself to eat a little food. 

 

At many times, she ate all her food with a smile and then 

vomited secretly. 

 



"Doctor Barker, I get it. Thank you." 

 

Leaving the office with a heavy heart, Georgia dared not went 

back to Travis's ward. 

 

After she went to a stair, she crouched down and cried in 

despair. 

 

She didn't know how long she cried, but she found that it was 

almost dawn and that there were more and more people in the 

hospital. 

 

With people coming and going in the hospital, it was still noisy. 

No one knew how she felt at this moment. 

 

When she gave birth to Annie, she was so excited. She didn't 

who was Annie's father, but she knew that Annie was all she 

had. 

 

Now, she had another child. Besides, she knew who the father 

of the child was. 



 

Robert was the father of her child. Now, they hated each other 

so much. Robert wished her to die soon. How could she have a 

baby with him? 

 

Georgia thought that the God was playing a trick on her. She 

had already taken the emergency contraception. Why would it 

fail? 

 

How should she deal with the current situation? 

 

Now, she had to work and take care of Annie at the same time. 

 

Besides, she had to bear the attack of Robert, and even Emma 

and the Lane family. 

 

In her opinion, it was possible that she couldn't keep the baby. 

 

She considered in despair for a long time. Finding that it was 

already more than seven o'clock in the morning, Georgia 

immediately gathered her wits. 



 

She couldn't be absent from work. She must go to work. 

 

After adjusting her mood, Georgia went back to the ward. She 

must tell Travis that she would go to work. 

 

Otherwise, Travis would be in a panic when he found that she 

wasn't there. 

 

However, when Georgia came back to the ward, she found that 

Travis wasn't in bed. She searched for him in toilet and 

somewhere else, but failed to find him. 

 

Could it be that Travis had already left? 

 

Considering that Travis was a fool now, Georgia was very afraid 

that Travis would be cheated by someone or even be lost. 

 

She searched for Travis here and there, but failed to find him. 

Then, she returned to the ward again and wanted to see that if 

Travis was back or not. 



 

Georgia didn't see Travis in the ward, but she saw a policeman 

and a policewoman who were dressed in police uniforms. 

 

When she was in a panic, they came close to her. 

 

"Are you Miss Lane? Before, your friend, Vanessa, reported you 

missing. Last night, you came back. Can you answer some 

questions? We need to know what had happened."____ 
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Georgia Lane recalled that Vanessa Cooke mentioned to her 

before. She was in a panic situation when she reported to the 

police. 

 

Now Travis Armstrong was missing and police officers wanted 

to get a statement from her, so she was sweating nervously.  

 



“Officer, I have a friend and he went missing in the ward just 

now. He has some problems with his brain. He is a little bit 

retarded. I am afraid that he might be cheated by someone. Can 

I do the statement later? I want to look for him.” 

 

Both of the officers looked at each other and they walked 

further away to have some words. 

 

After a few minutes, one of the female officers walked towards 

her.  

 

“You can do the statement later and the reason we come here 

today actually is to have a better understanding in the case. 

Since your friend is missing, we can help you to look for him. 

How about you tell me about your friend’s identity and his 

missing time as well as his relationship with you?” 

 

Georgia was surprised instantly. 

 

The police officers were right here and she could seek help from 

them to look for Travis. Her heart was a little excited and 

Georgia immediately told them what had happened. 



 

“Yes. I come back with the missing person together and I will 

provide more details to you all later. His name is Travis, ten 

years ago he suddenly went missing and became a beggar. He 

lives in D City and his birthday is...” 

 

When Georgia was talking about Travis’s details, the female 

officer recorded down. 

 

“Alright, I will help you look for this person. Ms Lane, since this 

person went missing in the hospital, I’ll accompany you to check 

the hospital’s security cameras first.” 

 

With the help of the police officers, soon Georgia was able to 

negotiate with the hospital. 

 

When checking the footage, Georgia discovered that Travis was 

wearing patient clothes when he walked out from the hospital 

and he seemed to be very worried.  

 

Georgia did not know whether Travis was finding her or 

something else had happened to him. Both of the officers asked 



further more about Travis’s current situation.  

 

After Georgia finishing saying her words, one of the male officer 

said to her.  

 

“According to my past experience, if your friend is in this 

condition, he isn’t completely foolish and he still can barely 

remember you. He is now either looking for you or going back 

to his own home. You said that he has been missing for ten 

years. Where is his previous home? Is the house still there?” 

 

Georgia was stunned suddenly.  

 

After Travis had gone missing, Georgia went to the place where 

Travis and his grandmother used to live for countless times.  

 

Travis and her grandmother lived in a courtyard house and 

there were many people living inside there. Not long after that, 

Travis’s grandmother went missing too.  

 

For years, Georgia never went back to that place. Could it be 



Travis want to go back to his house? 

 

Georgia immediately told everything she knew about Travis’s 

old house to the officers. Then, she followed both of the officers 

by car to Travis’s previous house.  

 

The officers helped Georgia to ask Travis’s former neighbours. 

Then only, Georgia knew that Travis’s grandmother had passed 

away in a car accident. 

 

These people still remembered Travis but he had been missing 

for more than ten years and many of them still thought that he 

went to study abroad.  

 

 

  

Nobody knew that Travis had become a beggar during these ten 

years.  

 

Most importantly, none of the neighbours staying nearby saw a 

man who was wearing patient clothes came back here, no one 



saw Travis come back to the house. 

 

This meant that Travis did not come here.  

 

However, when some of neighbours recalled their memories, 

one of them said something like this, it was from an old lady 

who lived here for many years.  

 

“After hearing what you said, actually, during these years, I 

often saw a beggar who was in a dirty look came to our 

courtyard house and walked back and forth in our 

neighbourhood. He wore clothes which were extremely dirty 

and often humiliated by a group of children. Now I start to think 

that he could be Travis? What has this child been going 

through? He used to be very excellent, how can he become like 

this...?” 

 

The old lady was a bit emotional and even cried when she 

talked.  

 

Georgia remembered that this old lady was Travis’s neighbour 

and she talked several times with this old lady before.  



 

“That should be Travis and I don’t know either what has 

happened to him in these years. Mrs. Dawson, if Travis come 

back again, please contact me immediately.” 

 

Georgia left her contact number for her.  

 

The time already reached noon, they still could not find Travis. 

Georgia already applied for leave from her research institute 

earlier. She also informed Vanessa about this incident.  

 

Vanessa also asked for Alfred Chow’s help but there was no any 

news regarding Travis.  

 

The female officer suddenly asked.  

 

“Besides his old house, are there any places that he likes or 

have good memories, I think maybe he will go to such places.” 

 

As the officer saying the words, Georgia’s face instantly turned 

pale.  



 

“I think I know where he is.” 

 

After saying the sentence, Georgia immediately gave the 

officers an address. The male officer drove the car and headed 

to the destination with Georgia as well as the female officer.  

 

She was going back to the Lane family. That was the place 

where they went back countless times by bicycle together.  

 

Just that, Georgia had not assumed this place as a home since 

six years ago.  

 

If Travis went out from the hospital to find her, then now he 

would definitely go to the Lane family. 

 

So many time had passed, Georgia could not imagine what had 

happened to Travis.  

 

Owen Lane, Emma Lane and that Flora Wong hated him so 

much. What Georgia scared the most now was Lane’s family 



members bullied Travis. 

 

After a half-hour drive, Georgia finally reached the place where 

she grew, her former home.  
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Georgia still remembered that when she was small, her father 

and stepmother did not like her. Emma Lane and Eden Lane, her 

stepmother’s children, did not like her as well.  

 

She used to fawn on these people but they would only 

humiliate her.  

 

Then, Georgia gave up on fawning on those from the Lane 

family. She and Vanessa became best friends.  

 



At that period of time, she was alone most of the time except 

having an intimate relationship with Vanessa.  

 

Until she was in the high school, Georgia and Travis became 

desk mate. The relationship when they were young was so 

simple. Travis and she were each other’s first love which were 

the sincerest of all. 

 

That time after school, Travis would ride a bicycle to fetch 

Georgia.  

 

Emma used to jealous of Georgia because Travis was the most 

handsome boy in the school. So, Emma would spread all sorts of 

bad rumors about Georgia in the school. 

 

However, Travis believed Georgia firmly all the time and those 

were the most touched and simplest happy days for her. 

 

After the college entrance exam, Travis suddenly disappeared.  

 

Emma used to ridicule Georgia for countless times saying that 



she was abandoned by Travis. Even Georgia herself used to 

suspect it too.  

 

However, after all, she only understood that Travis had been 

suffering during these ten years. 

 

The Lane family was not a grand family but it still could survive 

in D City with a few companies and it could be considered as 

slightly wealthy.  

 

The house of the Lane family was a villa in the outskirts and the 

car could only reach outside of the residential area. 

 

Not everyone was allowed to enter the residential area.  

 

But, both of the officers showed their credentials and they were 

allowed to drive the car into the residential area together with 

Georgia.  

 

After reaching the entrance of the Lane family, Georgia got off 

the car and looked everywhere for Travis. 



 

Suddenly, she heard that there was a few jeer from the other 

side and Georgia looked to the direction of the sound. Her face 

immediately turned pale.  

 

In the garden in front of the house, Georgia saw that a few 

children were throwing stones at Travis and scolding him 

maliciously. 

 

“He is an idiot, let’s make fun of him...” 

 

“This idiot said that his name is Visvis. He is an adult already and 

doesn't he feel disgusting?” 

 

There was a young man standing behind the children. There 

was a sneering look on his face and his eyes were filled with evil 

intentions. 

 

“He is an idiot, what’s fun in hitting him? I’ll teach you all 

something more interesting way to have fun.” 

 



Eden smiled and turned around to walk towards the dustbin 

besides him. He picked up a banana peel.  

 

The banana peel inside the dustbin was very dirty and even 

emitted a stinky smell. Eden walked slowly to Travis. 

 

“Idiot, don’t you say that you are looking for Georgia? Come 

and eat it, I will bring you to Georgia.” 

 

Without hesitation, Travis took the banana peel and ate it.  

 

The group of children was laughing.  

 

“Why is there someone as foolish as he? That is a banana peel.” 

 

“He is an idiot obviously, let’s go to find other things in the 

dustbin to make fun of him!” 

 

After saying, the children ran towards the dustbin to look for 

food. One of them even viciously picked up a diaper from the 



garbage heap. 

 

The boy walked towards the direction of Travis evilly. 

 

“Come, this is more delicious. Once you eat it, I guarantee that 

you can see your Georgia...” 

 

The group of children was laughing and Travis was looking at 

them blankly because he only cared about Georgia. 

 

He did not understand why so many people were laughing at 

him.  

 

But in order to find Georgia, Travis took over the diaper which 

already had been used from the child. On top of the diaper, it 

even had feces. 

 

The moment when the diaper was taken out from the dustbin, a 

lot of mosquitoes were flying around it. 

 



Everyone looked at Travis and wanted to see him eat the things 

on top of the diaper. So that, they could laugh at him.  

 

At that moment, Georgia ran towards him and she directly took 

away the banana peel and diaper from Travis’s hands.  

 

“These things aren’t edible!” 

 

Georgia yelled.  

 

However, Georgia’s heart already felt extremely upset. 

 

It was true that Travis came to her former house to look for her. 

To made her feel even worse, now everyone was bullying him.  

 

Those children were not thoughtful enough and Georgia could 

not say anything. 

 

However, Eden, the son of her stepmother was standing behind 

the children._____ 
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Travis Armstrong was very happy when he saw Georgia and he 

always listened to her words. 

 

He had no comments when Georgia snatched his things and 

threw them away. 

 

“Gigi…Gigi…Gigi…” 

 

Travis kept nagging while his hand tightly gripped on Georgia’s 

wrist as if he was afraid that she would leave. 

 

Georgia smiled faintly at Travis. 

 

“Travis, I won’t leave and I’ll be right here. You stand here first 

as I have something to handle…” 

 



After finishing her words, Georgia then walked to Eden’s front. 

 

“Eden, when did Travis come? What did you do to him?” 

 

Eden looked at Georgia contemptuously and his eyes were filled 

with sarcasm. 

 

“What are you? Why should I tell you? Georgia, this 

neighborhood is not a place where you can come! You have 

been kicked out by the Lane family long ago and now are you 

begging to come back? Do you still think that the Lane family 

wants such a shameless daughter like you?” 

 

Eden had been a gangster since he was young, yet, it was 

normal for him to cause fights and troubles by bullying people 

in school. 

 

When he was in junior high school, Eden had knocked a girl up. 

When he was in high school, he became even more drunk and 

disorderly. 

 



If not because of Owen Lane who was rich, such a troublemaker 

like Eden would have been expelled. 

 

When Georgia was studying, she had always avoided Eden as he 

was a scourge. 

 

It was only that he couldn’t bully on Travis. 

 

Georgia threw a bunch of diapers from the pile of rubbish on 

Eden’s face and body angrily. 

 

Eden didn’t expect that Georgia would dare to mess with him 

now and he rushed over to try to beat Georgia. 

 

But his hands were immediately caught by two police officers 

who followed Georgia. 

 

“What are you doing? Want to cause troubles?” 

 

The male officer shouted. 



 

However, Eden was not afraid at all, he scoffed directly. 

 

“You think I would scare of you? Do you think you are the big 

boss once you wear the police uniform and dare to command 

me? Tell me, which district of policeman are you? Tell me the 

name of your boss, I’ll call him and let you know how capable I 

am!” 

 

The female police officer touched the male officer’s hand. 

 

“Forget about it, since we have found the person Miss Lane 

requested, let’s leave this place first as we still need to make a 

statement.” 

 

By the time the female police officer finished her persuasive 

words, Eden flirted at her. 

 

“Hmm, girl, you look pretty! I’ll give you ten thousand a night’s 

sleep tonight. Do you want it? Then, I will talk to your boss and 

let you get promoted…” 



 

The female police officer’s face looked serious immediately. 

 

Picking up her own fist, the female police officer then punched 

Eden directly onto the ground. 

 

“I don’t know who you are but I’m telling you, if you dare to 

tease me one more time, do you believe me that I will beat you 

up right now until your mother can’t recognize you!” 

 

This outburst of anger from the female police officer stimulated 

Eden. 

 

 

  

“Bitch! Do you think I am a weak ass?” 

 

Picking up his own phone, Eden angrily made a call. 

 

A few moments later, the group of people were all sent to the 



nearest police station. 

 

Travis tightly gripped Georgia’s hand as he was afraid that 

Georgia would leave, while Georgia was only worried that 

something would happen to the two officers. 

 

After all, they just wanted to help her as she had troubled Mr. 

Knight already, if this time, she got others into trouble again, 

probably she couldn’t bear with it. 

 

Eden was a lawless rich second generation and with the Lane 

family’s power in the past, he was already unafraid of anything 

and did whatever he wanted. 

 

And now that the Simpson family and the Lane family were 

going to join in a marriage which made Georgia worried that the 

two officers might get into trouble. 

 

“These were the people who acted recklessly. Officer Wong, 

please contact their superiors and ask them to come to deal 

with them!” 

 



Eden coldly uttered the words with sarcasm in the police 

station. This time, he had changed his clothes and was holding 

an ice pack on the wound on his face. 

 

The two officers were sitting next to him calmly. 

 

Officer Wong stood in front of Eden warily and curtly, then he 

glared at the two with hatred. 

 

But the two of them ignored his glare. 

 

Eden,on the other hand, crossed his legs and looked 

sarcastically at Georgia and the two police officers. 

 

Travis, who didn’t understand what was going on, just sat 

quietly beside Georgia and it was already three o’clock, the 

Officer Wong took the initiative to walk to the two officers. 

 

“What are the police numbers of you two? What are your 

names? Tell them all!” 

 



Officer Wong’s face was particularly cold and full of authority 

towards the two police officers but he was just smiling 

fawningly at Eden. 

 

Georgia only found it ridiculous that Eden was acting like a bully 

outside just because of having such relationship. 

 

“My name is Selena Holland and he is Camden, we are the 

police officers from H District, you can call our boss and he will 

come over, but let me tell you, our boss’s name is Will Hodge.” 

 

Only then Georgia knew that the female police officer was 

called Selena and the male officer was called Camden. 

 

After the female officer saying this name out, Officer Wong’s 

face changed slightly as to his surprise it was Will Hodge. 

 

However, even if it was Will Hodge, did he still dare to offend 

the Lane and Simpson family? 

 

Officer Wong made a phone call to Will, Eden’s face looked 



particularly smug while Selena and Camden sat calmly. 

 

Georgia was completely unable to interrupt the conversation 

but could only wait silently. 

 

After ten minutes, a middle-aged burly man walked in. 

 

As soon as Officer Wong saw the man walking in, he 

immediately stood up and walked over to him with a flattering 

smile. 

 

“Mr. Hodge, these two are the police officers from your bureau. 

Today you have to teach them a lesson as they have broken the 

law and hurt civilians.” 

 

Will only looked at Officer Wong coldly while ignoring his words 

but walking towards Selena and Camden. 

 

“Do you all suffer?” 

 



Will asked faintly, Camden shook his head while Selena only 

smiled faintly. 
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“Just a weak chicken who was domineering here and I punched 

him down to the ground with my fist.” 

 

As soon as Selena finished her words, Eden’s face changed, he 

angrily stood up, bringing up his fist and rushing over. 

 

Selena kicked him to the ground this time. 

 

“Don’t you know what you are doing? Who are you? How dare 

you mess with me!” 

 

Selena looked extremely domineering and Officer Wong looked 



incredulously at the situation happening in front of him. 

 

Eden who was punched to the ground cursed angrily. 

 

“Damn bitch! I want to kill you!” 

 

Eden tried to get up to beat Selena but was again kicked by her 

on his stomach. 

 

“I tell you, you don’t even know where you are when I came out 

to get mixed up!” 

 

Selena’s face was cold, meanwhile, Officer’s Wong’s angry face 

started trembling as he realized that something was wrong. 

 

Will walked up to Officer Wong’s side and patted him on the 

back. 

 

“Do you know who she is? She is one of the heads in our 

bureau, the daughter of the Holland family, Jasper Holland’s 



sister. Are you crazy, Officer Wong?” 

 

After Will said those words, Officer Wong’s face turned pale, yet 

what made him even more frightened was that Will added on 

his words. 

 

“Mr. Holland who is her brother is coming and you still want me 

to come and teach her a lesson? Well, you can try it when her 

brother comes!” 

 

It wasn’t that Officer Wong didn’t hear about both the Holland 

family and Jasper’s reputation, yet, he was even a sinister 

person. 

 

Was he provoking a person who should not be messed around? 

 

Although this young master of the Lane family was the relative 

of the Simpson’s family, how dare he mess with the Holland 

family? 

 

Officer Wong who was trembled hurriedly handcuffed Eden as it 



turned out that this female police officer was the daughter of 

the Holland family. 

 

The next second, Officer Wong knelt down directly in front of 

Selena. 

 

“Miss Holland, it is totally an accident for what happened 

today! I’m blind, my legs are lame and my brain is broken… 
please let me go…” 

 

Selena stood up and laughed coldly. 

 

“What are you? Not to let you go means to enforce the law 

impartially! You want to use power to oppress people and 

today, I’ll let you know, there are always someone who are 

stronger and more powerful than you!” 

 

After finishing her words coldly, Selena stood up directly and 

greeted Will, 

 

“We should go now, it’s time to show this group of fools how 



strong we are…” 

 

After saying this, Selena then looked at Eden again who was 

shackled. 

 

While Eden was only full of resentment and defiance. 

 

Selena then kicked his abdomen again. 

 

“I tell you, don’t try to think that you can get back with a 

vengeance! I’ll beat you up once I see you again in the future! 

Better not to appear in front of me!” 

 

Finishing her words, she then walked towards Georgia. 

 

“Miss Lane, I’m sorry for the delay in making you a statement 

due to some troubles. Now please bring your friend out and we 

will find a place to make a statement.” 

 

Georgia was still in shock at the series of things that had just 



happened. 

 

She subconsciously nodded her head then held Travis’s hand, 

following Selena, Will and Camden to outside. 

 

Will was driving outside the police station, and he spoke briefly 

to Selena and Camden. 

 

“I’ve finished my business and I’ll leave first, both of you 

continue with your own business.” 

 

Finishing his words, he then drove off in his car. 

 

Georgia followed behind Selena and Camden as they wanted to 

find a place to sit down and make a statement. 

 

Only that after a few steps away, a luxurious Hummer drove 

over. 

 

Immediately, a man with his spectacle stepped out of the car 



and Georgia saw a familiar person, that was Jasper Holland! 

 

Thinking about the conversation she had heard, it turned out 

that this female police officer called Selena was really Jasper’s 

sister! 

 

Jasper slowly walked over, he looked at Selena for several times 

before he asked. 

 

“I heard that someone bullied you, are you injured? Do you 

need me to help you to take revenge?” 

 

It seemed that Jasper really loved his sister very much and 

Selena smiled. 

 

“I wasn’t bullied but I have already punched the guy who 

messed with me. Yet, I still want you to teach him a lesson as I 

hate this kind of gangster the most in my life.” 

 

Selena gave a brief account of her encounter today and then 

she asked tentatively. 



 

“Isn’t the guy surnamed Lane the brother of Robert’s fiancée? 

How come he has such moral characteristics? What kind of 

tutor do the Lane family have? I remember that Robert’s 

fiancée looks dignified and why do the Lane family spoil their 

son so badly?” 

 

Selena’s face was full of disgust while Jasper stroke her head. 

 

“I know what you mean now and I will tell Robert to leave this 

matter alone. Moreover, Robert just needs to take care of his 

own wife, when does he need to take care of his wife’s brother? 

Don’t worry, Robert won’t be angry with you because of this 

matter.” 

 

Selena looked relieved then she spoke to Jasper. 

 

“Brother, I still have a statement about a previous case to make 

today. You help me to settle the rest as I need to go with 

Camden to do our own stuff first.” 

 

After she finished speaking, she then turned around and looked 



at Georgia, gesturing to her to follow her. 

 

Georgia held Travis’s hand and walked to Selena’s side 

apprehensively. 

 

Jasper glanced at Georgia and looked surprised. 

 

“Georgia, why are you here?” 

 

“Brother, do you know Miss Lane?” Selena asked curiously from 

the side. 

 

Jasper gave a sarcastic laugh. 

 

“Selena, have you forgotten how Wendy died? Georgia is the 

one who drove the car at that time.” 

 

Selena’s face instantly changed and she subconsciously looked 

at Georgia.__ 
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After a few seconds, Selena looked away and looked at Jasper 

Holland. 

 

“Jasper, Miss Lane is recently related to a disappearance case. I 

have to make a statement with Miss Lane. You can carry on 

with whatever you’re doing. 

 

Jasper didn’t continue to pester, he just gave Georgia Lane 

some meaningful look, and then walked towards inside. 

 

Georgia felt a little embarrassed. The feeling of being treated as 

a murderer had made her difficult to tell and had nowhere to 

say. 

 

Finally, Georgia took Travis Armstrong and followed Selena and 

Camden to a quiet restaurant, and after both sides sat down, 

Selena spoke to Georgia. 

 



"I haven't eaten all day, I'm starving. Miss Lane, how about we 

order something to eat first? And that Mr. Armstrong who is 

sitting next to you, he must be hungry too." 

 

Georgia looked at Selena’s before and after the attitude didn’t 
seem to change, her panicked heart settled down a little. 

 

"You're right, Travis must be hungry. Let me order for him. Ms 

Holland, Mr. Camden, today I've brought you some trouble. 

Thank you for helping me today." 

 

After Georgia finished her words, Camden shook his head which 

indicated that was okay, and Selena laughed. 

 

"It was that Eden Lane who bullied you, I'm just helping you 

today. Let’s order first, I'm hungry too." 

 

After Georgia ordered the Vinegar Pepper Shredded Potatoes 

and Sichuan Pickles Boiled Fish that Travis liked, and Camden 

and Selena ordered the dishes they wanted to eat. 

 



After passing the menu to the waiter, Selena ask Georgia 

curiously. 

 

“Miss Lane, this matter might sound a bit presumptuous to ask, 

is Eden Lane really your brother? Also, is Robert Simpson the 

husband of your elder sister or younger sister?" 

 

Listen to what Selena said, she should be confused about the 

relationship of the Lane family. Georgia responded, and then 

slowly explained. 

 

"Robert's fiancée's name is Emma Lane. Emma and Eden are 

siblings who share the same parents. I'm their elder sister, but I 

don't have the same mother as them. My mother is deceased." 

 

After Georgia finished explaining, Selena nodded. 

 

"I felt that you and Eden look nothing like brother and sister, it 

turns out to be both of you do not share the same mother, no 

wonder ..." 

 



Selena had an easy going temperament, and didn’t seem to 

have any strange emotions towards her because of the car 

accident that she just knew. 

 

Georgia gradually stopped being nervous. 

 

Travis pulled Georgia’s hand. 

 

“Gigi… My foot pain… Pain…” 

 

Georgia then realized that Travis hadn't recovered from his foot 

injury. 

 

 

  

Travis had only just had surgery to remove the bullet and was 

supposed to remain in the hospital. 

 

It was because she fainted in this morning and didn't go back to 

the hospital. That's why Travis ran outside to look for her and 



ended up coming to the Lane house and then being bullied by 

Eden. 

 

The food had been ordered, and the two police officers had 

helped her all day again today. Georgia didn't know how to tell 

them that she wished to send Travis back to hospital. 

 

She wanted to get Travis back to the hospital right away, so the 

doctor could take a look at Travis' foot to see if there were any 

problems. 

 

While she was still hesitating, Camden seemed to hear what 

they were saying. He turned his head to Selena and said a few 

words in a low voice. 

 

Immediately, Selena smiled apologetically at Georgia. 

 

"Miss Lane, I'm really sorry. I forgot about Mr. Armstrong's foot 

injury. The dishes of this restaurant are served quickly. Wait 

until the dishes are served, we immediately pack up and leave. 

Camden and I will send you and Mr. Armstrong to the hospital, 

let the doctor look at the situation of Mr. Armstrong's foot. If 



everything is okay, we'll make the statement again." 

 

Georgia was very grateful to them. After about 10 minutes, all 

the dishes were served. 

 

After ordering the waiter to pack up, Georgia took Travis to the 

two officers' car and then together they headed to the hospital. 

 

After spending about half an hour at the hospital, the doctor 

rewrapped Travis' foot and gave Georgia and Travis a serious 

warning. 

 

"No more discharge without permission from the hospital. 

Otherwise, this foot will not get healed!" 

 

After getting Travis into the ward, Georgia coaxed at Travis. 

 

"Travis, I'm not leaving. I have something to say outside with 

the two officers now. Remember, even if you can't find me in 

the future, you have to stay where you are and wait for me, and 

I will definitely come back for you. You believe in Gigi, right?" 



 

Travis was a little dumbfounded, he pursed his lips and seemed 

a little sad. 

 

Georgia was also having a hard time in her heart, and she 

persuaded him again. 

 

"Travis, don't you believe Gigi? If Gigi says won't leave you, then 

really won't leave you." 

 

After saying this sentence, Travis seemed to compromise. 

 

“Then I believe Gigi… Gigi don’t… leave me, Travis wants to be 
with Gigi forever…” 

 

Georgia nodded before she walked out of the ward. Then, she 

followed the officers to a café which was near the hospital and 

sat down. 

 

After she sat down, Georgia spoke to the two officers, Selena 

and Camden. 



 

“Ms Holland, Mr. Camden, should I talk about my experience 

first, or should you ask, and I answer?” 

 

Camden answered her. 
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“Miss Lane, please briefly tell us about your experience before 

and after you disappeared, and then we’ll ask questions based 

on your experiences.” 

 

Georgia nodded and began to tell a brief story about her 

disappearance from Friday night. 

 

"That night, I went to work at the club, and when I got into the 

dressing room, suddenly my mouth was covered by someone 



and I fainted. When I woke up, I was locked up in an abandoned 

warehouse … Later came in a familiar man, this man named 

Chester Rogers. He admitted that he was the one who 

kidnapped me, and also said that he did it under Emma Lane 

and Owen Lane’s instructions ..." 

 

Georgia also said everything about what had happened after 

that and how she escaped from there. Selena came out with a 

serious face. 

 

"Miss Lane, if what you say is true, then we must arrest Chester. 

You also said that the gunshot wound on Mr. Armstrong’s foot 

was caused by Chester. So, we must now go to that place on the 

mountain and then find Chester in order to know the truth 

behind it." 

 

Georgia nodded. Suddenly, Selena gave Georgia a serious look. 

 

"Miss Lane, you should immediately contact our police on 

yesterday after you escaped. Now it’s already been a day and a 

night. You said at that time several people were beaten to the 

ground, and Chester was also in such a condition. I now doubt 

that we can find Chester.” 



 

Georgia instantly understood the meaning inside Selena's 

words. Chester said he was instructed by Owen and Emma. 

 

However, Georgia was not sure if Chester was still in the 

abandoned warehouse which was on the mountain. 

 

She escaped, Robert knew it, maybe Emma and Owen also 

knew it. They must have immediately prepared to get 

themselves out of the trouble. 

 

All the breakthrough points were on Chester. Otherwise, 

Georgia’s testimony was not corroborated. 

 

After rushing back to town yesterday afternoon, Georgia was 

busy getting Travis to agree on the surgery. And after that, the 

arrival of Robert and Vanessa Cooke had completely disrupted 

her mind which made her forget to call the police to state the 

situation. 

 

She then fainted again in the midnight and had really missed 

the best time to call the police. 



 

"Ms Holland, it was my ill-considered. As for where that 

mountain is, I can only describe to you specifically the route I 

came back ..." 

 

Georgia once again briefly described the route that she used to 

escape back. Selena and Camden frowned, both of them 

searched for a long time on the phone, and finally determined 

the location. 

 

"Miss Lane, if you don't mind, I think you'd better come with us 

to that warehouse. Maybe, we still have a chance to find 

Chester." 

 

“Now?” 

 

Georgia asked. The time was already passed six o’clock in the 

afternoon. 

 

Selena and Camden nodded their heads together. 

 



“The sooner the better. We will ask other police officers to 

corporate with us, ask them to help us to investigate the 

satellite images. You’re the one who went to that place. Mr. 

Armstrong needs to be hospitalized now, only you can go there 

with us. 

 

Georgia took a deep breath and then agreed. 

 

“I’ll go there with you. I also hope this matter comes out results 

quickly.” 

 

Georgia hoped it would be best to arrest Chester and have him 

to reveal the person behind it. 

 

If it's the Lane family or some other enemy, it would be the best 

reward to be able to ambush your own enemy. 

 

Georgia called Vanessa and said that she needed to go to the 

warehouse with police officers. She also told Travis that she was 

going out and asked him to wait for her return. 

 



Lastly, Georgia also asked Vanessa to take care of Travis. 

 

After arranging all these, Georgia followed Selena and Camden 

in a car to that mountain. 

 

Selena and Camden also contacted other police officers of the 

police departments. After a few turns in the mountain, Georgia 

with Ms Holland and Mr. Camden took more than three hours 

to reach that abandoned warehouse. 

 

By that time, it was already passed ten o’clock in the evening. 

 

However, what Georgia didn’t expect was that the beggars who 

were beaten by Travis and went unconscious on the ground had 

disappeared, left only Chester lying on there. 

 

Chester was dead, leaving behind only a cold corpse. 

 

Georgia still remembered that Travis punched Chester many 

times. She also hit him several times with a wooden stick. 

 



However, neither of them had hurt Chester’s head. 

 

But now, the blood outflowed from Chester’s head had 

coagulated on the ground. 

 

Georgia suddenly got scared, something must have happened 

behind this. Selena and Camden contacted their colleagues. And 

later the alarm sounded, the forensic pathologist and other 

officers came one after another to check the crime scene. 

 

The situation now was completely different from when Georgia 

left, and she always felt that something bad would happen. 

 

After working until midnight, Georgia followed the police car 

back to the city again. 

 

On the way back, the more Georgia thought about it, the more 

she convinced there’s something fishy about it. 

 

Chester was dead, then there must be someone else came to 

the abandoned warehouse after that. 



 

Is it Emma and Owen’s people? They killed Chester. What 

exactly did they want to do? 

 

Georgia was anxious. Selena let her go back home to rest first. 

 

After Georgia returned to her apartment, her face shaded with 

melancholy. It was already seven o’clock in the morning, she 

couldn’t rest as she had already taken a day off. So, she decided 

to go to work today. 

 

What Georgia didn’t know was that the Simpson family and the 

Lane family had already caused a stir.______________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 74 Deceive Yourself 

 

  

Last night, it was already evening after Jasper Holland had dealt 

with Eden Lane’s affairs. He drove directly to the villa where 

Robert Simpson stayed. 

 



When the butler saw Jasper came, he opened the door 

immediately. 

 

“Master Holland, Master Simpson hasn’t back home yet, do you 

need me to call him?” 

 

Jasper Holland shook his head. 

 

“I called him before I came, I estimate that he will be back in 

about half an hour. I will stay here to wait for him.” 

 

After Jasper Holland finished talking, he sat in the living room. 

The butler ordered the servant to come over and serve Jasper a 

cup of tea. 

 

Ten minutes later, Robert Simpson returned to the villa. 

 

After entering the door, Robert took off his suit and put on his 

shoes. Then, he sat opposite Jasper. 

 



“You said in the call that you have important things to tell me 

and you want to say it in person. What is it?” 

 

“Emma Lane’s younger brother is Eden Lane, do you know her 

brother?” 

 

Jasper started to ask Robert. 

 

Robert felt a little strange but he had also surveyed the Lane 

Family in the past. Thus, when Jasper asked him about Eden 

Lane, his first thought was that Eden must have caused trouble. 

 

“Eden Lane has been studying abroad for the past few years. I 

have rarely seen him. However, I know that he often causes 

trouble outside. What happened? Did he provoke you? You 

don't need to worry about me.” 

 

After Robert finished his words, Jasper laughed. 

 

Jasper had guessed that Robert would definitely not going to 

care about Eden Lane. 



 

“Robert, he didn't provoke me but he provokes my sister.” 

 

“What had he done to piss Selena off?” 

 

Robert Simpson asked in confusion. Selena is Jasper Holland’s 

younger sister. He heard that she was working in the police 

station now. How did the two of them intersect? Robert was 

puzzled. 

 

“I am not very clear about the specific situation. When my sister 

was handling the case, Eden Lane assailed my sister with 

obscenities. Therefore, my sister took the opportunity to place 

him in the police station. For now, he is detained in the police 

station. I estimated that he is going to suffer inside. Also, I 

ordered someone there to teach him a lesson.” 

 

Jasper pampered his sister a lot. Eden Lane was just looked like 

a gangster. Since he dared to molest his sister, Jasper would 

definitely make Eden regret for what he had done. 

 

“By the way, my sister's case involves a missing case. This case 



is also related to Georgia Lane. I didn't ask my sister in detail 

what is going on with this case. Robert, why is Georgia Lane still 

in D City? Isn’t Ma’am want to drive her out?” 

 

 

  

When Jasper mentioned Georgia Lane, Robert’s palm was 

clenched slightly. 

 

Yesterday, Robert rushed to the hospital impulsively but at the 

end he saw Georgia Lane having intimate interaction with 

another man. Robert was feeling angry when he thought of that 

scene. 

 

However, his mind was actually rational which kept telling him 

that Georgia Lane’s relationship with other men had nothing to 

do with him. 

 

Why was he getting mad? He shouldn't care about her. 

 

However, Jasper’s words seemed to mean that Selena would be 



in charge for the case of Georgia’s disappearance. Robert 

thought of the matter that he had ordered his workers to 

investigate. But there was still no result yet by now so he 

pondered slightly. 

 

“Jasper, the case involved Georgia is a bit complicated, don't 

worry about it, I will settle it then.” 

 

“Robert, don’t tell me that you really care about this woman? 

She is the murderer who killed your sister in the car accident. 

You must not have this kind of mindset. There are so many 

women in this world that you can care for, but for this woman, 

you must not concern about her.” 

 

Jasper warned Robert in a serious manner. Both of them had 

known each other since they were young. Apart from being not 

related by blood, they could be considered as brothers as they 

know each other very well. 

 

From the first time Jasper saw the woman, Georgia Lane until 

the day Robert rescued her at that night, Jasper always felt that 

Robert had given extra attention and concern to Georgia. 



 

Jasper had joked and asked the two of them to be together 

before he knew that Georgia was the car accident murderer 

who killed Wendy Simpson. 

 

But right now, Robert’s mother had knew about the matter of 

Georgia Lane. If Robert really paid more attention and care 

more about that woman, the ending for both Robert and 

Georgia would only be a tragedy. 

 

“Jasper, you have thought too much. Why would I care about 

this woman? I can’t stop wishing her to die right now and wish 

her to disappear from this world right away. How is it possible 

for me to care about this kind of woman? She is the murderer 

who caused the dead of my sister, I was considered kind for not 

killing her.” Robert retorted Jasper’s words immediately as if he 

believed the sentence from himself. 

 

Yes, it must happen to be that he only cared about that 

woman's every movement because he wanted to retaliate 

against her. It must be his illusion that he cared about her and 

being jealous when she stayed with other men. After thinking 

about this in his heart, Robert became more and more 



convinced that he himself was paying attention on Georgia was 

only due to hatred. 

 

As for his softheartedness, it was just because Georgia Lane had 

saved his life ten years ago. 

 

Jasper looked at the man in front of him in suspicion but he 

didn't persuade Robert in the end. 

 

“It’s fine as long as you know it. For the case of Eden Lane, 

please help me to explain to Emma when you talk to her. The 

Holland Family was not targeting the Lane Family in bad 

intentions but Eden Lane is really getting too over. He must get 

a lesson.” 

 

Robert nodded. 

 

“Don't worry, I will not favor anyone even if Emma is not 

reconciled with it.” 

 

After Jasper left, Robert was called by Emma out of the blue. 



 

“Robert, my brother has been detained in the detention center. 

Can you help me to get my brother out? I heard that he will be 

locked at there for more than half a month. My brother’s 

overseas study has not been completed yet. If this case is left in 

his record, the ambassador will not let my brother continue to 

apply for passport to go abroad.” 
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“Emma, don’t you know exactly what had Eden did? He 

molested Jasper’s sister outside and interfered police’s duty. It 

is his own sake to be locked out there. You are his sister. He 

made mistakes now and so you should let him be punished 

heavily, otherwise he will never learn to behave.” 

 

Emma heard the seriousness in Robert’s tone. 

 



It's just that her father and mother were by her side. Not only 

that, Eden was her biological younger brother, how could she 

really not care about him? 

 

“Robert, we can teach him after bringing him home. I have no 

ideas what is going on with my brother as he is locked in the 

detention center now and they even don’t allow me to visit 

him. They must have lynched my brother. Robert, can you 

please help me to save Eden for my sake? He is just a little 

unruly. I will definitely teach him after returning home, I will 

never let him make mistakes outside again.” 

 

Robert was a little disappointed with Emma as he knew how 

likely had Eden caused trouble. 

 

In Robert’s opinion, Eden was simply a scum who did nothing 

good. Robert didn't even want to place more attention on that 

kind of person. 

 

Robert wouldn't even want to say a word if it weren't because 

of Emma. 

 



“Emma, I have made decision on this matter. Eden should be 

punished as he made mistake. You all will only keep indulging 

him. Don't think of asking help from me in this matter.” 

 

After saying this, Robert hung up the phone directly. 

 

Emma looked at the beeping sound from her phone and her 

face sank completely. 

 

It was just a simple request which was to save her brother out 

from the detention center but Robert refused to help her on 

that. 

 

“What? Robert is not willing to help?” 

 

Flora Wong raised her voice and questioned. 

 

Flora had been worried since Eden was involved in that 

incident. 

 



He was her only son. If he really involved in any accident, how 

could she maintain her high position in the Lane Family? 

 

Emma nodded helplessly. 

 

“Dad, Mum, Robert said that he will not help on this matter, he 

even told me that Eden should be punished!” 

 

“Boom!” 

 

Owen Lane patted the table with his palm suddenly and the 

loud noise seemed to make the dust on the ceiling to shake off. 

 

“Emma. We can’t just wait here and do nothing. We must find 

someone to save your brother! I have already asked the people 

inside and they told me that someone with higher position has 

asked them to teach Eden a lesson. How can we let this happen 

without taking any action? We must stop it!” 

 

Owen said in his gloomy face. 

 



Eden was his only son, he would not let the only son in the Lane 

Family to meet with a mishap! 

 

Flora Wong was even more anxious and it caused her to shed 

tears. 

 

“Emma, we must save Eden!” 

 

“Dad, Mum, since Robert refuses to help us, who else can we 

ask for help now!” 

 

Emma became anxious as well. 

 

Their family relied on the Simpson Family to barely have some 

power in the D City but since Robert was not willing to help 

them for this time, Emma had no ideas who could them seek 

help from. 

 

“Emma, although Robert is not willing to help, his mother is still 

there. Think about it, we didn’t succeed to settle Georgia this 

time. Yesterday, when Georgia was in the hospital, Robert went 



there in person. Georgia is involved in this incident today, don’t 
you know how to transfer the message to Robert’s mum?” 

 

“Georgia was not dead for this time, she was having such a 

good luck to survive. Chester Rogers had been settled but 

Georgia had not been settled yet. Let’s settle her by the 

opportunity of this affair.” 

 

“Dad, what do you want me to do?” 

 

Emma didn’t understand and asked suspiciously. 

 

Flora Wong didn't understand either. Owen Lane called Emma 

and Flora to go to the study room. Three of them talked secretly 

at there for a long time. 

 

Emma called Maisie, Robert’s mother immediately at six o’clock 

in the morning. 

 

“Emma, why are you calling me so early?” 

 



Robert’s mother usually only got up at 8 o’clock. Her phone 

rang and awakened her instantly from her dream. Maisie was a 

little angry as she was awakened before dawn. No one would 

be happy if she was being disturbed when sleeping. 

 

“Auntie…” 

 

Emma was choking with sobs in the call. 

 

“Robert… Robert put my brother in the detention center for 
Georgia. He must be caring about that woman now. Maybe I 

don't have any hope of being your daughter-in-law as Robert is 

falling in love with Georgia Lane now…” 

 

Emma cried loudly and Robert’s mother, Maisie’s face sank. 

“What the hell is going on, state it clear!”____ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 75 Kneel Down and Repent 

 

  

Maisie was annoyed by Emma’s continuous crying sound. 



 

She could feel that her son treated Georgia differently. 

 

But she did not expect him to do something out of extent for 

her, Maisie was irritated. 

 

“Cry cry cry…what can you do with crying? Tell me clearly what 

has happened!” 

 

“Auntie, I am standing outside now. I can’t make it clear via the 

phone. Can you let me in?” 

 

Emma stopped crying and said the sentence. 

 

Maisie also wanted to know what happened. She could not 

control her anger when she thought of her son who had a 

partiality for the killer that killed her daughter. 

 

“Wait for a while, I ask the steward to open the door for you 

instantly!” 



 

After hanging up the call, Maisie called the steward to open the 

door while she quickly tidied up herself and changed her 

clothes. 

 

After ten minutes, Maisie sat opposite Emma. Emma’s eyes 

were full of tears. 

 

“Auntie, it is my fault. You have told me that Georgia kept 

tangling with Robert. So, I think that I should tackle her. I know 

it is not right to do it but I am jealous of her. Before I manage to 

do something, Georgia has been kidnapped by the man that 

keeps her as a mistress before!” 

 

“The man that keeps her as a mistress?” 

 

Maisie asked coldly. 

 

Emma wiped away her tears and answered. 

 

“The man is called Chester Rogers, he is fond of Georgia. 



However, I hear that Chester is failed to kidnap her, Georgia has 

escaped from there. I don’t know how she manages to escape, 

she even brings a man who has brain sickness to stay in the 

hospital. The man has undergone surgery a few days ago. Later, 

I find that the man is called Travis Armstrong, he is Georgia’s 

first love!” 

 

“After that, someone has told me that they saw Robert visiting 

Georgia in the hospital. I didn't feel something weird at the 

moment and thought that I am Robert’s love. Georgia must 

have been using some sort of tricks to attract Robert but I didn’t 
expect that Georgia would bring that idiot to my house. Travis is 

foolish, the children in my neighbourhood always teased him. 

When my younger brother came back, he laughed at him too!” 

 

After saying that, Emma’s tears dropped. 

 

“You should know that my younger brother is still young, he is 

ignorant. I didn’t expect Georgia to bring two police to my 

house to arrest my brother. I heard that my brother was beaten 

by the two police brought by Georgia. Now, my brother is still in 

the police station, he might be detained for a long time. 

Someone discloses the truth to my father, he said that they are 

instructed to give a lesson to my brother. He is in jail, if 



something happens to him, what should I do?” 

 

Emma cried loudly, she looked pitiful. 

 

 

  

Maisie understood the process, her expression looked dull. 

 

“What happened next? How does this matter relate to Robert?” 

 

“Auntie, I know that I should not trouble you but I have no 

choice. After my brother is detained in the jail, I call Robert for 

help, because someone said that my brother would be bullied 

there. How can I let my brother be bullied? But Robert said no 

to me, he even said that one of the police brought by Georgia is 

Jasper’s sister, Selena. Robert refused to help me…” 

 

“But I think that it must be related to Georgia’s trick, she 

purposely brought Selena there. She wanted to take revenge on 

the Lane family. Furthermore, Robert has partiality in Georgia. I 

have no choice but beg for your help.” 



 

Maisie knew that Emma’s brother, Eden was not a good guy but 

everyone had partiality. 

 

She had bias and resentment towards Georgia, so she trusted 

Emma’s words. She believed that Georgia was the one causing 

Eden to be detained. In Maisie’s opinion, Georgia was a vicious 

woman. 

 

“I see. I will call someone to help your brother out. I will 

educate Robert well, if he continues to take partiality on 

Georgia, I will deal with her by myself, don’t worry.” 

 

After saying that, Maisie took her phone and called someone. 

She gave instruction via the phone but the opposite side 

rejected to do so. 

 

“Mrs. Simpson, I’m sorry, I can’t release Eden. Mr. Holland has 

given a strict order to us, we will not bother anyone who 

interrupts. He must be given a lesson.” 

 

No one had shamed Maisie before in the entire D City. She 



pulled her face and hung up the call. Then, she took her phone 

and called Jasper. 

 

“Auntie, why do you call me early in the morning?” Jasper asked 

her politely. He was ready to go to his office at the moment but 

Maisie called him. 

 

“Jasper, there is a good relationship between our families, 

right? It is just a misunderstanding, can’t we just apologize to 

each other? Why do you make it so complicated?” 

 

Jasper did not understand her meaning. He asked confusingly. 

 

“Auntie, what do you mean? What do you want me to do? You 

can instruct me directly.” 

 

Maisie showed a dull face and spoke. 

 

“Jasper, Emma is going to marry Robert, she is my future 

daughter-in-law and Robert’s fiancée. Emma’s brother is 

considered as Robert’s brother as well. He has done something 



wrong, you have the right to punish him but how can you detain 

him in the jail for so long? If something happens to him, how 

should I explain to the Lane family?” 

 

At the moment, Jasper knew the purpose of Maisie. 

 

Jasper was respectful to Maisie. 
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“Auntie, you know that my younger sister has a bad temper. I 

will not reject if she wants to give Eden a lesson. Eden has done 

a lot of bad things! He has become a bad guy since such a 

tender age, what will happen to him when he grows up? I 

should give him a lesson and change his behaviour so that he 

will not have the courage to do bad thing again. Then, he will 

not shame the Simpson family and the Lane family. It is better 

for him to be obedient.” 



 

Jasper’s words clearly showed that there was no way to 

negotiate, he did not want to release Eden. 

 

Maisie showed a dull face when she kept being rejected by 

others. 

 

“Jasper, you’re refusing me, right?” 

 

Maisie asked coldly. 

 

“Auntie, my sister is too wilful. If I promise to help you, she 

must have made a stir in the house. I do not mean that I don’t 
want to help you!” 

 

Jasper said the words tactfully. Maisie asked him coldly. 

 

“Jasper, you tell me honestly. Does Robert ask you to give a 

lesson to Eden because he takes partiality on Georgia? I know it 

has something to do with Georgia, do I have to make it clear 

again that what kind of woman is Georgia? She has killed my 



daughter, what happened to you and Robert? Why do you want 

to take sides on Georgia?!” 

 

Maisie asked angrily. 

 

Jasper was helpless. Maisie’s words were forcing him to help 

her but he indeed did not want to agree with that. 

 

He doted on his sister, if he stopped punishing Eden, he would 

not be satisfied. 

 

“Auntie, you have misunderstood. It has nothing to do with 

Georgia. Don’t worry, Robert and I hate Georgia as well, how is 

it possible for us to take sides on her?! Nevertheless, after my 

sister calms down, I will ask her to release Eden. Do you want to 

ask my sister by yourself? She always respects the elders and 

you, maybe she will listen to you.” 

 

Jasper handed the trouble over to his sister without hesitation. 

 

Maisie knew that Jasper would not agree to help her. So, she 



hung up the call and called Robert. 

 

“Robert, you come back now. I have an important thing to ask 

you.” 

 

After saying that, Maisie hung up the call directly. Robert was 

confused about what happened but Jasper already called him 

and told him about the happening. 

 

Robert showed a dull face and asked the driver to send him 

back. 

 

For Maisie, after she hung up the call with her son, she quickly 

called Selena. 

 

“Selena, I want to see you. Can you come to my house?” 

 

Selena just rest for a while at the police station, she came back 

from the mountain after she settled the case of Chester at 

around 5 a.m. Then, she received her brother’s call to inform 

her. 



 

Selena knew that Maisie called her for the sake of Eden. 

 

Selena was discontented about her brother who handled the 

trouble over to her. 

 

But Selena could not show her bad temper in front of the 

senior. So, she answered politely. 

 

“Auntie, I am working now. If you have any important issue, can 

you call me later in the afternoon?” 

 

Selena decided to delay it so she asked Maisie to call her later in 

the afternoon. However, Maisie opened her mouth again. 

 

“Selena, I straight away call your leader and ask him to offer you 

a half-day leave. This is an important thing, I need to know the 

entire process. Can you come here for a while? I have not met 

you for a long time.” 

 

Selena knew how stubborn was Maisie. She agreed suddenly 



when she thought of the scene that she saw before. 

 

“I see, auntie. Please wait for me, I will go after I ask for leave.” 

 

Maisie was then satisfied and hung up the call. 

 

After that, Maisie turned her head and looked at Emma. 

 

“Robert is coming home now, if he sees you here, he must think 

that you’re the one complaining. So, you go home first, I will 

inform you of any latest news.” 

 

Emma could not help but she knew that she should not make 

anything that made Robert discontent. 

 

After nodding, Emma left. 

 

After half an hour, Robert reached his home. 

 

Maisie looked at her son. She straight away threw the photo of 



Wendy onto the table and said coldly to her son. 

 

“Kneel down, kneel down in front of your sister’s photo! Tell her 

how badly have you done to her!”____ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 76 He Is Total Scum 

 

  

Robert knelt silently in front of his sister’s photo and then 

slowly began to explain. 

 

“Mom, I don’t know what you have heard and what you have 

misunderstood. But I have to tell you the whole story.” 

 

“Do you still have something to say? I’d like to hear your 

explanation. Come on, I am sitting right here. You can try your 

best and explain clearly what you have done in full details!” 

 

Maisie said coldly, not showing even slight kindness for her son. 

 



When he was young, Robert’s father had an affair with a 

woman and abandoned his wife and son. What Maisie hated 

the most was a man’s affection for another woman as it 

reminded her of her own husband and the pain she had 

suffered. 

 

“About Georgia’s matter, I didn’t help her with anything. 

Georgia disappeared the day before yesterday. I did go to the 

hospital to see her once, but I didn’t do anything.” 

 

Maisie sneered. 

 

“What does it matter to you if she disappears? Why did you go 

to the hospital to see her? Don’t tell me that there is no special 

relationship between you and her. Are you trying to treat your 

mother as a fool?” 

 

Robert was a little helpless. In fact, he knew it himself that he 

couldn’t explain why he went to the hospital clearly. 

 

But right now, it wasn’t the thing that he needed to explain 

mostly. 



 

Robert continued to speak. 

 

“I went to the hospital to see Georgia and then left. I didn’t 
know what happened yesterday at all. I only know that Selena 

was just in charge the case of Georgia’s disappearance. When 

they were handling the case outside and didn’t know why, Eden 

provoked Selena and even molested her. Selena only enforced 

the law impartially but Eden asked the people he knew in the 

police station and wanted to teach Selena and her friend a 

lesson. So, Selena suddenly asked her brother for help. This 

matter really had nothing to do with Georgia.” 

 

 

  

The more Robert said that this matter had nothing to do with 

Georgia, the more Georgia was cast aside and the angrier 

Maisie became! 

 

She only felt that Robert was getting more and more serious 

about Georgia now, totally favoring that woman in his heart. 

 



“Robert, you said that this had nothing to do with Georgia, so 

why did you go to the hospital to see her? When Eden’s 

incident happened yesterday, why was Georgia also there? Isn’t 
it a trick played by Georgia that made Eden molest Selena? I 

don’t believe that Georgia is innocent in all this. Even if she is 

innocent, why don’t you help? Eden is Emma’s younger brother, 

your future brother-in-law and you let Eden be arrested. Would 

it show to the outsiders that the Simpson family has no power 

anymore? Could anyone just slander the reputation of the 

Simpson family? ” 

 

“Mom, Eden did something wrong. I just don’t want him to 

cause trouble again in the future. I think he needs to learn a 

lesson. You are really overthinking this.” 

 

Robert explained helplessly but Maisie didn’t believe a word. 

 

“You just continue to argue. I have called Selena over and you 

are not allowed to interrupt with even one word at that time. 

You will honestly kneel in front of your sister and confess!” 

 

Robert was helpless. He continued to kneel in silence. 



 

He also knew why his mother was so angry. His actions really 

made that it seemed like he cared about Georgia a lot. It was 

just a memory from ten years ago, Robert didn’t know how to 

explain it. 

 

As he was thinking of this, the doorbell rang and Selena arrived. 

 

A few minutes later, Selena came to where Maisie and Robert 

were. 

 

“Maisie, Robert, hello.” 
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Selena greeted them politely. She felt a little awkward seeing 

Robert kneeling on the ground. She had always felt it was not 



the place she should be. 

 

Maisie smiled politely and let Selena sit down. 

 

“I have ordered the housekeeper to cook, Selena. I heard that 

you went to work in the police station? I always knew that you 

were excellent and now you are doing what you want to do. 

Wendy also studied law back then. If she was still alive, she 

would have been a lawyer now. you two grew up together, if 

Wendy was still alive that would have been great.” 

 

Maisie sighed deeply besides her, making Selena feel a little 

awkward. She nodded with a faint smile. 

 

After reminiscing for a while, Maisie asked Selena. 

 

“I also knew you were harassed yesterday and that Eden must 

be taught a lesson! But, Selena, can you just do me a favor and 

let him come back to learn a lesson? I will have Robert keep an 

eye on him in the future, Eden will never cause trouble again in 

the future.” 

 



Selena’s face looked a little embarrassed. Maisie was very upset 

but she was still very gentle and polite towards Selena. 

 

“Selena, did my request make you feel embarrassed? But if you 

think about it clearly, why did you meet Eden when you were 

outside to deal with Georgia’s case yesterday? Don’t you think 

that this is all Georgia’s trick? Wendy had a good relationship 

with you back then. How could you help Georgia, the murderer 

who killed Wendy?” 

 

In the end, Maisie’s tone became very sad. 

 

Selena clasped her ten fingers tightly and kept rubbing them 

together. After a long time, she raised her head and spoke to 

Robert’s mother. 

 

“Maisie, the case of Georgia’s disappearance was assigned to 

me coincidentally. Georgia would not have been able to decide 

anything in this matter! As for yesterday, I went to find Georgia 

to get her statement but her friend happened to disappear just 

then. So, I and my friend, accompanied Georgia to go and find 

that person. This was all just a coincidence.” 



 

Maisie fell silent immediately. 

 

She had not expected that Selena would not care about her 

status like that. The facts had already made it so clear that all of 

this had something to do with Georgia. How could all this not be 

Georgia’s trick? 

 

“Selena, are you really unwilling to do me this favor? This is 

obviously Georgia’s trick but both of you keep saying it is a 

coincidence. Do you both like Georgia?” 

 

Robert’s mother said in disappointment. 

 

“Mom, you can’t force her to do it. Eden did something wrong, 

and Selena just wanted to stand up for herself. Why are you 

forcing her? If someone committed a crime, they should be 

punished.” 

 

When Robert said those words, Maisie instantly became 

furious. 



 

“Must be punished for their crimes? My daughter is dead then 

why did Georgia not die? How can she still live just fine in this 

world and still get help from you guys? You are all friends of 

Wendy! My Wendy died so tragically, no one remembered her 

and all of you were helping her killer!” 

 

Maisie cried out in pain. 

 

Selena raised her head looking puzzled and asked. 

 

“Maisie, I knew that Georgia was the murderer of Wendy’s car 

crash, but Eden was in the car at that time too. Why did you 

help him? Although he was not the driver, wasn’t he one of the 

accomplices back then? But he just escaped the punishment of 

the law. I didn’t know why you helped him? He is total scum! I 

have checked his past records. He often makes trouble, fights 

and plays around with women. Why would anyone help such a 

person? And he is also one of the murderers of Wendy’s car 

crash even if he was just sitting in the car. But I don’t 
understand, why are you willing to help such a person? I really 

don’t understand, Maisie.” 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 



Chapter 77 The Truth About The Car Accident 

 

  

After Selena said these words, the whole room was quiet. 

 

Maisie was frozen for a long time and seemed to be stupid. 

 

Her head rumbled. Selena's words were like a bomb that blew 

up her head into a mess. 

 

Robert was also shocked and did not say anything for a long 

time. 

 

After a long time, he looked at Selena and asked. 

 

"Selena, what do you mean by what you just said? What do you 

mean Eden was also in the car back then? How do you know 

that? Do you have any evidence?" 

 

Only then did Selena realize that Robert's mother and Robert 



did not know about this matter. She asked in confusion. 

 

"Don't you guys know about this matter? I saw it with my own 

eyes back then." 

 

"At that time I was playing inside the bar, and Wendy also 

happened to be in that bar. I saw with my own eyes Wendy and 

Eden had a conversation, and Wendy was obviously not happy. 

Later, Wendy walked out, and Eden followed her. I happened to 

be going home at that time, so I followed them. I saw they 

argued. When I went out, I saw Wendy drive away in her red 

sports car, and Eden got in his car and followed her. Then 

Wendy had an accident." 

 

"At that time, I heard that the murderer of the car accident was 

caught. I first thought the murderer of the car accident was 

Eden, and then I learned it wasn't him. But I didn't ask any 

questions. I also wondered how Eden was not the murderer. 

Maybe he got someone else to help him drive. But I can 

guarantee that it was definitely Eden who drove the car and 

followed Wendy's car at the beginning. I saw him chase after 

her very angrily." 

 



Just after Selena said this, Maisie suddenly ran up and grabbed 

her hand tightly. 

 

"What you said is all true? You didn't lie to me?" 

 

"Auntie, what am I doing lying to you with this matter? I saw it 

with my own eyes ... it's just that I didn't follow them but found 

a car to go home. So I don't know what happened afterward." 

 

"Last night I went back to check the case information, which 

found that the car recorded inside the accident record is the car 

Eden drove back then. That must have something to do with 

Eden. I don't think Eden is innocent, but I just don't know why 

he later called Georgia to drive." 

 

After Selena finished this sentence, Maisie's face turned pale. 

She suddenly shouted out in anger. 

 

"The Lane family! This must be the Lane family who has been 

cheating and playing with us! Robert, call the people of the Lane 

family to come over and let them explain what the hell is going 

on!" 



 

The anger inside Maisie's chest was almost burning her up. 

 

Then, Maisie looked at Selena again. 

 

"Selena, please continue to stay here for a while. I want the 

Lane family to come and confront you." 

 

"Auntie, Eden is still in the detention center, and the rest of the 

Lane family may not know what happened back then. Even if 

they were to confront me now, it probably wouldn't help in the 

end. After all, I just saw Eden driving that car and chased after 

Wendy, and I didn't see the process of the accident later." 

 

Selena said this, while Maisie had already gotten all kinds of 

suspicions in her heart. 

 

 

  

She now did not believe in each and every one of the Lane 

family, whether it was Georgia or Emma! 



 

Maisie just felt that these guys were all lying and playing with 

her! 

 

Robert was thinking the same thing now. He remembered that 

Georgia kept saying that she was not the one responsible for 

the car accident. 

 

Now it seemed that maybe she was telling the truth. 

 

From Selena's words, he was at least sure there was something 

else they didn't know. Anger was now piling up in Robert's heart 

as well. 

 

He thought that if the Lane family deliberately cheated and 

played with them, he would never let the Lane family continue 

to exist in this world. 

 

"Mom, don't worry. I'll have the Lane family's people come over 

right away. As for Eden ..." 

 



Robert pondered for a moment. He looked at Selena. 

 

"This matter is really important. Selena, can I first bring Eden to 

the Simpson family and ask the guards to release him. Let's 

confront and ask him what he really did and see what lies his 

family is telling?" 

 

Selena did not refuse this time. She also found out the 

seriousness of the matter. It was obvious that the Lane family 

was deceiving and hiding a lot of things behind the scenes. 

 

Plus she was disgusted with Eden, so Selena nodded and 

agreed. 

 

"Robert, don't worry. I'll call personally and ask them to bring 

Eden here." 

 

Robert nodded, and he immediately made a phone call to 

Emma. 

 

"Emma, I've had your brother brought to the Simpson family. 



Can you bring your parents over right now? We have an 

important matter to discuss here." 

 

Robert tried his best to sound as gentle as possible. He didn't 

want Emma to find out that he was angry right now. 

 

Emma thought Robert's mom had agreed to help, so she agreed 

excitedly. 

 

"Robert, I got it. My parents are free now. I'll have them come 

over right away." 

 

Emma didn't think much of it. Robert didn't agree to help 

rescue Eden last night, how could he now say he was willing to 

bring Eden to the Simpson family? 

 

She didn't think about the details but immediately told Owen 

and Flora about it with excitement. 

 

"Mom, Dad, Robert just called to tell me he's going to get Eden 

to go to the Simpson family. Only he also asked us to come over 



there too to discuss an important matter. I guess we'll be able 

to bring my brother back by then! I think Robert must think that 

Eden is causing too much trouble out there and wants us to go 

over and promise to keep an eye on Eden from now on." 
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Owen and Flora nodded, and Flora was so happy she cried. 

 

"It's finally okay ..." 

 

"We'll get ready to go to the Simpson family right away." 

 

Owen gave the final word. So the three of them took the car 

and immediately went to the Simpson family. 

 

Meanwhile, Maisie suddenly spoke up with a sullen face. 



 

"Robert, call Georgia and ask her to come over. I'd like to see 

how they explain this matter of Wendy." 

 

Maisie's voice was particularly cold. It could be seen that she 

was very angry now. 

 

Selena had just said goodbye to Georgia this morning. 

 

From the day she spent with Georgia, Selena felt that Georgia 

was a pretty good person, and did not see anything wrong with 

her. 

 

It was already ten o'clock in the morning, and when Robert 

made the call, Georgia was doing experiments in the lab. And 

Aston was discussing the experimental data with Georgia. 

 

"These few experimental data are obviously aimed at the 

differences in human data, so there are different results. If 

combined with genetic testing, I feel that this drug may be 

successful." 



 

Aston opened his mouth and spoke up. 

 

"It's not enough. This will increase the burden of testing on 

patients. If every patient were to go through their genetic status 

first, the cancer would be uncontrolled and change daily. We 

have to work on a targeted drug that can be applied to a wide 

range of human conditions, and at most figure out whether it is 

non-small cell lung cancer or small cell lung cancer. To break it 

down any further would add to the patient burden." 

 

Aston nodded. 

 

"You're right. It looks like this experiment will have to be run a 

few more times. We'll have to talk to the professor about where 

to go next with the study. I feel like it's wrong anyway." 

 

Georgia nodded wearily as well. No wonder Percy had not made 

any progress at all even after stealing her lab reports for the 

past few years. 

 

Even she felt as if she had hit a bottleneck. The two of them 



continued to discuss some more things, and then Georgia found 

her phone ringing. 

 

When she picked up the phone, Robert's voice came over the 

other end of the line at once. 

 

"Georgia, come to the Simpson family right away. There is an 

important matter for you here." 

 

Robert ordered directly, while Georgia was still doing 

experiments at the moment. She only felt ridiculous. Who did 

she have to listen to what Robert told her to do? 

 

"Mr. Simpson, you are the boss, and you can stay off work if you 

want. I'm an employee, I'm at work right now, and I'm not in 

the mood to mind your Simpson family’s business. Besides, 

even if I have free time, why do I have to come to the Simpson 

family when you tell me to? Do I have anything to do with the 

Simpson family?" 

 

After saying this coldly, Georgia hung up the phone directly. 

 



Robert looked at the hung-up phone with a cold face. He turned 

his head to look at Selena. 

 

"Georgia doesn't want to come over. She probably thinks I want 

to hurt her no matter what I say. Selena, you give Georgia a call 

and tell her what the hell is the reason for her to come over. 

She certainly won't listen to what I say." 

 

Selena and Georgia did exchange contact information. She 

picked up her phone and then made a call to Georgia. 

 

Georgia also wondered why Selena called her. They just parted 

in the morning. She picked up the phone and asked in 

confusion. 

 

"Ms Holland, is there any latest development in the case? Did 

Chester's autopsy report come out?" 

 

Georgia could only guess so, yet Selena denied it. 

 

"Miss Lane, it's not about this. It's about the Simpson family. I'm 



in the Simpson family right now." 

 

"It's about the car accident back then. I had witnessed Eden 

driving the car and catching up with the car driven by Wendy. 

It's just that I don't know the details of the car accident that 

happened later. I just told Robert and his mother about it. They 

now need you to come over and confront the Lane family about 

what really happened back then?" 

 

After Selena finished speaking, Georgia was also stunned. 

 

She never thought that there would be a day when there would 

be a turnaround in the matter of the car accident. 

 

"Selena, did I hear wrong? Did you really see Eden catch up with 

Wendy's car?" 

 

Selena nodded affirmatively at the other end of the phone. 

 

Only at this moment did Georgia guess why she was the one in 

jail back then. It must have been Eden who ran over Wendy, 



and Owen decided to let her take the blame. 

 

After all, Eden was the Lane family's only son, and she was just 

an outcast at the time. Owen would definitely take her to 

sacrifice. 

 

No wonder she spent six years in jail. It turned out to be 

because of Eden. 

 

She had suffered so much. Now thank God, the Lane family's 

lies were finally going to be exposed! 

 

Georgia couldn't help but get a little excited. 

 

"I got it. Send me the address, and I'll come right over." 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 

Chapter 78 Jealousy Arises 

 

  

Georgia had been rubbing Robert and Simpson the wrong way. 



They wanted to drive her out of D City, just because they 

thought that she was the one who caused the car accident that 

killed Wendy. 

 

If she could clear this injustice, Georgia thought that at least she 

and Annie would not have not to be bullied by these powerful 

people for the rest of their lives. 

 

Annie would also have a better life, so she had to find a way to 

clear this injustice. 

 

Perhaps by then, she would also have the chance to beg Ivan to 

help Annie do an operation. With this expectation in her heart, 

Georgia looked at Aston after hanging up the phone. 

 

“I have an important matter that requires me to go out now. I 

may have to take leave again. Aston, continue to do your 

experiments today. We will discuss the experimental data 

together later. I have to go to find Ernie to take a leave now.” 

 

After Georgia finished speaking, she directly left the lab and 

then walked towards Ernie’s office. 



 

Georgia found Anaya walking towards her and stopping her. 

 

“Anaya, I have something important to do. Get out of the way!” 

 

Georgia displayed a cold look and she almost said that a good 

dog won’t block one’s way. 

 

Anaya asked her tauntingly. 

 

“I heard that the person called Vanessa is your bestie, is that 

right?” 

 

Georgia subconsciously became worried when she heard Anaya 

mentioning Vanessa. 

 

“What’s that got to do with you? Why? Do you want to make 

my friend in trouble as you can’t chase me out of the institute?” 

 

As soon as Georgia finished her words, Anaya snorted with 



laughter. 

 

“I was wondering who is Vanessa. It turns out to be the bestie 

of a bitch which is you. You went and seduced my cousin and 

Simon, and now your bestie, Vanessa seduces the fiancé of my 

cousin. No wonder you two are besties, as the villains always 

nest together.” 

 

When Anaya was saying the words, everyone around seemed to 

listen attentively. Georgia asked her with a cold face. 

 

“I don’t know who your cousin is. If you slander my bestie again, 

I’ll just tell the professor about you deliberately provoking me, 

and let the professor judge who is the one causing trouble 

inside the office every day!” 

 

Anaya looked like she was forced to give in. She was still not 

satisfied and continued to rant and rave again. 

 

“My cousin is Rachel. Rachel and Alfred are already engaged. 

The two of them are an unmarried couple, but your bestie 

became the third person in their relationship, and she and 



Alfred even register for marriage and are going to get married 

the next weekend. Did I say anything wrong? You seduced my 

cousin, and your bestie seduced my cousin’s fiancé, which of my 

words are wrong? Georgia, point it out if you have the guts." 

 

Both Rachel and Anaya were from the same family, and Georgia 

only realized they were cousins. 

 

It was true that she only knew about it now, but the matter 

between Vanessa and Alfred was so complicated that Georgia 

could only show her a cold face. 

 

“Vanessa and Alfred were couples six years ago. They are just 

getting back together now. Please don’t slander her and create 

such rumors!” 

 

After finishing these words coldly, Georgia directly pushed 

Anaya away and then walked into Ernie’s office. 

 

 

  



If she continued to argue with Anaya, there would only be more 

and more rumors inside the office, and Georgia did not want to 

say anything more. 

 

“Did you and Anaya quarrel again outside?” 

 

Georgia didn’t make a good impression on Ernie. Although Ernie 

knew that Anaya was always causing trouble, Ernie thought that 

Georgia was the one who had plagiarized the experimental data 

from her lecturer’s thesis. 

 

Even though Professor Lee believed Georgia did not do it, Ernie 

did not believe her. 

 

Moreover, Georgia almost acquiesced to what she did in front 

of Robert, which made Ernie had a bad impression of Georgia. 

 

“Ernie, I can’t explain clearly about the matter involving me and 

Anaya. That’s all for it. However, I am looking for you now for 

one thing. I need to go out this afternoon and I may need to 

take a leave.” 

 



Hearing Georgia’s words, Ernie’s expression turned cold. 

 

“Georgia, from the time you started working until now, tell me 

how many times you’ve asked for a leave? Yesterday you also 

took leave, and you are taking leave again this afternoon after 

working in the morning. Do you think MU Research Institute is a 

place where you can come and go whenever you want? Which 

person would take a leave every day when one is working? 

Don’t think that you can do whatever you want just because a 

professor values you.” 

 

Georgia also knew that it was wrong for her to take a leave like 

this, but it was just that the matter of clearing the injustice that 

being wronged as the one who caused the accident was too 

important. She had to do the matter. 

 

“Ernie, this matter is very important. I must go out, please 

approve my leave request.” 

 

Ernie did not make things difficult for Georgia. He coldly wrote a 

leave of absence for her and warned her coldly. 

 



“I will tell the professor truthfully about you taking leave inside 

the institute, and about your conflict with Anaya which 

happened over and over again. Don’t think that the professor 

will save you every time.” 

 

Georgia nodded helplessly. 

 

“Ernie, it’s my fault. I’ve troubled you today.” 

 

After saying these words, Georgia walked out of Ernie’s office, 

intending to leave immediately. 

 

Anaya glared at Georgia with hatred for a few moments, and 

she also knew that she couldn’t continue arguing with Georgia 

any further. 

 

Otherwise, the people inside the office would also think that 

she was causing trouble, and when the professor fired her, 

there might not even be many people to speak up for her at 

that time. She couldn’t go too far inside the office. 

 



It’s just that Rachel was considered as her distant cousin. Their 

grandfathers were cousins, and the two of them did not have a 

close relationship. 

 

If it wasn’t for Vanessa, who was Georgia’s bestie, Anaya 

wouldn’t have known that Georgia and Vanessa had already 

bullied Rachel, besides bullying her! 

 

This made her even more annoyed with Georgia. She inwardly 

hoped that her aunt could help her to chase Georgia out of the 

institute. 

 

Georgia had already taken a taxi to the Simpson family at the 

time. 

 

When she was on her way, Emma and her parents, Flora and 

Owen had already arrived at the house of the Simpson family. 
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After the housekeeper opened the door, Emma walked into the 

house of the Simpson family with her parents. 

 

The three of them immediately noticed the strange look of 

Robert and his mother, Maisie. The atmosphere was very 

unsettling. 

 

Moreover, another young woman was sitting there who they 

didn’t know. 

 

Emma’s first thought when she saw the woman was wondering 

if Maisie was dissatisfied with her as her future daughter-in-law 

and wanted that woman in front of her to replace Emma as her 

daughter-in-law. 

 

Emma guessed so, but she did not dare to speak. 

 

Emma stood politely behind her father. Meanwhile, Owen 

pondered in his mind what kind of situation he was facing. 



 

He walked forward and politely extended his hand, smiling at 

Robert and Maisie. 

 

“Ma’am, Robert, sorry for troubling you all that you all suddenly 

called us over and asked us to bring Eden here… This time it’s 

undeniable that Eden had done something wrong. I will 

indoctrinate him sternly the next time.” 

 

Owen felt that the Simpson family must be unhappy with Eden 

for causing trouble outside, and he decided to first admit his 

mistake to give him an out. 

 

“Sit down first. Someone else is coming later.” 

 

Maisie coldly said these words, then she sat down on the sofa 

with a cold face. 

 

Emma and her parents sat on top of the sofa in confusion, while 

Selena sat on top of a single-seater sofa. The whole living room 

was depressingly silent. 



 

“Ma’am, Robert, who is this young lady? You haven’t 
introduced her to us yet, right?” 

 

Emma couldn’t stand the unsettling atmosphere she was facing 

and she was curious about the young woman. She felt that the 

woman was her rival, so she couldn’t help but ask the question. 

 

Robert looked at Emma. He had many guesses in his heart 

suddenly but he never showed them. 

 

Maisie also looked at the woman in front of her, and she said 

something after a long time. 

 

“This is Selena, it was your brother who bullied Selena 

yesterday, so please apologize to Ms Holland.” 

 

When Maisie said these words, Owen’s expression slightly 

changed, while Flora looked at the woman in front of her more 

cautiously. Emma’s face also turned ghastly. 

 



The three of them felt that something was wrong with what 

happened, but the matter at hand did not allow them to give in. 

 

Owen and Flora took the initiative to stand up and walk towards 

Selena. After making up his mind, Owen pulled Flora to kneel 

directly in front of Selena. 

 

“Ms Holland, it’s all because of my sinful son who is so 

immature. Please be merciful and forgive him. After he goes 

back, I will definitely discipline him strictly and will definitely not 

let him make such a mistake again!” 

 

Flora was somewhat reluctant to do so, she had been in the 

limelight for several years and had never bowed her head and 

knelt in front of such a young lady to admit her mistakes. 

 

It was just that someone as ruthless as her husband, Owen had 

knelt, so Flora could only apologise to Selena unwillingly. 

 

“Ms Holland, it’s all because I, as a mother didn’t educate my 

son properly. He really should be punished. I just hope that 

you’ll be lenient and give him a chance to be a new man.” 



 

“Ms Holland, my brother is too immature. I beg you to give him 

a chance.” 

 

Selena had not come into contact with anyone from the Lane 

family before. She had only met Emma a few times before and 

she was not familiar with her. 

 

As for Eden, if it wasn’t for seeing him again yesterday and 

seeing the crazy look on his face as if he was the boss of the 

world, Selena would not even recall the incidents six years ago 

in which he argued with Wendy inside the bar and ended up 

chasing after her with his car. 

 

Now that Eden’s parents and his sister were all begging her to 

forgive him in front of her, she felt really embarrassed. 

 

After all, the middle-aged parents were kneeling in front of her, 

making it seem like she was very uncompassionate. 

 

Selena was a straightforward person. She replied to them 

directly. 



 

“Mr. Lane and Mrs. Lane, regarding the matter of your son, I am 

no longer angry now, and he will be brought to the Simpson 

family soon, as for the matter afterwards, I don’t think you 

should look for me if you want to ask for forgiveness. You 

should ask Robert and Ma’am Maisie.” 

 

Hearing her words, Owen pulled his wife Flora up. She slowly 

realized the seriousness of the situation at hand. 

 

But he couldn’t show it in his face. He calmly thanked Selena. 

 

“Ms Holland, thank you for forgiving Eden.” 

 

After saying this, Owen brought Flora back to sit on top of the 

sofa, and he looked at Robert and Maisie. He asked them 

gently. 

 

“Ma’am, Robert. What exactly is so important? Can you guys 

just tell us directly?” 

 



“The people haven’t arrived yet. When they come, we will talk 

about this matter clearly.” 

 

Robert said with a calm look. 

 

However, his mind was already full of thought. He thought that 

if he had wronged Georgia in this matter, Georgia might be very 

disgusted with the Simpson family at the moment. 

 

He had lived for more than 50 years and had encountered many 

storms in his life, so he needed to remain calm even when he 

felt that something might happen. 

 

The atmosphere in the living room remained unsettling. After a 

while, the doorbell rang and the housekeeper asked the maid to 

open the door. 

 

Shortly afterwards, the maid came in with Georgia. 

 

The expressions of Emma, Owen, and Flora changed instantly.        
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"Why are you staying here? "Owen Lane asked indifferently. 

 

Georgia Lane did not answer his question, she just staring at 

those people in the house and approached Selena. 

 

Some complicated emotions could be read on Robert's face. 

 

Although Maisie did not have a good impression of Georgia 

Lane ,she invited her to take a sit. 

 

"Take a sit, we can have a talk after all people reach here, "she 

said coldly. 

 

Obviously, it meant that they were waiting for Eden Lane to 

come. Emma Lane's hands started trembling. 

 

She vaguely knew that why Robert's mother asked them to 



come. 

 

The only thing was she could not understand that all the 

evidences in the accident were prepared well and they had kept 

a way open for retreat. There was no chance to be caught out. 

 

Owen had a same thought with Emma. 

 

He also guessed that the reason she gathered all the people, 

especially bringing Eden here was because of the accident 

happened in the past. 

 

Maybe they had known something. 

 

However, the crime scene,the witnesses and all the details had 

been perfectly treated properly by him. He could not think 

where was missed out. The condition was unfavorable, the only 

thing he could do is to act according to circumstances. 

 

"Sis, I'm sorry about my brother's matter,he is too immature, he 

should get a lesson. How is Travis Armstrong now? I heard he 



has became an idiot. Two of you were so in love during that 

time, I don't expect it,"she suddenly said. 

 

Emma suddenly started talking, she mentioned Travis 

purposely, and she mentioned that two of them were 

ex-lovers.Obviously,she was intentional to let Robert know 

about their relationship. 

 

Georgia stared at her coldly, none of a word came out from her 

mouth. 

 

However, Robert was concerned about Emma's words. 

 

He had employed someone to investigate the background of 

the person who was brought back by Georgia, the result had 

not came out yet, but now he knew it from Emma. They were 

couple in the past, he is her ex-boyfriend. 

 

He was grieved. Robert recalled back the tattoo on Georgia's 

chest, there was a word engraved under the sun ,'Travis' that 

person's name. 

 



Did they love each other very much in the past? He could not 

control himself to think about their past and wondered that 

how much they in love in the past. 

 

Georgia ignored her but she still continued to say. 

 

 

  

"I still remember that two of you fell in love during secondary 

school time, the whole school knew that. Hereafter, he 

disappeared for 10 years. Can't imagine what has he done for 

these 10 years and make him became a idiot. Sis,will you take 

care of him in the future? Two of you were so in love before. 

Will you take care of him for a lifetime?" 

 

"That's enough, why you have to mention these matter,"Robert 

said coldly while Georgia did not answer her questions. 

 

He did not want to hear about story of her and the other man in 

the past. This made Emma confirmed that he had some 

affection for her. 

 



Emma felt jealous. Jealousy made her likely become crazy. 

 

"I know that you have feelings for her, if you don't want to 

marry me, you can tell directly. I'm not that type of person who 

will pester you." 

 

Emma suddenly criticized him. Robert looked at her 

indifferently, he warned her again. 

 

"Do you think now it's the right time to discuss these things, 

better shut up." 

 

In the deep of his heart, he believed that what Selena said was 

the truth, he hoped that. 

 

He understood that if Georgia was the murder who killed his 

sister in the car accident, he would never have chance to get 

closer with her forever. 

 

"Robert, please pardon her. Emma is just too impulsive,"Flora 

Wong tried to persuade him. 



 

Owen looked serious, he said coldly. 

 

"Robert, Emma is your only fiancee. Even though you are from 

the Simpson family. I won't let you play with two of my 

daughters," 

 

Owen was unpleasant. He said fiercely with a strong sense of 

righteousness. Georgia sneered at his artificial words. 

 

She kept silence as she did not want to quarrel with him who 

has no sense of shame. 

 

"Enough, stop quarreling! " Maisie shouted. 

 

She looked at Selena and asked, "Selena, make a call to Eden, 

when will he arrive? " 

 

"Alright Auntie Maisie , I will call him immediately,"she nodded 

her head and went out to make a call. 



 

After a while, she came back, "He will arrive in 10 more 

minutes." 

 

Level of stress and anxiety rose among Owen and Emma. They 

exchanged glances,revealing their anxiety. 
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"Excuse me,I want to go toilet," Emma stood up. 

 

Maisie nodded her head, she headed off to the direction of 

toilet. 

 

Owen took his phone, Georgia could see that he was writing 

something on his phone. 

 



A few moment later, he took it down, Georgia felt that they 

were discussing to play a trick on her. 

 

After a few minutes, Emma returned back to her place.The 

chamberlain came,"Young master just arrived." 

 

Maisie nodded her head, "Let him come in." 

 

A few minutes later, Eden was brought in by two muscular men, 

his hands were locked with shackles. 

 

Eden was walking limped with with a swollen face, he must be 

suffering a lot. 

 

"My dearest son, you must have a rough time, how are you 

feeling? Did somebody beat you? Tell me, I'll take revenge for 

you,"'Flora said. Her tears came out when she saw him, she 

dashed forwards to hug her son. 

 

Eden showed a gloomy face, with ruthless and brutalness. 

 



He glared at Selena and Georgia with rancorous gaze like he 

wanted to kill her. 

 

This was the first time Georgia saw him look so cruel and 

frustrated as he was the type of person who looked arrogantly 

all the time." 

 

He must be suffering a lot in the jail,"she thought. 

 

If so, she would definitely gloat over his misfortune. This person 

had framed so many people, if he got a lesson, she would give 

applause to celebrate. 

 

"My son, why you don't want to talk? Are you not feeling well? 

Do you want me to send you to hospital?" Flora asked him 

anxiously. Eden still remained silent, none of a word came out 

from his mouth. 

 

"Sit down here. I have something to ask you,"Robert said coldly. 

 

Eden stayed still motionless. Two muscular men rose him up 



and threw him to the front. 

 

"Robert, he is still young, why you treat him like that," Flora 

said. 

 

"He is already twenty something, still young?" Robert had not 

spoken yet, Maisie said mockingly. "Mrs. Lane, please have a 

sit.We need to have a serious talk now," said Maisie. 

 

Flora was not willing to see his dearest son being treated 

violently as he was the son she doted on the most since he was 

young. Owen looked at Flora coldly. 

 

"Sit down, see what she wants to say. " 

 

"Selena, all have arrived, just tell them what you know and 

listen how would they explain."Maisie said. 

 

Selena stood up and looked at Eden, "Eden Lane,you don't have 

to hate me. Yesterday, you were the one who provoked me first 

but I'm glad as it reminds me the matter which had happened 



six years ago." 

 

Owen and Emma showed a strained expression on their face 

after hearing from her. The air was surcharged with tension. 

Flora felt scared too. 

 

Eden looked at Selena and asked coldly. 

 

"Who the hell are you? I don't remember I have not seen you 

six years ago.Yesterday I just made a joke on you, then you treat 

me like this, I will definitely remember what have you done to 

me."He glared at her fiercely like he would take revenge 

whenever he can. 

 

Now Owen only realized that he spoiled his son too much, he 

was now a black sleep, bringing trouble to them. The person 

who provoked by him is the daughter of the Holland family. 

Even though he was suffering a lot, he still needed to apologize 

to her. 

 

"You better shut up, how could you say something like that? 

You should learn from mistakes. You're lucky as Miss Selena is 



willing to let you go. If you behave rudely again, I won't admit 

that you are my son. "Owen warned his son. 

 

Owen was pretending that he was acting the justice. Eden went 

quiet but his anger would not disappear. 

 

Selena sneered. "Never mind, you don't recognize me as you 

never seen me before but six years ago, I saw you and Wendy 

Simpson were quarreling at a bar." 

 

"What do you mean?" Emma stood up. "What do you want to 

say? " 

 

"Sit down Emma, let her finish talking, "Maisie warned Emma. 

Emma could not help and sit down quietly. 

 

Selena added. "Six years ago, when I was at a bar, I saw you and 

Wendy Simpson start quarreling at the bar, after a while, I saw 

her go out by driving a car and you such a foul-mouthed 

speaking offensive words while driving your car to chase after 

her. Hereafter, she got in a car accident.That's what all I know."' 

 



She finished talking and went back to her seat. After listening to 

her words, Owen and Emma became anxious again. 

 

They had never thought that Selena was the witness of this 

accident happened six years ago. No wonder Robert and Maisie 

asked them to come. They looked so indifferent as they 

suspected Eden was the murder. 

 

"Eden, what happened between you and my daughter, what 

can make you chase after her by car?"Maisie said coldly. 

 

Now Eden only understood that the Simpson family started to 

suspect the truth of the accident. His anger disappeared. He 

became heightening tension and his back got sweaty.______ 
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Eden was extremely nervous after he knocked and killed 

someone with his car. 

 



He headed back home straight, fell on his knees and cried out 

the truth to Owen. 

 

After learning the truth, they decided to make Georgia a 

replacement as the murderer in the accident. Six years had 

passed, Eden thought no one would ever remember that 

incident anymore. 

 

But whenever Eden thought of the possibility that someone 

might reveal the truth and he would need to bear the 

consequences of his action, his body would start to tremble 

uncontrollably. 

 

"I don't even know who Wendy is, I have no idea what are you 

talking about. I might have argued with a woman six years ago, 

but I can't even remember who it was. If it was the same night 

that Wendy was murdered, I remembered that I was drunk that 

night, I drove a short distance and called my sister to come to 

fetch me. I waited for a long time, but she didn't show up, 

hence, I parked my car on the side and took a taxi home. I didn't 

know that my sister arrived later, picked up the car and even 

got into an accident. " 

 



This was the speech prepared and said by Eden, today, he 

repeated it nervously. 

 

Both Emma and Owen felt relieved when Eden recited that 

speech. They were worried that something might go wrong with 

Lane’s family. 

 

They told Eden years ago to never forget the speech and just 

recite the same speech again should there be any incident like 

what was happening at the moment. 

 

"Ma’am, are you being suspicious that Eden might be the 

murderer? That's not possible. Eden was drunk, he called his 

sister for help but she wasn’t there on time, so he took a taxi 

home. Who would have known that Georgia arrived later at the 

scene and involved in an accident? It was all our fault, we are 

sorry." 

 

Owen explained while Flora helped. 

 

"What happened back then was indeed an accident, but the 

person who drove was not Eden. Eden was drunk and 



frightened, so he called his sister to pick him up after driving for 

a short while. No one would have predicted that Georgia would 

have driven the car under alcohol influence and got involved in 

a car accident, we are truly sorry …" 

 

Georgia couldn't help but gave a mockery smile looking at their 

acting. 

 

Robert Simpson was observing Georgia all the while, he didn't 

believe a single word from Eden. 

 

But, there was no evidence. 

 

Robert felt that every single person of the Lanes’ had a reason 

to lie. Maisie on the other hand stopped questioning Owen and 

Eden, she turned and looked at Georgia instead. 

 

 

  

"They claimed that you were the one driving that night, Ms 

Georgia, please tell us your side of the story. 



 

"Ma’am, I've said that I am not the murderer. I was drugged by 

my father that night and was sold to a man named Chester 

Rogers. Luckily I was able to escape and went home. But my 

beloved father knocked me out the moment I arrived home. 

And when I was conscious again, I was at the scene of the 

accident and ended up in jail for six years. I didn't even know 

what happened and who did I murder or serving jailed time on 

behalf of whom… but now I know, the jailed time was served on 
behalf of my beloved little brother… 

 

Georgia laughed sarcastically, Owen stood up and slapped her 

on her face angrily. 

 

"You ungrateful child, how could you blame it on your brother? 

You had been telling lies about your siblings ever since your 

mother died. You felt that I wasn't fair to you and claimed that 

your stepmother was evil. You are still trying to blame your 

fault on your brother up until now! What is that you really 

want? What's your motive?" 

 

Owen shouted boldly, Georgia raised her head and looked at 

him. 



 

"I am telling the truth about Eden, the truth that lies in your 

heart. I swear that if there's even one word that I said was a lie, 

I will have a horrible death, same goes for my family members, 

including my daughter. I am not afraid to make such a 

statement, but can you?" 

 

Georgia stood up and told him. 

 

Owen cleared his throat, he was a Buddhist and dare not make 

such a statement. 

 

Robert’s mom looked at Owen suspiciously, Emma quickly 

stood up and raised her hand. 

 

"Ma’am, I can swear too. My brother is innocent, Georgia was 

the driver, she's telling lies now. If I'm lying, I swear that I will 

die a miserable lonely woman. 

 

"That's enough! Stop making all this drama." 

 



Maisie yelled. 

 

She believed neither of them, but Georgia used to lie to Robert 

using a fake DNA report, of course, she would be more 

suspicious about her. 

 

She turned to Georgia. 

 

“Ms Georgia, if you are telling the truth, where is your 

evidence?" 
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"I remembered the hotel I was sent to that night. I'm not sure if 

they keep a record of the CCTV recording, but apart from that, I 

asked the receptionist to buy some clothes for me. If she's still 

working there and remembers me, she could be my alibi. I 

wasn’t present at the scene of the accident and wasn't driving. 



 

"Give me the name of the hotel, I will investigate." 

 

Robert stood up and said to Georgia. 

 

Maisie remained silent, she approved Robert’s decision. 

 

When Georgia was about to reveal the name of the hotel, Eden 

had a seizure out of a sudden, 

 

"Pill…give me pill..." 

 

Eden looked at everyone fiercely, he was begging for a pill. 

 

Selena jumped up. 

 

"Have him under control, he is having a tremor!" 

 

All of them were in chaos, and all discussions stopped 



immediately. 

 

Owen, Emma and Flora looked at Eden nervously while Selena 

called for the ambulance and ordered two strong men to tie 

him up. 

 

It was all chaotic in the Simpson’s household, Eden continued 

shaking uncontrollably and it was scary when tremors hit a drug 

addict. 

 

Georgia felt like Eden could easily kill someone if they released 

him, and she asked everyone to give him pills. 

 

Eden was sent to the hospital, Flora, Emma and Owen went 

along. 

 

Maisie’s energy was drained and stopped her interrogation, she 

sent Georgia out while Selena followed. 

 

"Ms Georgia, I don't believe that you were the murderer, I 

witnessed the fight between Wendy and Eden that night, Eden 



seemed really drunk and impulsive, it is completely believable 

that he could knock and killed Wendy with his car." 

 

Georgia smiled at Selena. 

 

"Thank you for trusting me and thank you for revealing what 

happened years ago. If you hadn't said anything, they will take 

me as Wendy’s murderer forever. Although they are still in 

doubt, at least they are being suspicious of others, sadly I don’t 
have enough evidence in hand." 

 

Georgia said disappointedly. 

 

"Didn't you mention being at a hotel? You said you went to the 

reception, let me investigate for you." 

 

Georgia looked at Selena with surprised, but she thanked her 

immediately. 

 

"Thank you, Ms Selena." 

 



"There's nothing to thank me for, I grew up with Wendy, I don't 

want the real murderer to be free from legal punishment, and 

this is the least I can do for her." 

 

Georgia nodded gratefully. 

 

"But it is still a huge favour you are doing for me, thank you." 

 

Both of them smiled at each other and Selena asked suddenly. 

 

"It's only quarter past one, where are you heading to? Do you 

need a lift?" 

 

Georgia thought she had to be back for work, but when she was 

about to say something, Robert’s car stopped beside her. 

 

"Get on, let's go to the hotel, don't you want to find out the 

truth?" 
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Chapter 81 Don’t Fall in Love with Me 



 

  

Georgia looked at Selena with hesitation, and Selena smiled 

back to her. 

 

“Just go with Robert now that he said you can go together to 

that hotel to find out what happened at that time. You can call 

me if you need any help later. I also really want to find out the 

real murderer and let the real murderer be brought to justice.” 

 

Georgia nodded. After saying goodbye to Selena, she got in the 

car and sit beside Robert. 

 

Without any words, Robert drove directly to the hotel Georgia 

had mentioned. With a long time silence on the way, Robert 

suddenly spoke. 

 

“If I wrong you this time, I will apologize and make up for it. But 

if you’re still cheating me, you’ll know that no one can stop my 

mother’s vengeance on you. So you’d better be prepared for it, 

and no lies anymore.” 

 



“What I said is true, and I don’t need your apology or anything 

else. I just want your Simpson family to stay away from me and 

never disturb my life! If the truth proves that I’m not lying and 

you have a kind heart to ask your cousin to conduct the surgery 

for my daughter, I will appreciate that.” 

 

Georgia put it frankly. As for her relationship with Robert, she 

wished they could never see each other forever. 

 

If the truth came out, her only wish was to ask him to do her a 

favor, that is, let Ivan Simpson operate on her daughter. 

 

Though Georgia thought it might be difficult to persuade him to 

do that, she still wanted to try it. As for other things or 

relations, she didn’t want at all. 

 

She just hoped they could never see each other after all these 

things were done. 

 

Robert got her through her words, and he felt prickling pain in 

his heart. 

 



There were explicit indifference and a sense of distance in her 

words. She didn’t have the slightest care to him, or even cold. 

 

It seemed that he was the only one to be entangled and 

tortured all the time. 

 

“Georgia, you don’t have to be such a stranger. I will make up 

for it if I’m wrong.” 

 

Thinking of the baby still on the way, she sounded even colder. 

 

“Mr Simpson, you and I should have kept things straight. If you 

insist it is me that killed your sister, then I should be your 

enemy. If I prove that I’m not the killer in that accident, then 

we’re just strangers! But if you must assume that we have other 

relationships, I’ll have to say we’re just like a whoremaster and 

a whore. So don’t pay much attention to me!” 

 

As the sentence came out her mouth, Robert quickly stopped 

the car beside with a bang. 

 



He turned to the woman next to him with rage, and yelled. 

 

“Georgia Lane, what do you mean? Do you hate it so much that 

you have things to do with me? Do you have to degrade 

yourself?” 

 

He hated it when Georgia try to keep him distant. 

 

Georgia closed her eyes and took a deep breath. She can never 

forget how she was humiliated by Robert before. 

 

And she also can’t forget that she sold herself for five million 

yuan. She even despised herself. 

 

Moreover, she was pregnant. The only thought in her mind was 

to keep distance with Robert. 

 

“I don’t care what you think. I just want to remind you that 

you’d better not fall in love with me or care about me. I don’t 
deserve it!” 

 



As a matter of fact, Georgia faintly felt that Robert was 

somewhat possessive of her, and she didn’t like this kind of 

feelings. 

 

 

  

Robert instantly got paled at her blunt warning. He clenched his 

fists and mocked. 

 

“How can I possibly like you? You think too much, don’t you?” 

 

“It better be!” 

 

Georgia replied coldly. Robert suddenly got out of the car and 

walked to the sidewalk. He lit a cigarette and he didn’t return 

back to the car until the cigarette finished. 

 

“Okay, let’s go to the hotel.” 

 

They kept silent on the rest of the journey. When arriving at the 



hotel, Robert thought of that night. 

 

He was thinking, Georgia insisted that she was in the hotel that 

night and she was exactly the woman on his bed that night. 

 

But the result of the paternity test showed that he was not 

natural father of Georgia’s daughter. 

 

So either Georgia was lying or she had other men in the past. 

The latter possibility made his face gloomy. 

 

After they arrived at the hotel, they made a call and manager of 

the hotel stood in front of Robert with fear. 

 

“Mr Simpson, my top boss has made a call to me. If you need 

any help, just tell me.” 

 

The manager led Georgia and Robert to a private VIP lounge. 

Robert spoke. 

 



“Show me the surveillance video of the night on July fifth, six 

years ago, and another thing is finding out who was the 

receptionist on that night.” 

 

The manager nodded in a tremble with fear and arranged his 

men to do it. 

 

There were only Georgia and Robert left in the lounge. Robert 

can’t help asking. 

 

“I remembered you once said we have a daughter, and it was 

you and I in the room of the hotel on that night six years ago. 

Georgia, let’s just assume what you said is true, but the result of 

the paternity test demonstrated that your daughter isn’t mine. 

Could it be that you were in relationship with other men at that 

time? But you wrongly thought that I was the natural father of 

your daughter?” 

 

Bearing a strong jealousy, Robert asked. 

 

At that time, Georgia was so panic and frightened that she 

didn’t remember the room she slept that night. 



 

Hearing Robert’s questioning, she was actually also unsure who 

was the man with her that night. 

 

Chester Rogers had lied to her many times. Now Mr Rogers was 

dead, but he insisted on his deathbed that I was with Robert 

that night. She didn’t know if she should believe him this time. 

 

If what he said was true, then Annie must be Robert’s daughter. 

 

But if the result of paternity test was reliable, and Robert was 

also the man with me that night, then Annie might not be my 

daughter? 

 

This thought made her feel terrified and she refused to believe 

it. 

 

If that was the truth, she would rather not know it. 

 

Looking at Robert, Georgia replied coldly. 
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“Mr Simpson, do I have to report you every relationship I had 

with other men? I don’t think it matters to the whole thing. I 

just need to prove that I’m not the killer in that car accident. As 

for the man whom I was with that night, I don’t think I need tell 

you.” 

 

Robert was sullen at her words. There might be other unknown 

men in her life other than Travis Armstrong. As long as he 

thought of this, he felt he can’t suppress the rage in his heart 

anymore. 

 

“Georgia Lane, you can’t live without men in your life, can you? 

You flirt with men wherever you go, are you that horny?” 

 

Robert can’t help mocking her. 



 

She stared at him with indifferent look and sneered. 

 

“Is there anything to do with you about what kind of woman I 

am? Mr Simpson, even if it’s the fact that I’m horny for men, it 

has nothing to do with you.” 

 

His chest went up and down. He thought Georgia was simply a 

bane to his life, treading on his heart and making him suffering 

in torment. 

 

A moment later, the manager brought a young woman in. 

 

“Mr Simpson, I’m sorry. The surveillance video was only kept for 

three years, so we can’t find out the video of six years ago.” 

 

Hearing what the manager said, Georgia felt disappointed in her 

heart. And then Robert asked. 

 

“What about the receptionist six years ago? Still work in the 

hotel?” 



 

“There were four receptionists on that day, and I asked Alice to 

bring the photos of them. Some of them are still working here 

but some left. I have no idea who of the four you are looking 

for.” 

 

“Show her the photos.” 

 

Robert pointed in Georgia’s direction. 

 

“Alice, show Miss Lane.” 

 

Georgia tried to search something in her memory, and then she 

lingered her finger on a photo of a woman. 

 

“It’s her. I remembered there was a mole on the middle of her 

nose.” 

 

Alice took the tablet computer and talked to the manager. 

 



“Her name is Julie, who resigned three years ago. I heard that 

she was back to her hometown to get married, and I’m not sure 

whether she can be connected through the phone number she 

left before.” 

 

“You should try to call her.” 

 

Robert spoke to the manager. And Georgia waited in nervous. 

 

As expected, the phone number didn’t exist. 

 

“Give me her information.” 

 

Robert spoke again. He decided to investigate that woman 

himself, and then found her to figure out the truth of the past. 

 

The manager quickly told Alice to organize and collect the 

information about Julie, and later, the manager handed Robert 

a USB flash disk. 

 



Then Georgia left the hotel along with Robert. 

 

“Where would you like to go now?” 

 

Robert asked her when they got in the car. 

 

Georgia checked the time and it was about 4 pm. 

 

She was busy with things the whole day. She remembered that 

she told Travis to wait for her and not going anywhere. 

 

She forgot to fetch Travis! She got nervous and worried 

instantly. 

 

She spoke to Robert. 

 

“I need to go to the hospital. If you are not available to send me 

there, I’ll take a taxi there.” 

 

This made Robert thought of the man in the hospital, whose 



name was Travis Armstrong. 

 

The man whose name was carved on Georgia’s breast. 

 

“I’ll drive you there.” 

 

Robert suddenly replied. 

 

“Thank you, Mr Simpson.” 

 

Robert hated the look on her face when she tried to be distant 

with him, but he said nothing this time, just driving towards the 

hospital. 

 

As they arrived, Georgia almost flied to Travis’ ward. 

 

Robert followed her behind. This was the first time he felt how 

it was like to be extremely jealousy. 

 

He didn’t follow her into the ward but just waited outside. 



 

As soon as she rushed into the room, he saw a tall man 

immediately holding her tightly. 

 

Travis hugged Georgia and cried. 

 

“Gigi…Gigi…Gigi, I thought you don’t want me anymore. I 

remembered you told me to wait for you here……but why you 
left so long?” 

 

Travis cried and Georgia hugged him harder in her arms. 

 

Through the window of the ward, Robert quietly saw them 

embraced each other tightly. 

 

The jealousy rising in his heart made him suddenly realize what 

he truly wanted. 

 

That was what he wanted! He wanted to possess that woman, 

and he hated it when there were other men around her. 
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Something mattered happened both today and yesterday. 

Travis must be afraid to be left alone in the ward. 

 

Georgia comforted Travis. 

 

“Travis, I definitely will come back if I promised you. You see, I 

come back now, right?” 

 



Travis held Georgia’s hands tightly with unease. 

 

Georgia totally understood that what Travis needed was the 

sense of safety, so she stayed with him in the ward and kept 

talking to him. 

 

Though Travis still seemed retarded, he could barely 

understand what she said. 

 

Travis gradually got relaxed. After he fell asleep, Georgia went 

out of the room and she finally thought of Robert who sent her 

here. 

 

If she didn’t get it wrong, she remembered Robert followed her 

to the ward but he didn’t get in. 

 

She looked around but didn’t see him. 

 

She checked the time again. It had been more than one hour 

since they got here. He must have left. 

 



As she thought, she made a call to Vanessa. 

 

In the previous call she just told Vanessa that she did the record 

in the police station as well as some general facts about the 

missing of Travis. 

 

Vanessa was concerned about these matters very much, so 

Georgia decided to call her and told her the details. 

 

In the call, Georgia told her the fact that Chester Rogers was 

dead and explained the discussions in Robert’s house on the car 

accident six years ago, and so on. 

 

Vanessa was shocked in the phone. 

 

“Gigi, I can’t believe it that your father should make you a 

scapegoat for his son’s crime. Are you his daughter or not? How 

could he treat you like this?” 

 

Vanessa was out of rage, and Georgia just smiled bitterly. 

 



“Who knows? I used to have chance to do a paternity test, but 

now it doesn’t matter whether it’s done or not. No matter he is 

my natural father or not, he wants to kill me more than anyone, 

so it doesn’t matter at all to know the truth.” 

 

Vanessa immediately sensed her upset and sadness in her 

words. 

 

 

  

She grew up together with Georgia, knowing very well of 

Georgia’s tough life in the Lane family. 

 

In the past, Gigi was treated with indifference and neglected in 

the family, and now the whole family clearly wanted her to die. 

 

Back to the news that Chester Rogers was dead, Vanessa asked 

with concern. 

 

“Gigi, what happened to Chester Rogers? How did he die? 

Didn’t you say he was punched faint on the ground when you 



and Travis escaped?” 

 

Georgia also had doubt over Chester Rogers’ death. 

 

There was no official news from policemen about autopsy 

report and other investigation reports. Georgia felt as if a cloud 

hung over her head. 

 

“Mr Rogers told me it was Owen Lane and Emma Lane that 

asked him to kidnap me. He said they wanted me to be stained 

and ruined by some men and video the process. But Travis 

happened to be there, so I escaped. I was not sure whether 

there were helpers of Mr Rogers, and I had to run as fast as I 

can with Travis. Now when I think back, I should tie up fainted 

Mr Rogers and take him out of there too, then I won’t be stuck 

in such an unsure position.” 

 

“Could it be that Owen Lane and Emma Lane killed Mr Rogers?” 

 

Vanessa asked confusedly. Georgia replied helplessly. 

 



“Who knows? Maybe they did it. Maybe there are still other 

enemies of mine in the dark. Vanessa, let’s not over guess it and 

wait for official reports from the policemen. I just hope it won’t 
go wrong.” 

 

Vanessa nodded. 

 

“You are right. Let’s just wait for the official reports. Wish it 

won’t get you and Travis into trouble.” 

 

As she finished, she suddenly thought of Travis being retarded 

so she asked Georgia. 

 

“Shall we take Travis to the doctor and have his brain 

examined? To find out why he become a fool. How wonderful it 

would be if he can be cured. Gigi, your life is so hard now, and I 

know you so well. You definitely will take the responsibility of 

looking after him. But you also have to take care of Annie, it’s 

too much for you to take responsibility of another one’s life.” 

 

Georgia completely knew her own situation. She indeed had no 

energy to take care of Travis. 



 

However, Travis’ only family in the world was dead, and she was 

the only one he could rely on. 

 

If she didn’t take the responsibility, who would? 

 

“Vanessa, we don’t have better ways, do we? I can’t leave 

Travis alone. I don’t take him for examination yet, because I am 

so busy these days. When I get free, I will do it. It couldn’t be 

better if he could be cured. The thing is that there are none of 

his families left in the world. When I went to Travis’ hometown 

along with policemen, I learnt from the neighbor that his 

grandmother died. Now he only has me to look after him. I can’t 
give up him.” 
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Georgia would always remember their old days in school, when 



she was in relationship with Travis. It was the happiest time in 

her life. 

 

As Georgia finished the sentence, on the other side of the 

phone, Vanessa kept silent for quite a long time. 

 

She surely understood that persuading Gigi to give up Travis 

was no better than letting Travis be a beggar on the street. Not 

to mention Gigi, even she can’t bear to let that happen. 

 

Deep in thought for a while, Vanessa spoke out her puzzlement. 

 

“Gigi, what are your feelings to Travis now? Do you still love 

him?” 

 

Georgia smiled. 

 

“Vanessa, I’m not that simple and innocent girl anymore. I have 

a busy job now and have a daughter to look after. I had a car 

accident and I was in prison once. I have suffered so much. If 

Travis came to my life in the hard part of it and helped me out, 



perhaps I would love him for my whole life. But he vanished 

before I started my hardship. With a decade having passed, I’m 

full of nostalgia and gratitude to him. I’m glad to have a friend 

like him in my life. Now he is sick, and I would like to take care 

of him and protect him. But that kind of feelings is not love 

anymore.” 

 

Vanessa knew well that Georgia was used to protecting herself 

because she was always neglected in the family. 

 

Waiting ten years fruitlessly, Gigi must have given up her love to 

him. 

 

But Vanessa thought there was also good side about it. If Gigi 

still loved Travis, how distressing it would be for her based on 

the fact that Travis had problems with his brain which may not 

be cured forever. 

 

“Gigi, I have been back to Alfred’s company and restart my 

work there. We’re good again, though I don’t know how far we 

can get. But now I can help you now. I have no idea how Alfred 

becomes the son of the Chow family in G City. Anyway, he is 

rich now, and I can ask him for help. Annie is also my daughter. I 



can afford her medical fee, and you don’t have to work in the 

club anymore!” 

 

“A few days later, I’ll ask Alfred to contact the doctors in the 

United States. When he finds a proper hospital, I’ll send Annie 

to America for treatment. As for Ivan Simpson, I’ll try my best to 

persuade him to conduct surgery for Annie. Now the Simpson 

family has doubts over the true killer of that car accident… so 
Ivan Simpson might say yes to it.” 

 

Georgia hesitated. She would feel guilty and sad if she quit the 

job and left Layla’s offer behind once her situation improved a 

little. 

 

But in addition, she was pregnant now. 

 

Though she did not know how to face Robert, she was quite 

sure that she wouldn’t hurt her baby. 

 

She wanted to protect and keep her baby though in such a 

difficult situation. 

 



She had been anorexic all the time, and her reactions of 

pregnancy got worse since then. 

 

She lost appetite for food, and everything she ate was vomited. 

 

However, she had to eat in the hope of not affecting the baby in 

her belly. 

 

Annie’s poor health condition was the deepest pain in her 

heart, and she never wanted it to happen again on her second 

child because of her. 

 

She would wear herself out if she did two jobs at the same time. 

 

“Vanessa, you know that Layla helped me a lot. So I don’t want 

to rush it. On Layla’s words, I only need to work in the club for 

two days a week and she doesn’t force me into prostitution. 

Well, it’s completely up to me. I don’t want to leave there 

because my situation gets a little better. It will hurt Layla’s 

feelings. But drinking is unavoidable in this job, and I can’t drink 

now, so I shall find a proper time to make it clear to Layla.” 

 



Vanessa met Layla once, and she also felt Layla was nice. 

 

Vanessa kept silent for a while, and then she uttered. 

 

“Maybe you’re right. Then that’s it. But Gigi, you have to put 

your safety on the first place.” 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

The news that Vanessa and Alfred were good again reminded 

Georgia of the explosive news that Anaya Mitchell and Rachel 

Scott were cousins. Georgia immediately told Vanessa about 

this. 

 

Vanessa didn’t know Anaya Mitchell. It happened that Gigi’s 

colleague and Rachel Scott were cousins, and the both of the 

two sisters hated them. She really felt shocked. 

 

These days, Alfred had been very nice to Vanessa, and she 

spoke to Georgia. 

 



“Alfred doesn’t want to tell me the truth that the cooperation 

between him and Rachel Scott is based on lies or the opposite. 

But for now, I’m out of my hands to it. Alfred and I have got 

married. He has arranged the big day on this weekend. Gigi, you 

must attend my wedding then, you’re my only family and 

friend.” 

 

Georgia nodded surely. 

 

“Vanessa, how could I miss your wedding? I will go to S City to 

visit Annie in the hospital on Saturday, and I will attend your 

wedding on Sunday.” 

 

Vanessa instantly explained where Georgia got about. 

 

“Gigi, I have sent people to look after Annie, and they can tell 

me her current situation at any time. So you don’t have to 

worry about Annie.” 

 

Georgia completely trusted her arrangement, and she asked 

Vanessa again. 

 



“The wedding is in such a rush, there must be many 

preparations to be done. Do you need my 

help?”_______________ 
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When Georgia asked this, Vanessa was immediately reminded 

of something. 

 

“Alfred had already arranged the other things long ago. I don’t 
know how he explained the matter that I became the bride. I 

don’t care about it much, the only thing I care about is one 

thing. Gigi, you know that I have loved wedding dresses since 

childhood. It’s too late now to customize a unique wedding 

dress. However, Alfred has agreed to let me go to a private 

high-end custom wedding dress store to choose a wedding 

dress. When will you be free? Can you come and choose one 

with me? I hope we both can choose a beautiful wedding dress 

together. You will be my bridesmaid.” 

 

This was once an agreement between them, no matter who got 



married, even if they were married and had children, only they 

could be each other’s bridesmaids. 

 

Rules were rigid but the people were always flexible. They were 

never going to find someone else to be their bridesmaids. 

 

Georgia nodded immediately and agreed. 

 

“I have to go to work during the day. Vanessa, when your 

appointment to choose the wedding dress is fixed, I can come 

to choose with you in the afternoon. Don’t choose the morning 

section, I feel guilty to ask for leave from work now.” 

 

Vanessa laughed. 

 

“I am also working during the day. Don’t worry, it will definitely 

be after you get off work.” 

 

They talked about their wedding dress preferences for a bit and 

then hung up. 

 



Georgia was in a good mood but the Lane family had become 

increasingly chaotic. 

 

Eden was sent to the emergency room. 

 

He had withdrawal syndrome and injured many medical staffs 

when he was in madness. 

 

After they sedating him and operating on him, the doctor came 

out from the operation room and told the Lane family about his 

condition. 

 

“Many of Eden’s ribs were bruised heavily and all of his internal 

organs have suffered minor injuries of varying degrees. He must 

have been beaten up very badly. Also, Eden was also violated by 

a man.” 

 

When the doctor uttered this sentence, Owen’s whole face 

became so desolate that he could not speak at all. 

 

His expressions were twisted. If he hadn’t known that this was 



done on the Holland family’s orders, he even would like to call a 

bunch of people to kill the one who harmed his son. 

 

Flora burst into tears besides him. 

 

She had been wondering that how come Eden had not even 

spoken a word after seeing her, looking so gloomy. How could 

there be such a sinister method of doing something? 

 

Her son was violated by a man. Who could bear this kind of 

shame and humiliation? 

 

After the doctor left, Owen suddenly slapped Flora on her face. 

 

Flora staggered and then fell to the ground. 

 

“Dad, why are you hitting mom?” 

 

 

  



Emma yelled anxiously before kneeling down and helping her 

mother to get up. 

 

Flora clutched her cheek which was still hurt painfully as tears 

streamed down her face. 

 

“Owen, what is the matter with you? Eden is still lying in the 

ward, why are you taking out your anger on me?” 

 

Flora had always been so powerless in front of her husband that 

she trembled as she said this one sentence in rebuttal. 

 

Owen pointed to the woman in front of him, looking like he was 

about to explode. 

 

“It’s you who spoiled Eden. Such a good boy unexpectedly 

addicted to drugs. Previously when he lost millions in gambling 

and you still said that he lost control of himself for a bit. Now he 

has taken drugs. Do you know what it means to take drugs? 

Who is going to save him? Who can save him?” 

 



Owen roared loudly. Eden was his only son. Originally he had 

considered him as an heir, now he turned out to be like an 

useless coward. And furthermore, he was addicted to drugs 

now, completely hopeless. 

 

Owen valued his heir a lot. It was not that he had not been with 

other women outside all these years, but none of the women 

was able to conceive and gave birth. Even if someone got 

pregnant, the child she gave birth to wasn’t his. 

 

Therefore, he always cherished Eden as a treasure. 

 

Who knew that he had unexpectedly spoiled Eden into being a 

drug addict. Looking at Eden who was going to ruin the Lane 

family, Owen felt like his whole heart was bleeding now. 

 

He felt that it was Flora who had spoiled Eden. His questioning 

made Flora cry in an instant. 

 

“Owen, someone must have done something bad to Eden. Eden 

has never gotten into these things before. He was just 

capricious, mostly got involved in fights and caused troubles 



only. You can’t give up on Eden. We must save Eden and help 

him to get rid of his drug addiction…” 

 

Owen just looked at his wife exhaustedly. 

 

At that time, he had also liked Flora’s ability to give birth to his 

children. All these years, he had been busy with his business but 

this made Flora have completely ruined his son. 

 

Taking a deep breath, Owen looked at Emma. 

 

“Emma, come home with me. I have something to discuss with 

you.” 

 

After saying this, Owen looked at Flora again. 

 

“You stay here and take care of our son. If something happens 

to him, then you will have to leave the Lane family!” 

 

After speaking coldly, he turned around and left. 



 

Emma looked at her mother worriedly and held her hand. 

 

“Mom, don’t worry. Dad is angry right now. Eden has suffered 

such a big grievance this time, and now he has been exposed of 

taking drugs. Dad’s anger is completely justified. We have to 

find a way to make Eden quit drugs, otherwise his life would 

really be ruined…” 

 

Flora just cried and nodded. Emma helplessly ran to follow 

Owen’s footsteps immediately. 
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After the father and daughter returned home, Owen took 

Emma to the study room. 

 



“You saw everything today. Do you have any idea of what to do 

in the future?” 

 

Owen sat down and asked Emma coldly. 

 

Now, Maisie had begun to suspect that the Lane family lied on 

the car accident. Robert also didn’t seem to believe them 

either. Seeing that this marriage was about to be ruined, it had 

become particularly difficult for the Lane family. 

 

Eden’s matter made Owen really angry, but he knew that the 

murderer in the car accident was the matter that needed to be 

resolved most at the moment. 

 

If Robert and Maisie came to know that they let Georgia take 

blame for the crime that Eden committed, then it was going to 

be the end of the Lane family. This was absolutely not allowed 

to happen. 

 

Eden had been abandoned and Georgia had also become his 

enemy. Owen understood that at the moment the only person 

he could continue to use was his daughter. 



 

“Dad, the worst case will be if they find out the truth, but we 

can’t let that happen. At the very least, we have to make sure 

that the other party never finds out the truth forever because 

at that time they will hate us the most.” 

 

Emma spoke faintly. 

 

She was also very annoyed by what happened today. Because 

of Eden, Emma really believed that the other party would really 

destroy her at this moment. 

 

“It is not enough…” 

 

Owen said definitively. 

 

“Even if they can’t find the actual murderer in the Lane family, 

their disgust will make Robert and his mother reject the 

marriage. Emma, we must find a way this time and right now, 

there is only one way.” 

 



Owen muttered to himself. 

 

Emma raised her head to look at her father, did not understand 

what he meant for a while. 

 

“Dad, what are you talking about? Back then we handled all the 

matters relating to the car accident perfectly. Even if Robert 

investigates, he will definitely not be able to find any clues.” 

 

“Selena saw Eden drive to catch up with Wendy, but Selena did 

not see what happened after that. We can continue to argue 

these things. They won’t be able to find out the truth but they 

will definitely doubt us. We have to find a way to prove that 

Georgia drove the car…” 

 

“Emma, of course we have to do this but you still have another 

important matter. Your wedding was originally going to be in 

next year March, but now it can’t be delayed anymore. Emma, 

you must be hurry and find a way to become pregnant with 

Robert’s child. Only this way our Lane family can survive this 

crisis.” 

 



“Dad, Robert doesn’t touch me at all!” 

 

Emma’s words were filled with indignation. 

 

“I don’t know what the hell he means by it. I tried many times 

but he didn’t touch me at all. How can I get pregnant?” 

 

Emma also felt very embarrassed. 

 

“I will figure out a solution right away. How can a man not 

cheat? If he is not interested in you then make him have 

interest by giving him medicine. You wait patiently, next 

Thursday, the old master Murphy will hold his sixtieth birthday 

banquet. Robert will definitely participate in the big event and 

as he still hasn’t rejected the marriage yet you can participate in 

it too. At that time, I will tamper there so you can make it 

happen with him.” 

 

Emma naturally wanted to be pregnant with Robert’s child. She 

could feel that Robert was very inconsiderate to her. Only if she 

was pregnant, maybe he was going to pay attention to her. 

 



It was just that pregnancy was not something she could easily 

get even after having sex. She asked worriedly. 

 

“Dad, even if you arrange for me to be with Robert at the 

banquet, I can’t guarantee that I will get pregnant.” 

 

Owen sneered. 

 

“Do you think I will arrange it like this? I am just asking you to 

find a way to get Robert’s sperm, and then we will get you 

artificially inseminated in the hospital. Don’t worry I will arrange 

someone professional.” 

 

Emma nodded in relief. This way was more insuring. 

 

“Dad, you must plan carefully. This is the only banquet that 

Robert will be attending currently. We must be well prepared.” 

 

After the father and daughter discussed the plan to deal with 

Robert, Owen thought about the matter that the hotel had 

called and informed him today. 



 

“Robert and Georgia have already found the information of the 

hotel receptionist during that time, Julie. We had already sent 

Julie away at that time and I will warn her again. You don’t need 

to worry about her.” 

 

Emma nodded. During that time, she had already prepared 

everything about the car accident. She was not afraid of Robert 

and Georgia’s investigation. 

 

They were never going to find out the real truth. They would 

only find out the truth that she created. 

 

Everyone held their own thoughts and carefully lived their days. 

Georgia took Travis for a brain examination, but the results 

were not out yet. 

 

As for Robert, he was looking for his own staff and investigating 

the matter of the car accident. 

 

Georgia went to work during the day and then went to the 

hospital to accompany Travis at noon. 



 

Every day, she ate the food according to the nutritionist’s 

recommendation and strove to supply her body with 

nourishment in the hope that the child in her belly could 

develop healthily. 

 

The days repeated, Selena called Georgia. The police were now 

investigating the disappearance case. 

 

Right now, it had changed from a disappearance case to a 

murder case as the autopsy report proved that Chester was 

killed. 

 

The police were now extracting various data from Chester’s 

body. The autopsy report had not been completed yet. Selena 

let Georgia relax and Georgia could only stop thinking about 

Chester for the time being. 

 

After two days of work, on Thursday afternoon, Georgia 

accompanied Vanessa to the top wedding dress studio in the D 

City to choose the wedding dress she wanted.________ 
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It was Georgia's first time stepping a foot into a wedding studio. 

She had only seen wedding dresses on the mass media before 

this. 

 

Every woman dream of putting on a beautiful wedding dress on 

their wedding day, Georgia was no exception. 

 

But now, she could only look at these beautiful wedding dresses 

in awe without any expectation or hope. 

 

Perhaps Alfred had given an order beforehand, the workers 

here all welcomed and attended to Georgia and Vanessa's 

requirements without delays. 

 

They presented Vanessa with all the latest and luxurious 

designs while Georgia sat on the sofa, looking at Vanessa trying 

on one dress after another. 

 



In the end, both of them selected a dress with a plunging V-line 

and a naked illusion back that closes with an under fabric 

zipper. This simple, yet sexy dress fully presented Vanessa's tall 

and curvy body shape. It made her look extraordinarily elegant. 

 

A simple and elegant design without complicated diamonds or 

accessories matched both Georgia and Vanessa's requirement 

perfectly. 

 

Both of them looked at each other and decided that that would 

be their choice. 

 

"I've chosen mine, now it's your turn, my bridesmaid." 

 

Vanessa urged Georgia to pick a dress after she had chosen 

hers. 

 

The staff presented Georgia's with a series of pictures, she 

chose a blue dress with flounce sleeves, it looked decent and a 

well-supporting dress to the bride. 

 



The staff passed the dress over to Georgia and she went to try it 

on. 

 

Georgia saw Emma the moment she stepped out of the fitting 

room. 

 

Emma was standing in front of Vanessa, they seemed to be 

arguing about something. 

 

Georgia hurriedly went over. 

 

Emma saw Georgia and looked at her from head to toes and 

laughed coldly. 

 

"Whoa, both of you are indeed best pals, Georgia try to snatch 

my fiancée while Vanessa snatched others’. And now a wedding 

is on its way? What a shameless bitches you are." 

 

Emma was present at the studio because she had made an 

arrangement to meet with Liszt, despite Robert being extremely 

cold and had not contacted her these few days. 



 

But Emma still came over after learning that Liszt had arrived. 

She wanted Listz to design her a unique wedding dress. 

 

She never would have thought that she would bump into 

Vanessa and Georgia at the studio. 

 

Everything would have been perfect if Chester Rogers had 

managed to took Georgia away and killed her, but Travis 

Armstrong appeared suddenly out of nowhere. 

 

Emma thought hatefully, she was just one step away from 

death. 

 

But it's alright, Chester had died with evidence planted on both 

Georgia and Travis. 

 

She was confident that Georgia could never be freed from all 

the allegations this time. 

 

"Emma, I'm nothing compared to your mother when it comes to 



being shameless. Weren't your mom's the one that stole Owen 

away from my mother? Using pregnancy and giving birth to 

Eden, a son as a weapon. You as a produced out of wedlock 

dare to call us man's snatchers? Let me tell you this, if I do 

succeed, it's all because of your karma, you understand?" 

 

Emma raised her arm to slap Georgia but Georgia was able to 

grab her hand. 

 

"This is not your studio, stop acting like a shrew, or you'll be 

escorted out by their security guard." 

 

The crowd was getting larger, Emma was embarrassed by the 

situation. 

 

 

  

She could have summoned Robert and kicked Georgia out of 

the studio if the car incident hadn't been brought up to the 

surface again. 

 



Emma looked at Georgia and Vanessa hatefully. 

 

"Your time will come, both of you!" 

 

She turned and walked furiously towards the staff, 

 

"Where is Liszt? I've been waiting, isn't he coming today? 

 

The appointment time Liszt and Emma agreed to meet had 

arrived. She was the one who asked Robert to make the 

arrangement. 

 

Even though Robert was no longer involved, but Liszt had 

promised to meet her today. 

 

"We're sorry Ms Lane, Liszt left us a message saying that he 

won't be designing your wedding dress, and please email him 

directly should you have other queries." 

 

Was it true that Robert hated her to the extend that he stopped 



Liszt from designing her wedding dress? 

 

Emma was extremely disappointed. 

 

Emma didn't know that Liszt arrived D City last night and called 

Robert to discuss the wedding dress designing project. 

 

Robert was hesitant but he arranged to meet Liszt today at the 

studio. 

 

Liszt and Robert were already discussing in the VIP room before 

Emma arrived. 

 

Robert wanted Liszt to reject Emma's request in the meantime, 

a demonic idea rose from within him. 

 

"Rob, are you asking me to design a wedding dress for another 

woman? Isn't Ms Emma your fiancée? What's going on?" 

 

Liszt asked curiously after hearing Robert's request. 



 

Robert was about to explain when he heard the noise from 

outside. He saw Georgia, Emma and Vanessa through the 

window from the second floor. 

 

He called the staff and learned that Vanessa and Alfred were 

really getting married this weekend. 

 

He received an invitation too, but the bride's name was not 

written on the card, he thought it was weird, but now he 

understood. 

 

Robert introduced Georgia and Emma to Liszt while listening to 

their argument. Liszt laughed. 

 

"Both of them are gorgeous, you are a lucky man, Rob." 

 

Robert didn't know how to explain, all he knew was he want to 

realize his demonic wish. 

 

"Liszt, Georgia and I have some misunderstanding, hence, I'm 



not quite in the position to make the request directly. I honestly 

don't know why I want you to design her a wedding dress but 

would you please find a chance to do so?" 

 

Liszt looked at Robert and laughed. 

 

"Double the pay and I'll do it." 

 

Liszt was a romantic French guy, Robert and he were friends, so 

it meant yes. 

 

Robert got excited out of no reason and he told Liszt. 
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"Please design me a suit too, one that matches hers like a 

match made in heaven, a unique pair." 



 

Liszt looked at Robert with surprise. He was well-known for his 

modern and romantic design, Robert’s words made him 

laughed even harder. 

 

"Mr Simpson, you're insanely in love with Ms Georgia. She must 

be a charming person. To me, you were always a cold person, 

who would have predicted that such a man could have all these 

romantic flames burning inside him once he fell in love. 

 

Robert remained silent for a while. 

 

"Liszt, it's a hidden love perhaps. It might only be a selfish 

desire, an act out of gratitude or guilt… I don't know my heart, I 
just wish to do whatever it tells me to, for now, please find a 

chance to speak to her while she's here." 

 

Liszt nodded. 

 

He went downstairs and stopped in front of Emma. 

 



Emma didn't expect to see Liszt here as she was told that he 

refused to design her a dress. She asked nervously. 

 

"Mr Liszt, you promised to design a wedding dress for me, why 

did you reject it out of a sudden?" 

 

"I'm sorry Ms Lane, I can't get inspiration from you, you do 

understand that inspiration is everything to an artist, right?" 

 

Liszt words were like a slap right onto Emma's face, she felt that 

everyone was laughing at her. 

 

Everyone knew that having no inspiration was an excuse 

commonly used by Liszt to turn down a request. 

 

But in fact, Liszt thought that this person simply was not worth 

his design. 

 

Everyone in the studio was well aware of Liszt's pattern. 

 



Thus, they peeped at Emma and laughed at her in silence. 

 

Emma felt extremely humiliated. But Liszt did not stop there, he 

walked towards Georgia. 

 

"Hi, I'm Liszt, a wedding dress designer, nice to meet you." 

 

Georgia and Vanessa were ready to leave but was stopped by 

this westerner. 

 

Georgia looked curiously at this handsome young man. 

 

"Mr Liszt, nice to meet you too, is there anything I can help you 

with?" 

 

Liszt smiled. 

 

"You inspired me. I would like to design a wedding dress for 

you, would you care to be my goddess of muse?" 

 



Georgia wanted to say no but was stopped by Vanessa. 

 

"Gigi, he is the world's well-known wedding dress designer, 

Liszt… say yes, you have to say yes…" 

 

"But I…" 

 

Georgia was hesitant, to her, wearing a wedding dress was like 

a dream that would never come true the rest of her life. 

 

But Vanessa agreed to Liszt's request on behalf of her. 

 

"Mr Liszt, I'm Vanessa, a friend of hers, you can call me Ms 

Cooke. Her name is Georgia Lane, she will let you design her a 

dress." 

 

Liszt smiled. 

 

"Ms Lane, I only need a photo of you and we will exchange 

contacts, it won't take much of your time… I might ask for a 



meeting or two to get some inspirations and create a design 

that fits you perfectly. I would like to know what style suits you 

most." 

 

"Just say yes Gigi, you are pretty and I really would like to see 

how gorgeous you can be wearing a dress designed by Liszt." 

 

Georgia was moved by Vanessa or perhaps she was still hoping 

for something, hence, she agreed. 

 

"Mr Liszt, thank you then." 

 

They exchanged contacts and Liszt took a photograph of 

Vanessa and Georgia. 

 

Emma saw everything while the crowd were laughing at her. 

 

Liszt told her that he was not inspired by her but asked Georgia 

Lane to be his goddess of muse the next second. This whole 

thing was truly humiliating. 

 



It seemed like she had just become the laughing stock of D City. 

She walked out of the building furiously. 

 

Whenever Emma thought of Vanessa's wedding dress and how 

Liszt favoured Georgia and even offered to design for her, her 

heart was filled with jealousy and anger. 

 

No, she must avenge herself. 

 

She got Rachel Scott's number from someone and called her. 

 

"Who are you looking for?" 

 

Rachel answered coldly. 

 

"Ms Scott, I'm Emma Lane, Georgia Lane's step-sister." 

 

Rachel wanted to hang up soon as she learned that it was 

Georgia's sister. But Emma spoke quickly. 

 



"Georgia Lane is my enemy, she is trying to steal my fiancée 

right now. I learned that your fiancée was stolen by her best 

friend Vanessa, so I propose that we collaborate. I saw Vanessa 

went for her wedding dress today, their wedding is set on this 

weekend. Are you really not going to do anything and be sad all 

alone?" 

 

Rachel became moody. 

 

"Ms Lane, why would you take my side?" 

 

"Because I hate Georgia Lane and everyone who is on her side. 

Both of them humiliated us, shouldn't we avenge ourselves? 

We should give them hell. I believe Ms Scott can do that and I 

will give my full support no matter what. " 

 

Rachel Scott smiled evilly on the other side of the phone. 

 

"You are right, Ms Lane, we should work together. I'm planning 

on something that could destroy Vanessa's wedding and make 

her the laughing stock in town, are you in, Ms Lane?" 

 



Emma got excited. 

 

"This is a perfect opportunity, Ms Scott, of course, I'm in." 

 

Both of them set a time for their meeting and started to discuss 

their evil plan. 

 

It was Friday when Georgia who was working at MU Research 

Institute like usual, received a call from a female 

stranger.______________ 
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"So you are Georgia?" 

 

As soon as the call was connected, a girlish voice said. 

 

That voice was clearly the one of a wilful character. 

 



Georgia had never heard this voice before, and thought it was 

strange. 

 

Subconsciously, Georgia found that this girl was probably 

looking for trouble. 

 

Georgia answered cautiously. 

 

"Hello, This is Georgia, what can I help you with?" 

 

When Georgia finished, the girl on the other line laughed 

sarcastically. 

 

"Miss Lane, how is your business working as a lady in the club? 

Do you need me to introduce some clients for you?" 

 

This voice was full of sarcasm, and Georgia's face turned cold 

immediately. 

 

"If you have nothing important to say, I will hang up." 



 

After Georgia finished speaking, she was about to hang up the 

phone but the voice in the phone suddenly shouted angrily. 

 

"Why are you hanging up? Don't you want to listen to me 

because I have said the truth? Don't you work in a club?" 

 

Georgia took a deep breath, and she replied to the person on 

the other side of the phone. 

 

"Even if so, does it have anything to do with you? You are not 

my client. I am not obliged to answer you or continue to talk to 

you." 

 

After saying this, Georgia was just about to hang up, but the girl 

asked anxiously again. 

 

"Why can't I say it, my name is Miranda, isn't your boss called 

Layla? That's my mother, so am I your boss?" 

 

The girl's voice was like a coquettish and willful lady, Georgia 



suddenly remembered the man Layla saw last time. 

 

During the conversation between Andrew and Layla, it was 

indeed said that they had a daughter. 

 

Layla also said to Georgia that this daughter did not recognize 

her as a mother, and she gave up this daughter too. At the 

moment, what did this lady named Miranda want? 

 

She originally intended to hang up, but when she confirmed 

that it was Layla's daughter, Georgia asked again. 

 

"Miss Bradley, even if you are Layla's daughter, the two of us do 

not stand in the relationship of boss and employee. If you only 

called me to humiliate me and you have been successful, 

goodbye." 

 

 

  

After saying this, Georgia hung up. 

 



She felt that she should call Layla and ask what was going on. 

 

But before she called Layla, Miranda's call came in again. 

 

Georgia looked at the ringing in silence, and she thought of the 

sadness when last time Layla mentioned about her daughter. 

 

After thinking about it, Georgia still took this call. 

 

"Why did you hang up? I haven't finished yet!" 

 

Miranda asked coquettishly on the phone. 

 

Through several conversations, Georgia had already felt that 

this Miranda was a savage and willful lady, such a person that 

was spoiled when she was growing up. 

 

Not knowing what Miranda thought about Layla, Georgia asked. 

 

"Miss Bradley, no one is obliged to listen to your humiliation. I 



have taken your phone again because I think you are Layla's 

daughter after all. I should give you a bit of respect. You'd 

better make clear what you want. If you don’t say it clearly, I 

will immediately hang up the call. I only count to one, two, 

three..." 

 

Before she counted to three... 

 

Miranda spoke anxiously on the phone. 

 

"I heard my dad say, my mother personally asked him to do 

something in order to help you, and promised to see me." 

 

Georgia heard about this from Vanessa. 

 

"Miss Bradley, Layla did ask your father to help this time, but 

I'm back now, and I don't know if I have troubled your father. 

Are you talking to me because of this?" 

 

After Georgia said this, the girl's voice on the other end of the 

phone sounded sad. 



 

"How could I call you because of this matter? My mother and I 

can't even talk to each other now, just because she asked my 

father to help you. She has not begged my father for more than 

ten years. It was the first time that she asked my father for help. 

I thought, you must be an important person, at least you are 

very important to her, but I have checked, you are just a lady 

who is working for her..." 

 

The more Miranda said the more she felt wronged. 

 

"Layla didn't even want to see me, her own daughter, but she 

was willing to ask my dad for help to find you. My dad had to 

take advantage of the opportunity to beg her to see me again. 

Who are you? Why is she so wholeheartedly to you, but it was 

so hard for me to even see her..." 

 

The girl's question and pain came over at once, and Georgia's 

anger towards Miranda was slightly lessened. 

 

Layla didn't say exactly what happened to her and her daughter, 

only that Miranda probably didn't recognize her as a mother, 



but now that she was listening to Miranda. 

 

Obviously, Miranda longed for her mother. 
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Georgia asked tentatively. 

 

"Miss Bradley, what I have heard from Layla is that you don’t 
want to recognize her as a mother, so Layla has given up on 

you. I think she’s just afraid of seeing you be hurt. There are no 

parents in the world who don't want to see their children." 

 

As soon as Georgia said this, the girl on the other end of the 

phone burst into tears. 

 

"When I was 18 years old, I begged my dad to ask my mother to 



come to see me, but she didn't, but because she wanted to help 

you, she agreed to see me, in the end she didn't need the help, 

so she refused to see me. Georgia, what is your charm? She can 

help you with all her heart and soul, I even suspect that she had 

you as a daughter before she had me." 

 

The jealousy and sadness in Miranda's tone were so obvious, 

Georgia was very helpless. 

 

But from Miranda's words, Georgia knew better that Layla was 

really trying to treat her well. 

 

If she really quit this job, she didn't know if it would hurt Layla, 

but there were some things that must be clarified. 

 

She was a pregnant woman, there was really no way to drink 

and laugh with the clients. 

 

"Miss Bradley, maybe I have fate with Layla, in fact, Layla and I 

are not that close, neither is our relationship deep... I listened 

to you, you like your mother, then you should explain the 

misunderstanding between the two of you, I think Layla has a 



misunderstanding towards you. She seems to think that you 

don't like her and even hate her." 

 

As soon as Georgia finished speaking, Miranda choked up. 

 

"That's just because I insulted her when I was a child. I was 

ignorant when I was a child. My father's ex wife raised me since 

I was a child. She kept saying bad things about her in front of 

me, saying she was a shameless prostitute. Anyway, she said a 

lot of bad things about her. As soon as I knew that my mother 

was her, and knew that she was selling herself in places like 

whorehouse, I scolded her. Then, she never saw me again and 

even denied me. I later learned that my father’s ex wife had 

been lying to me, I feel guilty and want to talk to her, but she 

doesn't want to see me." 

 

Miranda was crying all the time, and Georgia understood the 

knot between the two people. 

 

She didn't know how to comfort Miranda, Miranda cried for a 

long time, and she suddenly begged Georgia. 

 



"I know that I have a bad temper. I just called you and wanted 

to speak politely, but I scolded you without holding back. I'm 

sorry, Miss Lane." 

 

Georgia thought that Miranda had this attitude towards her. So 

when she faced Layla, she might not be able to control her 

temper either. No wonder Layla didn't want to see her. 

 

"Miss Bradley, I am not familiar with you. I can easily forgive 

you. I don't care about the abusive words you say to me, 

because I can forget... But Layla is your mother. She must have 

had expectations towards you a lot. Maybe she was looking 

forward to see you, but you said something to hurt her. She 

didn't want to see you, probably because she was afraid of 

being hurt again. Can you understand what I mean?" 

 

"The more you are familiar with someone, the more you are 

expecting from someone, his words will hurt you more." 

 

"I know... I know, so, Miss Lane, can you do me a favor? I want 

to meet my mother, and I want to apologize to her..." 

 



It turned out that Miranda's purpose was this, and Georgia 

suddenly pondered. 

 

After thinking for a long time, she responded. 

 

"Miss Bradley, I can't guarantee that I will be able to help you, 

but I can try, can you wait a few days? I want to explore what 

Layla is thinking and see what she is feeling right now." 

 

After Georgia said these words, Miranda's voice suddenly 

became very pleasantly surprised. 

 

"Miss Lane, thank you, everything is in your hands." 

 

The two people said a few more words before the phone was 

hung up. 

 

Putting the phone back, Georgia continued to look at her 

research data. This time she was cultivating fungi in vitro to 

study anti cancer structural compounds and to see its effect on 

lung cancer cell proliferation and apoptosis. 



 

After observing some data, Georgia walked to Aston's side. 

 

"I don’t know if it’s my illusion. The anti cancer molecular drug 

for Akt signaling target seems to be very effective. Should we 

report it to the professor? It used to be extracted taxol from 

taxus chinensis and the separation of catharanthus roseus. The 

vincristine is used to extract lung cancer drugs. I think this time 

it is cultured and extracted from this fungus. This direction 

should be right." 

 

After Georgia finished speaking, Aston immediately went to 

Georgia's table to observe Georgia's recent data and the 

current state of the experiment. 

 

After studying for a while, he nodded to Georgia. 

 

"My data is the same as yours. We will discuss it with the 

professor later. If this direction is correct, we will study this 

direction with all we got, and maybe we will succeed in the 

study soon." 

 



After the two spoke, Georgia and Aston decided to organize the 

data together and then write a research report. 

 

After being busy most of the morning, by the afternoon, the 

two had quickly sorted out the report. 

 

Georgia and Aston went to Professor Lee's office together, Ernie 

and Simon happened to be there. 

 

Professor Lee did not ask those two people to go out, but asked 

Georgia to open the PPT and introduce the data to them. 

 

Georgia stood in front of them and spoke about her latest 

findings and data. 

 

First, Ernie had a slight contempt for Georgia, but watching 

Georgia speak out the data so well founded and that they made 

significant progress, his gaze towards Georgia also became 

admiring. 

 

But Simon was looking at Georgia with complicated eyes. 



 

Since coming to work these days, Simon had rarely spoken to 

Georgia. He seemed to be ignoring this person. Apart from the 

last time he couldn't help but speak a few sarcastic words, 

Simon completely regarded Georgia as non existent. 

 

"Ernie, do you think that Georgia's data report is worthy of 

studying deeply? I think this is the right direction." 

 

Ernie nodded. 

 

"The direction is right. I will also ask some people from my 

group to study this. If we work together, maybe our project will 

be successful soon." 

 

After several people had finished discussing and talking, Simon 

suddenly spoke. 

 

"Professor Percy Chow will come to D City to give a lecture 

soon, Professor Lee. If Percy knew Georgia was on our team, 

what do you think he would think?"______ 
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Percy was coming back. Georgia still remembered that Percy 

copied her research report. Later Percy became famous and 

went to the States to become an Ivy League professor. 

 

This person was coming back now. Georgia suddenly thought of 

the time when she was being slandered and plagiarized, being 

insulted by all the people in the research industry. She couldn't 

help but feel a little depressed. 

 

Professor Lee smiled slightly beside. 

 

"Georgia, this is your chance to prove yourself. Percy will be 

back in about a month. At that time, he will go to the university 

to give lectures and hold a press conference. If we can make 

significant progress during this period, and if it is all your work, 

then, we can check mate him. This is your chance." 

 



Georgia felt that this task was heavy, she was not so confident, 

but Aston helped to speak up. 

 

"Professor, don't worry, I will assist Georgia to make some 

progress as soon as possible. At that time, our MU Research 

Institute will definitely become famous in the world." 

 

After saying this, Aston touched Georgia's wrist. 

 

"Georgia, will you let yourself be knocked down like this? Don't 

you have any confidence? You can beat Percy to prove yourself 

and your talent." 

 

Georgia took a deep breath and looked up at Professor Lee. 

 

"Professor, I will do my best." 

 

After talking with Professor Lee and Ernie about some of the 

upcoming research data reports and progress, everyone else 

went out while Georgia stayed. 

 



"Professor, is there still no news from Mr. Knight?" 

 

For a while, too much happened around Georgia, and she also 

wanted to find someone to help find Mr. Knight, but she 

couldn't even protect herself. 

 

Except for calling Mr. Knight's secretary, she also went to Mr. 

Knight's residence to ask for information. 

 

Georgia had no other choices. 

 

What made Georgia even more uncomfortable was that she still 

couldn't get through Mr. Knight's secretary's phone, and the 

butler of Mr. Knight's residence still didn't know anything. 

 

As if Mr. Knight had disappeared from the world, there was no 

news whatsoever. 

 

"Georgia, I have no news from Laurence. I have asked for help 

but there is still no news..." 

 



Georgia left Mr. Knight’s office disappointedly. She didn't 

expect that, after only a few steps, Simon stopped in front of 

Georgia. 

 

"Simon, what's the matter?" 

 

Georgia asked suspiciously, Simon's voice sounded a little bit of 

not living up to expectations. 

 

"Georgia, since you really have the ability to do research, why 

bother to seduce those rich and powerful men in the first 

place?" 

 

After saying this, Simon left. 

 

Georgia didn't know how to explain, she could only silently 

return to her own office. 

 

After she got off work in the afternoon, and since it was Friday, 

Georgia had bought a ticket and decided to visit Annie in S City. 

 



But before going to S City, Georgia planned to visit Travis in the 

hospital as usual. 

 

Because of the gunshot wound on his foot he needed to be 

hospitalized for one more week. Georgia visited Travis in the 

hospital every day. 

 

Travis' head examination report had not yet come out, but 

Georgia found out that Travis could read. 

 

Georgia felt that Travis's recovery was hopeful. 

 

However, just as she was walking out of the MU building, 

Georgia saw Robert standing outside the gate. 

 

Robert walked towards Georgia. 

 

 

  

"What are you doing here?" 



 

Georgia didn't really want to see Robert, so she asked. 

 

Every time she saw Robert, she always thought of the unborn 

child, and also thought of what Chester said. 

 

This made Georgia feel uncomfortable thinking about it. 

 

She had tried her best to eat various nutritional supplements to 

make herself look healthier, and hoped that the child would 

develop well. 

 

Georgia was afraid that Robert would find out that she was 

pregnant. She felt that this man would not let her give birth to 

this child. 

 

Robert's face was also darkened because of Georgia's cold 

expression. 

 

This woman looked indifferent when she saw him, as if he was a 

monster, Robert's heart felt as if pierced. 



 

He replied with a cold face. 

 

"I have found Julie. She now lives in a suburb of D City. If you 

want to see her, I can drive you there now." 

 

Julie had been found, and Georgia's heart suddenly became 

uncontrollably excited. 

 

She wanted to wash away her grievances, at least let Robert 

knew that she was not the murderer who killed his sister, so 

that the Simpson family would no longer hold grudges against 

her in the future. 

 

But she had bought a ticket to S City, Georgia hadn't seen Annie 

for a long time, she really wanted to visit her daughter. 

 

She was looking at Robert hesitantly for a long time, so he 

asked strangely. 

 

"Don't you want to see Julie? Maybe she is the only one who 



can prove your innocence." 

 

"I have to go to the hospital first, Mr. Simpson, I can come to 

see Julie with you, but I have to go to the hospital first." 

 

After Georgia finished speaking, Robert's voice cooled down 

uncontrollably. 

 

"Are you going to the hospital to see Travis?" 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

She didn't want to explain more, but asked coldly. 

 

"If you don't want to, I can just take a taxi to the hospital." 

 

As if a flame of jealousy was burning in his heart, Robert coldly 

ordered. 

 

"Get in the car!" 



 

After the two got into the car, Robert frowned the whole way 

without speaking a word. 

 

After getting out of the car, Georgia walked to Travis's ward, 

and Robert kept following behind. 

 

When she was at the door of the ward, Georgia was about to 

ask Robert to wait outside, but Robert opened the door of the 

ward and went in. 

 

Georgia didn't want to be arguing in the ward, so she could only 

follow behind and walked in. 

 

"Travis, how do you feel today?" 

 

As soon as Georgia walked in, she sat next to Travis's bed and 

asked gently. 

 

Travis was surprised to see Georgia, but he was a little curious 

about the strange man who came in. 



 

"Georgia... I'm fine... who, who is he?" 
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Travis pointed his finger to Robert. 

 

"Hello, Travis, my name is Robert and I am Georgia's boyfriend." 

 

Georgia's face changed as soon as Robert said this. 

 

"Robert, what's wrong with you?" 

 

"Why, do you like this idiot, do you want to keep yourself for 

this idiot, and never find another man? If I remember correctly, 

someone used to sell herself in that kind of place." 



 

Robert mocked her with a cold face. 

 

He didn't even know why he couldn't control his temper. 

 

Whenever he saw Georgia and Travis being close, he thought of 

the tattoo on Georgia's chest, and thought that these two used 

to be lovers. 

 

Then he would be unable to control his temper and said words 

that were unexpected. 

 

Travis felt Robert's hostility, he grasped Georgia's hand tightly, 

his tone full of fear. 

 

"Georgia... I don't like this man, tell him to get out... out..." 

 

Georgia snarled coldly at Robert. 

 

"Robert, please go out!" 



 

Robert knew he had just been impulsive, he took a deep look at 

the couple, and then went out. 

 

Georgia saw that Travis was about to cry, and she immediately 

explained. 

 

"Travis, I don't really know this man, he is not my boyfriend." 

 

"Really?" 

 

Travis asked expectantly. 

 

Georgia nodded. 

 

"He is just a stranger. He likes to joke. Don't believe him. Travis, 

I have something and need to leave today. I will see you when I 

come back tomorrow, okay?" 

 

Travis was depressed, and he nodded with his eyes looking 



down. 

 

"I see, Georgia, don't worry, I won't run out, I will wait for you 

in the hospital." 

 

After Georgia talked to Travis for a while, she took Robert's car 

to Julie's address. 

 

In another room in the hospital, Eden just woke up, Owen, 

Emma, and Flora were all in the ward. 

 

Eden knew that his father was angry, he was addicted to drugs, 

and his expression was very disappointed. 

 

Owen didn't talk about rehab or advising Eden to be obedient in 

the future. He asked Eden again. 

 

"When you came back from a car accident that year, I 

remember you said that when the car accident happened, only 

one car passed by your side. At that time, you said that the 

driver of the car did not notice the accident and drove away. 



Right?" 

 

Eden nodded nervously. 

 

He was very afraid of Owen, for fear that his father would beat 

him because of his disappointment, or cut off his finances. 

 

Eden's answer made Owen's face darken. 

 

"Dad, is there a problem?" 

 

Emma asked suspiciously next to him. 

 

All the evidence of the car accident was prepared, Emma didn't 

understand what her father was worried about. 

 

Owen also thought that he was ready, but who knew that 

Selena saw that Eden was driving a car chasing after Wendy. 

 

He had been thinking about what had happened on the day of 



the accident for a while to see if there were any loopholes. 

 

After thinking about it, Owen finally remembered what Eden 

had said. 

 

There was a car that was passing by before Eden left the scene 

of the accident. 

 

"Eden, you must answer this matter seriously. If you dare to lie, 

I will break your legs!" 

 

Owen yelled at his son, and Eden trembled. 

 

"Dad... if you have any questions, just ask, I will answer them 

seriously..." 

 

Eden answered while shuddering. 

 

"Then let me ask you, were you inside or outside the car when 

that car passed by?" 



 

As soon as these words were said, Eden's face turned pale, 

Owen's expression became gloomy as he yelled at Eden. 

 

"Did you get off the car?" 

 

"Dad, as soon as I got out of the car... I saw a car passing by, I 

was frightened at the time. However, the car drove away and 

didn't seem to notice the accident at all, so I ran away..." 

 

"Dad, I don't think that person was aware of the accident... 

don't worry... it was foggy in the morning, so that person 

shouldn't have seen..." 

 

Eden saw that Owen's eyes turned more and more fiercely, his 

voice was getting lower and lower! 

 

"Boom!" 

 

Owen hit the table with a hard punch. 



 

"You say that he didn't see, what if there is an accident, what if 

that person saw you, what if that car had a recorder on it? By 

then, we will fall short of success due to lack of final efforts!" 

 

When Owen said that, Eden's face turned pale, Emma also 

understood why his father was angry and worried. 

 

Emma asked nervously. 

 

"Dad, I don't think so. It's been so long and no one has ever 

stepped out to question this accident. The driver shouldn't have 

seen it. As for the recorder, most people don't have one..." 

 

"Emma, I am just afraid there will be a situation, we must make 

proper preparations." 

 

After Owen finished speaking, Flora asked her son. 

 

"Eden, do you remember that car?" 



 

Owen gave Flora a stern look. 

 

"Do you remember a car you saw six years ago?" 

 

Eden was excited at this moment. 

 

"Dad, I remember, that car was different! That car was a Bugatti 

Veyron convertible, there are only five of them in the 

world!"_______________ 
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Owen showed a surprised expression but his face became dull 

afterwards. 

 

“There must be a recorder in the car. Since it is a limited 

edition, I will ask others to check immediately. Perhaps no more 

accident occurs.” 



 

The Lane family planned to investigate the past happening. 

Robert and Georgia departed to Julie’s house. 

 

Georgia took her phone and called Vanessa. 

 

“Vanessa, have you departed to visit Annie in S City?” 

 

Vanessa replied to her via the phone. 

 

“Yes, I am on the way. Alfred brings me there. How about you, 

Georgia? Have you departed?” 

 

“Vanessa, I should go there immediately but I have something 

to do right now. It is about the accident investigation, I have to 

see the person involved in it. After settling the matter, I will buy 

a ticket to visit Annie in the hospital. Don’t wait for me today.” 

 

After hearing Georgia’s words, Vanessa comforted her 

immediately. 



 

“Never mind, it is more important to find out the truth of the 

accident. Alfred and I are on the way, we will visit Annie, don’t 
worry.” 

 

After Vanessa hung up the call, Alfred asked her curiously. 

 

“Is Georgia calling you? What does she say?” 

 

These few days, Vanessa stayed in Alfred’s condominium. Alfred 

accompanied her every day and treated her gently just like 

what he did six years ago. 

 

Vanessa had a psychological burden, Alfred did not ask her 

about the last break-up and did not ask about her feeling now. 

 

He acted as if nothing happened and passed his life peacefully 

along with Vanessa. He even prepared for their wedding calmly. 

They looked like a pair of normal couple. 

 

Vanessa was anxiety but there was no point to ask Alfred why 



he stayed so calm and argued about the past. 

 

Vanessa was afraid that Alfred would change his expression 

when talking about the past. She recalled the furious pattern of 

Alfred, she was so scared of it. 

 

Alfred was calm now, Vanessa appreciated that. 

 

“Yes, Georgia calls me. She says that she might not be able to 

visit Annie today. She has found out something about the 

previous accident, she wants to investigate the truth.” 

 

Alfred asked confusingly. 

 

“You mean Georgia is not the one causing the accident to 

happen?” 

 

Vanessa nodded. 

 

“It is impossible to be Georgia. She did not drive on that day, 



she is the scapegoat for her brother, Eden.” 

 

Alfred nodded and did not speak anymore. 

 

 

  

He was in a relationship with Vanessa for three years. He always 

met Georgia but he was not familiar with her. He only knew 

that she was his girlfriend’s best friend. So, he did not have 

much understanding of her. 

 

“Don’t you think that Georgia is the murderer for the accident? 

Is she lying to you?” 

 

Vanessa was furious after hearing his words. 

 

“Alfred, do you have a bias on Georgia? She is my best friend 

and my only kin. Her daughter, Annie is my daughter too. We 

will get married soon, I hope you can respect my friend, me and 

her daughter.” 

 



Alfred breathed in deeply. He had warned himself many times, 

he loved her so much, he did not want to let her go. 

 

So, he just let the bygone be bygone and started his life again 

with her. 

 

However, he would think of the humiliation Vanessa had made 

on him and left him. The happening tortured his emotion every 

day and night but he was afraid that Vanessa would show the 

helpless and dispirited expression again. 

 

Alfred did not know how to tell Vanessa the matter. In fact, his 

resentment to her was existing but he wanted to pretend to be 

a perfect husband now. He wanted the woman, he must get 

her. 

 

“I give you a gentle reminder only. If Georgia is really the 

murderer, the Simpson family will not forgive her. I am afraid 

that you will get into trouble because of her.” 

 

Vanessa stayed silent and did not want to speak anymore. 

Although Alfred and she seemed to become reconciled, she 



thought that there was a hidden barrier between them, they 

seemed to be blocked by a wall. 

 

During these few days, Vanessa thought over and over whether 

she should tell him the truth about the break-up. 

 

But when she wanted to say it out, Alfred would say calmly to 

her not to recall the past happening, we forgot the past and 

restarted again. 

 

Alfred did not want to listen to it, Vanessa could not explain it 

to him. 

 

She was not bold but when she felt that Alfred had bias on 

Georgia, he seemed to throw his tantrum as before. Vanessa 

could feel the resentment that Alfred had on her, it was 

revealed in his tone. 

 

Their wedding fell on the day after tomorrow, did they need to 

pretend nothing happened and passed their life peacefully 

forever? 

 



Vanessa breathed in deeply, she continued to speak boldly. 

 

“Alfred, there is an incident that causes us to break up last time. 

I know you don’t want to hear that but can you let me explain?” 

 

Alfred teased inside his heart, what incident? It was just 

because he was poor and Vanessa met a rich guy, right? 

 

Alfred did not voice out his opinion. 

 

“Vanessa, the bygone is not important. Gone are the days we 

suffer, let’s forget the past and restart, ok? If you keep arguing 

about the past, how about our future? Forget it, ok?” 

 

Vanessa lowered her head and her tears fell instantly. The 

humiliation and harm she had suffered would etch in her mind 

forever. 

 

Forget it, just pretend that nothing happened. It was Vanessa’s 

thought. 

 



If she pretended to stay peacefully with Alfred, he would help 

her with her jobs. If she had the job, she would not make 

trouble for Georgia, she even could seek assistance from Alfred 

in helping Georgia and Annie. 

 

If he could help her with that, it did not matter to pretend for a 

while. 
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Vanessa wiped away her tears and smiled at Alfred. 

 

“You’re right, let bygone be bygone. We should restart our life 

and cherish the moment now.” 

 

Both of them had different thoughts. After half an hour, they 

had reached the hospital in S City. 



 

After Vanessa got down from the car, she straight away went to 

Annie’s ward. 

 

Annie slept calmly as before. It was the first time Alfred saw 

Annie, a girl that lay on the ward bed. 

 

The little girl closed her eyes tightly, her face was pale and 

looked weak. 

 

Alfred sympathized with her when knowing that she had been 

in a coma for a long time. 

 

He would concern about the child because Vanessa considered 

her as her daughter. 

 

“Vanessa, don’t worry, I will contact the doctor in the USA. 

Although Dr. Ivan did not want to help, other genius doctors will 

help. Don’t worry so much.” 

 

Vanessa nodded appreciatively. 



 

No matter what attitude did Alfred have, it did not matter as 

long as he wanted to help. 

 

She did not dare to expect too much. 

 

Two of them accompanied Annie quietly in the hospital. 

 

At 7 p.m., Georgia and Robert had arrived at Julie’s house. 

 

It was a three-storey villa in the suburbs. After Robert and 

Georgia got down the car, Robert went to the door and knocked 

on it. 

 

After a while, a middle-aged woman held a little boy and 

walked out. 

 

The woman opened the door confusingly and asked. 

 

“Who are you two looking for?” 



 

Georgia saw the mole on her nose. 

 

She confirmed that it was Julie. 

 

“Julie, I have something to ask you.” 

 

Julie looked at two of them and nodded. 

 

“Come in to have a talk.” 

 

After Georgia and Robert went into the living room, Julie put 

down the little boy and turned around to take two cups of tea 

for Georgia and Robert. 

 

“What happened?” Julie asked confusingly. 

 

Georgia had a bad presentiment, she felt that Julie did not know 

her at all. 

 



It was rational if she forgot Georgia, she was just a customer six 

years ago. How was it impossible to remember her? 

 

But Georgia wanted to try, she asked Julie. 

 

“Julie, my name is Georgia Lane. During one night six years ago, 

I stayed in the hotel that you worked in before. When I woke 

up, I asked the reception servant to prepare clothes for me. 

After that, I lost my jade pendant. I even asked you all to 

contact me if you found it. Do you remember it?” 

 

Julie rubbed her brow and recalled. 

 

“It was long time ago, let me think carefully.” 

 

Robert asked Georgia smilingly. 

 

“Are you saying that the jade pendant belongs to you? I indeed 

found a jade pendant at that time but Emma said that it was 

hers. Your name is even carved on it.” 

 



After Robert said the words, Georgia felt that her brain was 

exploded, she was about to faint. 

 

This was the first time she talked about the jade pendant with 

Robert. If Robert was not lying, then he was the one involved in 

the night. Most importantly, it was impossible for Robert to lie 

on this kind of matter. 

 

If it were in the past, Georgia would definitely tell Robert that 

he must be the person involved in that night. 

 

But for now, Georgia was even confused on why the paternity 

test done by Robert was failed. 

 

Was someone creating trouble in between? But Robert 

underwent a few tests, every outcome showed that they were 

not father and daughter. What was going wrong? 

 

Georgia did not want to figure out the worst outcome, Annie 

was not her daughter. 

 



No wonder Chester kept emphasizing that Robert was the one 

involved in that night. It seemed like Chester was not lying to 

her. 

 

Georgia did not know what was going wrong, she just stayed 

silent and explained. 

 

“The jade pendant is mine, it was the relic my mother gives me. 

It is up to you whether you want to believe me or not.” 

 

Georgia talked in a dispirited tone, Robert felt that Georgia’s 

pattern was weird. But he did not know that George’s mind was 

going haywire. 

 

“Georgia, I want to trust you but you have lied to me before. If I 

totally trust you, then I will feel like I am a fool. Do you 

understand?” 

 

Georgia lowered her head and smiled bitterly, she did not talk 

anymore. 

 



Julie seemed to remember something, she looked at them and 

answered.______ 
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"There seems to be such a thing. I remember a guest called me 

and said she needed to change a dress. Later, she also left me a 

number, saying that she lost her jade pendant in the room and 

asked me to call her to return it to her after I picked it up." 

 

After Julie finished this sentence, Robert's voice became 

obviously excited. 

 

"Are you sure? Are you sure you're not misremembering?" 

 

Standing nearby, Georgia was even tenser with anticipation. 

 

"I'm not misremembering. It's just ..." 

 



Julie looked at Georgia in confusion. 

 

"I remember that the woman was not you. She looked a little 

like you, but I remember she had a mole under her eye. You do 

not have one on your face. Did you have surgery to remove that 

mole under your eye?" 

 

The moment she said this, Georgia's face turned pale, and 

Robert asked Julie even more coldly. 

 

"Are you sure you remember correctly?" 

 

Julie nodded her head affirmatively. 

 

"I can't remember wrong. Since I was a child, I rarely met 

people with a mole under their eyes, so I can barely remember 

what happened six years ago. That lady did have a mole under 

her eye, and she dropped the jade pendant and asked me to 

buy clothes." 

 

Emma had a mole under her eye. This was something that both 



Georgia and Robert knew. 

 

Georgia and Robert were silent all of a sudden. Georgia was not 

expecting that Julie would say that the person at that time was 

Emma. 

 

She said that the person at that time had a mole under her eye, 

which was clearly saying that the person was Emma. 

 

Thinking about it, Georgia felt that Emma had about bribed 

Julie. 

 

She couldn't just hold a knife to Julie's neck and ask her to say 

who the person was back then. 

 

The two of them left Julie's house in silence. After sitting in the 

car, Robert did not speak, and Georgia did not know what 

Robert was thinking. So both of them were just silent. 

 

She didn't know how long it had been before Robert punched 

the steering wheel directly. 



 

As if not finished venting his anger, Robert continued to pound 

the steering wheel directly. At this point, Robert was like a lion 

in a rage to the extreme. 

 

Georgia couldn't help but shake. Robert's hand was already 

bleeding, and his five fingers were full of blood. 

 

The man in front of her looked frightening. 

 

After a long time, Robert suddenly grabbed Georgia's neck. His 

pair of eyes looked gloomy as he stared at Georgia. 

 

"Georgia, I gave you chance after chance, but you cheated and 

played with me again and again, treating me like a fool. Do you 

feel happy about that?" 

 

Robert's voice was full of hostility, and his expression was even 

more hideous to the extreme. 

 

Georgia felt she could barely breathe. She was about to say 



something when Robert suddenly let go of his hands in 

frustration. 

 

"Georgia, I really hate you. Why did you have to be in my life! If 

you were going to lie, why didn't you make the evidence 

complete!" 

 

 

  

Robert roared with an ashen face and a complicated look on his 

face. 

 

Georgia had never seen such an indefinable look on Robert's 

face before. 

 

Her heart trembled slightly and she said with resignation. 

 

"Are you thinking that what I said is false and what Julie said is 

true?" 

 



Robert just quietly looked at the woman in front of him. 

 

To be honest, he didn't know who to believe anymore. It was as 

if it had become a huge mystery. 

 

In fact, when he thought about it, it would have been difficult 

for a receptionist who worked six years ago to remember who 

the customer was at that time. 

 

"It's all fake. I think you're all lying ...Georgia, don't you have 

any other way to prove your innocence?" 

 

How Robert wished that Georgia could prove that she was not 

the one responsible for the car accident! 

 

Otherwise, those thoughts in his mind would be suppressed 

forever. 

 

It was so overwhelming that he was about to explode! 

 



Robert felt that Georgia was driving him crazy. 

 

"No. I have no other evidence ..." 

 

Georgia bowed her head and said it in silence. 

 

Robert's face became particularly cold. If Georgia was lying to 

him, if this woman was once again playing him, he feared he 

could no longer muster the courage to retaliate against this 

woman. 

 

"Wendy is my sister. Georgia, if you really are the murderer ... 

you'd better run away now and take your daughter as far away 

as you can. Otherwise, if my mother finds out that you have 

cheated and played with her again, she will only try to take 

revenge on you in every way possible and make your life worse 

than death ..." 

 

"You just decided that I am the murderer, right?" 

 

Georgia just questioned Robert, who didn't open his mouth to 



say anything. 

 

He was particularly confused now, and he had thought many 

things from the past to the present. He could not find a reason 

to exonerate Georgia, nor could he prove that Emma had been 

wrongly accused. 

 

The matter before him seemed to be completely submerged 

inside a mystery. 

 

"I don't trust anyone now, Georgia." 

 

Robert finally gave his answer. 

 

"It's just that whether you're cheating and playing with our 

Simpson family, or Emma and her father, Owen, are cheating 

and playing with the Simpson family, when the time comes, no 

one will end up well ... I heard that the Lane family has been 

treating you badly. Georgia, if you want to play with our 

Simpson family through this and get back at Owen and Emma 

through our Simpson family, I think you're making a wrong 

decision." 



 

"Whatever you think." 

 

Georgia didn't want to explain any further. 

 

Later they were silent all the way. And Robert drove Georgia to 

the station. 
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Georgia was opening the door to get out of the car when she 

suddenly remembered something. Then she turned her head to 

Robert again. 

 

"Can I have some of your hair?" 

 

Georgia asked Robert. 



 

"What do you want to do?" 

 

Robert looked at Georgia in confusion. 

 

"Don't ask so much. I'm only asking if you'd like to give me a few 

hairs?" 

 

"You want to do a paternity test, right? You don't believe the 

paternity test I took back then was true?" 

 

Robert spoke once more. 

 

Georgia didn't say anything, and she just asked again. 

 

"Are you willing to give me a few hairs or not? If you don't want 

to, forget it." 

 

Having said that, Georgia was ready to get out of the car. 

Robert just pulled a few hairs from his head and handed them 



to Georgia. 

 

"Just go get a paternity test. You must think that the several 

tests I've done have been tampered with. I can tell you for sure, 

there was no tampering with any of the later tests, except for 

the first one done by Mr. Knight, who you know. Believe it or 

not. If you don't want to believe me, you can take these hairs 

for appraisal." 

 

Georgia took the hairs and then thanked Robert. 

 

"Thank you for being willing to give me these few hairs. I do 

have to get a paternity test. There are some things that I need 

to figure out for myself." 

 

With those words, Georgia got right out of the car. After that, 

she went straight into the station and got on the bus to S City. 

 

Robert, however, parked the car in the same place and thought 

quietly for a long time. 

 



This woman cheated him, played with her, but why he just 

couldn't be cruel to her? 

 

Robert thought to himself bitterly. It was clear that Georgia was 

lying again, but why did he still give this woman a chance? 

 

Robert couldn't understand his own heart, and he didn't want 

to think clearly about his own heart now. 

 

He was afraid to admit that he really cared about this woman. 

 

After Georgia arrived at the hospital in S City, she directly took 

Annie and Robert's hair to get a paternity test. 

 

At the same time, Georgia also made a solemn decision. 

 

She took her own blood and Annie's blood for a paternity test. 

 

Georgia wanted to figure out which part had gone wrong. 

 



Only, Georgia didn't have the privilege. It would take at least 

three or four days for her to see the results of the paternity test 

at the hospital, and Georgia could only wait patiently. 

 

On Saturday, Georgia spent the day in the hospital with Annie. 

 

Vanessa and Alfred returned to D City by car on Saturday 

morning. 

 

It was soon Sunday. Today was Alfred and Vanessa's wedding, 

and Georgia returned to D City last night and spent the night 

with Travis at the hospital. 

 

Early the next morning, Georgia accompanied Vanessa to get 

her bridal makeup done, and she was also given a simple 

makeup by the makeup artist. 

 

Vanessa was simply gorgeous in her wedding dress. 

 

Her wedding to Alfred took place in one of D City's most 

exclusive and luxurious hotels. Vanessa had only been to the 



wedding hall once, so she didn't really know what it was like 

inside. But the wedding was held at noon. So Georgia 

accompanied Vanessa to do a rehearsal to see how she should 

walk. 

 

It was almost noon, and Alfred had been out receiving guests. 

What Georgia found strange was that she heard that Alfred had 

recognized his parents in G City, but no relatives from G City 

came to the wedding. Only Alfred's subordinates and secretary 

were arranging the wedding. 

 

Some of the most powerful families in D City came to attend 

their wedding. Vanessa stayed in the lounge, with Georgia by 

her side. 

 

The wedding was to be held at noon. Georgia was telling jokes 

and entertainment gossip to relax Vanessa. 

 

After a while, just as the wedding was about to take place, the 

door to the lounge was knocked on and Georgia saw Rachel 

walk in. 

 



What was even more difficult for Georgia to understand was 

that Rachel walked in with a smile on her face. 

 

"Miss Cooke, congratulations on your marriage to Alfred." 

 

Rachel actually congratulated Vanessa. Georgia remembered 

this woman was jealous of Vanessa and Alfred being together, 

and she used to be so angry. 

 

Now she even congratulated Vanessa like a normal person, 

which made it seem like she was up to no good. 

 

Vanessa couldn't figure out what was going on either. It was 

just that today was her wedding day, so she nodded lightly at 

Rachel. 

 

"Thank you for your blessing." 

 

After saying this, Rachel glanced at Georgia and Vanessa and 

congratulated Vanessa again. 

 



"Miss Cooke, I hope you'll have a great time at your wedding 

today. I'll be watching off the stage." 

 

With those words, Rachel turned straight away and left the 

lounge. 

 

Georgia, however, felt strange. She was a little uneasy and 

always felt that this woman was up to no good today. 

 

"Vanessa, do you have the feeling that Rachel has prepared 

something? I always feel that she won't let you off easily. Will 

she ruin your wedding?" 

 

Vanessa also had a worried look on her face. 

 

"I don't know. But there's no way Rachel would actually 

congratulate me on my marriage. What would she really do?" 

 

They were both worried, but it was noon and the hotel staff had 

let Vanessa and Georgia out. The wedding was about to begin. 

 



On top of the stage in the middle of the wedding hall, Vanessa 

would walk step by step towards the groom in her wedding 

dress. This was how it was set at the very beginning of the 

rehearsal. 

 

Georgia had no way of caring what Rachel's intentions were for 

the moment. She could only walk Vanessa step by step to the 

hall.________ 
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The music was playing, and a young male emcee introduced the 

bride and groom at the front. 

 

Georgia Lane was standing at the back with Vanessa Cooke, 

waiting for the emcee to announced the bride to walk towards 

the groom. At that point, Vanessa would get to the steps, 

walking on the red carpet, step by step towards Alfred Chow 

down the flower-filled aisle. 

 

Alfred was wearing a white suit today. Normally, he always had 



a stern look. But today, he wasn’t as incisive as he used to be, 

and he looked gentle. 

 

Georgia listened to the emcee from a distance, introducing the 

identity of the wedding couple and how they knew each other 

in dribs and drabs. 

 

For this kind of wedding occasion, not sure whether the music 

was too touching or the emcee was too good at creating the 

atmosphere for the wedding ceremony, Georgia couldn’t keep 

from moving to tears, as if a lot of heartaches finally turned into 

a beautiful blessing at this moment. She watched Vanessa put 

on her wedding dress, step by step towards her happiness. 

 

The emcee said a lot, and the guests clapped their hands 

several times. Even Vanessa couldn’t help having watery eyes. 

 

“Gigi, I’m really nervous. I thought that Alfred and I would get 

married calmly. But just now, when the emcee said this, I 

realized how much Alfred and I have gone through.” 

 

Vanessa still had some words to say. What the emcee said were 



all the sweet memories of Alfred and her when falling in love. 

She didn’t tell the emcee about this, so it must be Alfred, the 

one who said to the emcee. And this touched Vanessa. So 

Alfred did remember their past clearly, and he didn’t forget her. 

Perhaps they could really start over as a happy couple. 

 

“You deserved this happiness. Don’t be nervous. I’ll always be 

by your side, watching you. You should deserve the best 

happiness in the world.” Georgia and Vanessa encouraged each 

other, and they were so delighted. 

 

The emcee spoke for a while beside them, and finally, the 

wedding march started playing. The emcee took the 

microphone and spoke to Georgia and Vanessa. 

 

“Let’s have the bride over! The groom, are you wanting to 

welcome your beautiful bride now?” 

 

“Yes!” Alfred responded loudly, but the emcee teased him. 

 

“It’s too soft. I can’t hear you. Do you guys hear him?” 

 



The guests jeered that they didn’t hear it too. The emcee spoke 

to Alfred again. 

 

“We didn’t hear what you said, and we can’t feel your passion 

for meeting the bride. Say it again. Show us your love to her!” 

 

The crowd laughed while Alfred silently looked in Vanessa’s 

direction. He then shouted out to the hundreds of guests below 

the stage. 

 

“Yes, I want to meet my bride now!” 

 

His sound was deafening. Alfred didn’t even use the 

microphone, just shouted out with his own voice. 

 

Vanessa, who had been dewy-eyed, couldn’t help but shed 

tears finally. She had been suspecting Alfred for a long time, 

thinking that he might still have hatred and misunderstanding 

towards her. 

 

 



  

But at this moment, Vanessa suddenly felt that Alfred really 

loved her. 

 

Just like when Alfred confessed to Vanessa, she actually liked 

him, but she always teased him. 

 

“As long as you dare to let the entire building hear your sound 

confessing to me, I’ll agree to go out with you.” 

 

At that time, Vanessa was obviously thinking of teasing him. But 

Alfred delivered on that, and he did shout loudly beside the 

dorm. Again and again, he shouted until many inside the dorm 

opened their windows to look over. Then Alfred spoke to 

Vanessa. 

 

“I’ve succeeded. Are you my girlfriend now?” 

 

Vanessa still remembered her expression and action back then. 

She immediately rushed over and hugged Alfred. In fact, 

Vanessa had a crush on Alfred for a long time. Just that she was 

being melodramatic and wanted to tease this man. 



 

The man’s performance satisfied her very much, and she 

recalled the bits and pieces of their past. The emcee said 

something else, and then he spoke to the bride. 

 

“The bride, do you want to come to the groom’s side? Please 

say it out loud if you want to!” 

 

Vanessa took a deep breath, and she shouted out loud like 

Alfred. 

 

“I do!” 

 

This time, the atmosphere was totally enlivened, and the guests 

were laughing merrily. Everyone could feel the love that the 

bride and groom had for each other. 

 

“In this case, let’s have the bride come over so that this happy 

couple can be reunited together, and let us witness their 

happiness!” 

 



After the emcee finished, the wedding march started to play 

while the hotel staff helped Vanessa up the steps and headed 

towards Alfred. 

 

The staff scattered red roses petals along the way as Vanessa 

walked over step by step. She and Alfred looked at each other. 

They were just a few meters apart, but Vanessa felt it very long. 

 

The guests on the sides were spraying ribbons, and flowers 

were falling from above. Pink lights were shining on the 

wedding couple as if it was a dream-like wonderland. 

 

Vanessa once told Georgia that she knew nothing about the 

scene of the wedding site, as it was all prepared by Alfred. 

 

Only at this moment, Georgia then felt that Alfred prepared for 

this attentively. All the flowers were Vanessa’s favourite. 

 

Finally, Vanessa was about to get in front of Alfred. 

 

The emcee laughed at the side. 
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“The groom! The bride is almost here. Aren’t you supposed to 

greet the bride?” 

 

After the emcee saying this, Alfred took a big step towards 

Vanessa, and then the two of them interlocked their fingers. 

Vanessa then rested her hand on Alfred’s arm, and the two 

walked towards the centre of the stage. 

 

Vanessa was an orphan, and she had no parents. Alfred’s 

parents were not there, and none of his relatives attended. So 

the emcee hosted this session without having both of their 

parents on stage. 

 

The emcee let Alfred and Vanessa stand facing the guests while 

he teased the newlywed couple on the side. 



 

“The bride and groom are here now. According to our tradition, 

after starting a family, all the cards are kept by the wife. Have 

you given your bank cards to your wife?” 

 

Alfred was about to speak, but the emcee took the microphone 

to Vanessa. 

 

“The bride, we don’t trust what the groom said. We just want to 

ask you, have the groom handed all his bank cards to you?” 

 

Actually, no. But Vanessa made Alfred look good by smiling at 

the crowd. 

 

“He has given them all to me.” 

 

After saying this, the crowd burst out laughing. 

 

The emcee joked for a while and then smiled at the wedding 

couple. 



 

“Before the wedding, we received a secret gift. I heard that it 

was a video of the wedding couple’s friends sending their 

blessings. Such a warm blessing. Do you guys want to see it?” 

 

As the emcee just said this, Georgia subconsciously felt 

something fishy. 

 

She quickly walked to the front, wanting to ask Vanessa if she 

knew about it. But the crowd was already shouting. 

 

“Yes. Show it to us…” 

 

Everyone was yelling. When Georgia walked to the front of the 

stage, she could see Vanessa’s bewildered look. Alfred didn’t 
speak anything, as if he didn’t know who had sent the video. 

 

Immediately, the emcee instructed the staff below. 

 

“Let’s have a look at the blessings from the newlywed couple’s 

friends. And hope that this newlywed couple can have 



long-lasting happiness!” 

 

After saying this, the video was played on the big screen above 

the stage. 

 

“Miss Cooke, you’re really lustful, wanting the few of us to 

service you…” 

 

In the video instantly appeared several lewd-looking men. The 

man who spoke had yellow hair on his head, and the freckles on 

his face were so unsightly. And in front of him was Vanessa lying 

on a bed, naked. She just smiled faintly and didn’t say anything. 

 

But to the crowd, Vanessa’s expression was actually acquiescing 

in it, with a sense of seduction too. 

 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

 

Georgia was dumbfounded, and she only then realized what 

caused her the uneasy feeling. She recalled what Rachel Scott 

said previously. Rachel said she wanted Vanessa to be happy at 



this wedding. 

 

The video was still playing. Georgia watched as Vanessa turned 

pale, going to pieces completely, while Alfred turned ferocious 

instantly, having a gloomy face. The staff at the side was 

trembling with fear, trying to close the video. But the video was 

almost ended. Vanessa and the few men were all naked, with all 

kinds of restricted scenes playing on the screen. 

 

Georgia remembered that Vanessa once said what happened to 

her back then, and it was Vanessa’s painful memory. The video 

was played in front of everyone, and it was even her wedding 

with Alfred. 

 

Georgia couldn’t even imagine how devastated Vanessa was at 

this moment. She looked around for the power source, finding a 

way to stop this video. But Georgia simply didn’t know where it 

was played, and she was so anxious that she cried. 

 

She was trying to do something, and she saw Alfred frantically 

lifting a table and smashing it on the screen above the stage 

viciously. 



 

Vanessa turned pale, standing in place. The guests were already 

whispering and jeering, attacking her from all directions. 

Vanessa’s body tottered. It was her deepest memory and the 

source of her nightmares. 

 

Georgia quickly got up the steps, wanting to grab Vanessa and 

telling her not to panic. She was here… 

 

But Vanessa suddenly rushed down the steps, darted towards 

the crowd. Georgia immediately followed Vanessa, and she 

grabbed Vanessa’s hand. 

 

“Vanessa, don’t worry. Let’s get out of here. Don’t be afraid…” 

 

However, Vanessa shook off Georgia’s hand, and she walked 

through the crowd step by step. No matter how the 

surrounding people jeered her, she just headed straight to 

Rachel step by step. 

 

When Georgia had just arrived at Vanessa’s side, Georgia saw 

Vanessa picked up a water cup from the table and smashed it 



on Rachel’s head, without even letting Rachel speak! 

 

The glass-made water cup instantly shattered. 

 

At this moment, the whole banquet hall was in a complete 

uproar, and screams were heard one after another. 

 

Blood was dripping down Rachel’s head, and she was screaming 

in pain!_______________ 

Daddy, Mommy had been in Prison 
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At this moment, Alfred Chow ran over and tightly held Vanessa 

Cooke’s hand. 

 

“Will you stop? Don’t you think you’re already embarrassing 

enough?” 

 

Alfred looked fierce and angry, and his voice sounded extremely 



cold. 

 

When Rachel Scott saw Alfred come over, she hugged Alfred 

right away and bawled out loud. 

 

“Alfred, my head hurts. Please help me…” 

 

Vanessa looked at Alfred with tears all over her face. She didn’t 
say anything, but she suddenly laughed at herself mockingly and 

emptily. 

 

As Georgia Lane listened to this sharp and miserable laughter, 

she felt hopeless and painful. 

 

She felt extremely helpless. She didn’t know how she could help 

Vanessa. 

 

Subconsciously, Georgia felt that Rachel must be the one 

behind this humiliating mockery, so she picked up a bottle from 

the table and rushed over to hit it on Rachel’s head. It was as if 

that was the only way for her to vent the hatred inside her. 



 

But, just when she rushed over, Alfred grabbed her arm right 

away and pushed her to the ground. 

 

As the people around them gathered and laughed at them in 

mockery, Georgia suddenly felt her stomach hurt. 

 

Georgia’s face turned pale white due to the sharp pain. 

 

However, she didn’t dare to leave this place. Georgia wanted to 

get up and say something, but Vanessa was already laughing 

hopelessly at Alfred. 

 

“So you want to protect Rachel Scott? You won’t even allow me 

to hit her?” 

 

Alfred kept a calm expression, but his eyes were bloodshot as 

he stared at Vanessa in extreme anger. 

 

“Vanessa, what right do you have to speak of Rachel like that? 

How can a dirty woman like you still dare to stay here? Why 



don’t you just die?” 

 

When Alfred said that, Vanessa staggered and stepped several 

steps back. 

 

Immediately, Vanessa lowered her head and slowly laughed at 

herself in mockery. Her tears seemed as if they wouldn’t stop 

falling, and her laughter was full of mockery and pain. 

 

“You’re right. I’m a dirty woman. What right do I have to stay 

here? Alfred, if you really want me to die, I’ll go kill myself!” 

 

After she said this, Vanessa broke down and rushed outside. 

 

Georgia got up in a struggle and rushed over, but she couldn’t 
keep up with Vanessa’s steps. 

 

Vanessa looked extremely sad. 

 

The pain in her stomach became worse. Georgia knew that she 



couldn’t run violently, so she yelled at Vanessa. 

 

“Vanessa, my tummy hurts. Please don’t go. My tummy hurts!” 

 

Vanessa, who was hopelessly freaked out, immediately heard 

Georgia’s painful shriek. She turned around in shock and saw 

the strange expression on Georgia’s face right away. 

 

Her face was pale and cold sweat broke out on her forehead. 

Suddenly, Vanessa who was once devastated soon got her 

senses back and rushed over to Georgia and asked her. 

 

“Georgia, are you okay? Did Alfred’s push hurt you? I’ll call a 

cab. Let’s go to the hospital right away.” 

 

Vanessa anxiously hailed for a cab and immediately headed for 

a hospital nearby. 

 

In the hotel, Alfred looked at all the guests who attended 

gloomily. Those people seemed to gaze at him in mockery. The 

video with the naked bodies of his wife and those men had 



already stopped playing, but it stayed in their minds, especially 

the men who attended the banquet. 

 

They all sympathetically looked at Alfred in mockery. Alfred 

wished he could kill them all. 

 

But, he couldn’t do it. 

 

 

  

Alfred felt like he was about to go crazy. 

 

After he instructed his secretary to deal with the successive 

matters, Alfred immediately pulled Rachel whose face was 

bloodstained and walked to the other side. 

 

Rachel wanted to escape, but Alfred held her hand tightly. 

 

Then, Alfred immediately threw her inside the lounge of a hotel 

room. 



 

Though Rachel’s face was bloodstained, her wounds weren’t 
deep, so she could still stay awake. 

 

After the door of the lounge closed, Rachel wailed at Alfred as if 

she was wronged. 

 

“Alfred, why did you bring me here? My head really hurts right 

now. Let’s go to the hospital, okay?” 

 

“Rachel, are you the one who played the video?!” 

 

Alfred questioned with a sullen face. His eyes were dull, and he 

was aggressive. 

 

If Rachel didn’t save him before, Alfred could really strangle her 

to death right now. 

 

But he owed her a favor. Rachel saved him so many times. He 

really hated this woman, but he couldn’t kill his own savior. 



 

“Alfred, why did you think that I was the one who did it? I 

already decided to let you go. I even attended your wedding to 

wish you the best. I really don’t know what that video is about. I 

wasn’t even able to react when Vanessa hit me with the glass. 

Now that I have so much wounds on my head because of 

Vanessa, aren’t you supposed to bring me to the hospital? It 

really hurts.” 

 

Alfred just silently sneered beside her. He mockingly laughed 

and stared at that woman in front of him. 

 

He knew that Rachel liked him. 

 

He also knew that she was a calculating and manipulative 

woman. 

 

After a few mocking laughs, Alfred suddenly pushed Rachel 

onto the table in the lounge. 

 

Then, he immediately mocked Rachel. 



 

“Rachel, isn’t it because you like me? Isn’t it because you want 

to own me? Didn’t you do all of these just for me to look at you 

one bit? Congratulations, you’ve finally achieved your goal 

today!” 

 

It was as if the extreme pressure, pain, and hatred was about to 

explode. 

 

Alfred directly tore Rachel’s skirt apart, then he coldly owned 

the woman in front of him. 

 

Rachel never thought that Alfred would own her body at this 

moment. She felt extremely painful, yet he only looked at her 

with hatred and mockery. 

 

After a few minutes, Alfred stood up, wore his clothes, and 

coldly sneered at Rachel. 

 

“Let’s go. Don’t you want to stitch those wounds on your head 

in the hospital?” 



 

The man that Rachel loved for so many years was finally hers at 

this moment, yet she only felt fear. She didn’t even dare to 

speak from her trembles. 

 

She wanted to escape from Alfred, but he pulled Rachel’s body 

and walked out. Rachel couldn’t even dare to break loose. 

 

She felt the man in front of her had a murderous expression, 

but she couldn’t even say anything. 

 

Rachel’s clothes were already torn, but Alfred didn’t care. He let 

the driver and the strangers on the road watch her shamefully. 

Then, they got in a car to go to the hospital. 

 

On the other side, Vanessa’s gloomy and humiliated feelings 

were frightened by Georgia’s increasingly pale complexion and 

cold sweat. 

 

“Georgia, what’s wrong? How could it be so serious? Where did 

Alfred hurt you when he pushed you before?” 



 

Georgia really didn’t want to say that she was pregnant because 

she didn’t want Vanessa to worry. 

 

But now that she needed to go to the hospital, if she didn’t say 

it right now, once she collapsed, Vanessa wouldn’t know what 

to do. 
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Georgia painfully sighed and helplessly admitted to Vanessa. 

 

“Vanessa, I’m pregnant. My tummy hurts. It hurts; it really 

hurts…” 

 

When Georgia said those words, her tears uncontrollably fell. 

 



She always remembered that time before she gave birth to 

Annie, when she was hit and beaten in the prison. That was why 

after that, her pregnancy with Annie was never stable. 

 

She tried her best and gave birth to her daughter, but Annie 

was weak, which eventually became Georgia’s nightmare. 

 

She was really afraid that this might happen again. If her child 

left her right now, or if the child in her belly became weak in the 

future because of this reason, Georgia would never forgive 

herself. 

 

She was the most terrible mother in the world. 

 

Vanessa was completely shocked by Georgia’s confession that 

she was pregnant. 

 

“Georgia, you’re actually pregnant, is…is it from one of the 
guests in the clubhouse?” 

 

Vanessa nervously asked. She knew that Georgia sacrificed 



herself before for Annie’s medical expenses, so she never dared 

to ask about the specific details. She was afraid she would hurt 

Georgia’s feelings. 

 

But now that she knew Georgia’s pregnancy, she couldn’t stop 

herself from asking. 

 

Her heart really ached. Today, she already broke down from 

seeing that video, but now with Georgia’s confession of her 

pregnancy, she was about to collapse from all of these events. 

 

“Vanessa, I’m going to tell you something. Don’t ever tell this to 

anyone. This child is Robert Simpson’s. I had a night with him, 

but you should never tell this to anyone…” 

 

After she spoke these as she trembled, Georgia fainted. 

 

Vanessa was completely shocked. She didn’t even have time to 

think what happened between Robert and Georgia. 

 

She only kept rushing the driver to drive faster and faster, 



because Vanessa knew what Georgia was worrying about. 

 

Georgia had always felt guilty for Annie’s heart disease. She felt 

that it was because she didn’t take good care of her before. 

 

If this happened again, Vanessa felt that Georgia would 

definitely not be able to go through this hurdle. 

 

When they arrived at the hospital, the doctors immediately 

rushed Georgia into the emergency room, while Vanessa waited 

outside anxiously. 

 

She was still wearing her wedding dress. That was why the 

patients, strangers, doctors, and nurses passing by all stared 

curiously at Vanessa. 

 

As Vanessa silently sat at the chair outside the emergency 

room, fear spread all over her. 

 

She didn’t dare think about Alfred, nor the video played in the 

hotel. Vanessa could only transfer her focus on Georgia now. 



She hoped that the child Georgia was carrying would be fine. 

 

Around half an hour later, when Georgia saw that the doors of 

the emergency room opened, Georgia was pushed out by the 

doctors and nurses. 

 

Georgia was pale, and IV drips were put on her hand, but she 

was still asleep. 

 

However, the doctor congratulated Vanessa. 

 

“The child Miss Lane is carrying is fine. It was indeed very 

dangerous this time. Remember to take good care of the baby 

and don’t let the belly be hit again in the future.” 

 

Vanessa kept nodding. She pushed Vanessa’s bed into the ward 

with the doctors and nurses. 

 

Just when they got out of the elevator, Vanessa and the nurses 

were preparing to go to Georgia’s ward when she saw that 

Rachel was also in the hospital. 



 

Rachel’s clothes were tattered, and Vanessa couldn’t figure out 

what happened to her. 

 

When she saw the video today, Vanessa was almost certain that 

even if Rachel wasn’t the mastermind who did it back then, she 

should at least be involved. 

 

Thus, there could be no one else who played the video today. 

 

As the hatred and pain she felt suddenly rose from her chest, 

Vanessa coldly walked towards Rachel. 

 

At that moment, Rachel just finished treating the wounds on 

her head. She was sitting on the chair waiting for Alfred. She 

totally didn’t expect Vanessa to come. 

 

“Was it you who did it back then?” 

 

Vanessa coldly asked Rachel. 



 

At first, Rachel was surprised when she saw Vanessa, then 

immediately, she laughed at her. 

 

“Vanessa, how could you still have the audacity to live in this 

world? Everyone have already seen your video. Hundreds of 

people have already seen your body. Let me tell you, the video 

is already circulating in the internet. How do you still have the 

audacity to live?” 

 

Rachel laughed mockingly and completely ignored Vanessa’s 

question. 

 

Vanessa raised her hand and slapped her hard. Suddenly, a 

bruise mark appeared on Rachel’s face. 

 

Rachel was irritated. She raised her hand and wanted to slap 

her back, but after she thought of what just happened between 

Alfred and her, she changed her mind. Rachel decided to mock 

Vanessa. 

 

“Vanessa, even if you beat me to death, that video really 



happened. You are embarrassed, why are you hitting other 

people to vent out your anger?” 

 

“Let me tell you. After you left, Alfred and I were already 

together. Who knows? Maybe the child I’m carrying is 

Alfred’s…” 

 

Vanessa stared at the woman in front of her in shock. She didn’t 
expect Alfred to be together with this kind of woman. It was 

even right after so many things happened. 

 

She felt terribly dizzy. Vanessa stared her with trembling hands 

and sneered coldly. 

 

“You are disgusting!” 

 

But Rachel’s expression didn’t change after Vanessa mocked 

her. She only became more pleased. 

 

“Vanessa, you’re just arguing without any evidence and reason. 

Even if you want to compare who was more disgusting and 



dirtier, who could be dirtier than a woman like you who was 

humiliated and possessed by so many men? Plus, wasn’t it that 

they even gotten you pregnant? You even gave birth to the 

child not knowing who the father was. Tell me, who’s dirtier?” 

 

After she heard this, Vanessa didn’t have the energy to continue 

mocking her. She fell down the floor and her voice trembled 

terribly. 

 

“You…how did you know this?” 

 

Rachel just laughed at her mockingly. She still wanted to 

humiliate the woman in front of her. 

 

However, when Rachel saw Alfred walking towards them, she 

suddenly started crying out loud. 

 

“Vanessa, I know you like rich people. Even if you went out with 

rich men before, why did you have to film that kind of video 

with so many men to humiliate Alfred? Didn’t you know Alfred 

cares so much about you? How could you humiliate him in front 

of so many people?” 



 

As Rachel cried pitifully and delicately, Alfred walked over in a 

sullen face. 

 

He didn’t expect Vanessa to be here. He also didn’t expect 

Rachel to be talking with Vanessa. When he heard Rachel’s last 

sentence, the anger he had only grew stronger. 

 

Unconsciously, Rachel trembled. She would never forget the 

coldness he showed her a while ago. 

 

She didn’t know what Alfred was suspecting, or whether he 

knew something. 

 

It was as if he was torturing her. 

 

“Alfred, my head hurts. Can you please bring me home?” 

 

Rachel cautiously begged Alfred. 

 



But Alfred didn’t even look at Rachel. He immediately grabbed 

Vanessa’s hand and walked out with her. 
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Alfred suddenly laughed wildly. 

 

“Vanessa, don’t you know why I became crazy? Look at our 

wedding, everyone knows that I am being cheated on. Everyone 

knows that my wife is sleeping around but you still want to be 

respected by me? Are you respectable enough? I feel nauseous 

just looking at you.” 

 

Every word seemed like a sharp sword that pierced through 

Vanessa’s heart. She trembled, even her lips began to tremble. 

 

Those humiliating videos had defeated her and also defeated 

Alfred. 

 

Alfred’s words completely defeated Vanessa. 



 

“Okay, I am disgusting, I am dirty… you can just get rid of me. 
But where are you still taking me?” 

 

Vanessa shouted at him in despair. 

 

Alfred pulled Vanessa’s hand without saying a word. He pulled 

Vanessa out of the hospital and threw her in the car. 

 

Then he drove the car madly on the road. Vanessa felt like she 

might as well just die like this. 

 

The man with her had gone crazy, and she was about to go 

crazy too. 

 

She had already known for a long time that it was impossible for 

Alfred to accept. She had even wanted to say it before, that this 

man would accept and understand. 

 

However, he had gone crazy without even asking about the 

situation. 



 

She was right in breaking up with him in the first place. Was 

there a man in this world who could accept that his own woman 

had been dishonored by other men? Vanessa looked self 

loathing. 

 

Fortunately, Georgia’s surgery had been completed and it was 

fine for her to be taken away by Alfred. Vanessa could only 

comfort herself like this in her heart. 

 

Later, Vanessa discovered that Alfred parked his car at the 

apartment that he had asked her to come before. 

 

Originally, Alfred had already taken Vanessa to a newly bought 

villa saying that it was their newlyweds house. 

 

What was Alfred trying to do as he brought her here now? 

 

Vanessa felt a little nervous. However, Alfred took her by the 

hand and walked directly into the apartment. 

 



As soon as the elevator door opened and he opened the door of 

the apartment, Alfred threw Vanessa into the apartment. 

 

Vanessa was about to ask why on earth he was so mad when 

the man in front of her suddenly began to tear her clothes to 

pieces that crazy. 

 

Immediately, Alfred pulled Vanessa into the bathroom, and as 

soon as the shower was turned on, cold water was sprayed on 

Vanessa’s body. 

 

Vanessa’s body trembled. It was too cold. Her tears mixed with 

the water in the shower and blurred her vision. She couldn’t 
help but laugh at herself. 

 

“Alfred, what will you get being angry like this? I am dirty. If you 

hate me, just tell me to leave. If I make you nauseous then just 

don’t look at me…” 

 

Vanessa questioned in pain. Alfred simply opened the faucet 

next to him, took a bucket full of water and then poured it 

directly on Vanessa’s head. 



 

After pouring another bucket of cold water on her, Alfred’s tone 

was calm and surly. 

 

 

  

“You are too dirty. I want to wash you clean. You are too dirty, 

too dirty…” 

 

Alfred kept showering her body like this. He didn’t use warm 

water, just kept pouring cold water on Vanessa’s head. 

 

Vanessa’s whole body was already constantly trembling and 

Alfred’s repeated sentence about her being too dirty 

completely broke her. 

 

She could accept Alfred’s anger and hatred. 

 

But Alfred continued to keep pouring water on her like now, 

trying to wash her clean. This kind of harm almost tortured her 

into going crazy. As if she abandoned herself, Vanessa finally 



burst into laughter at herself in the cold water. 

 

“Alfred, I can’t become clean now. Those men touched 

everywhere of my body, I was with them. I even became 

pregnant. I didn’t even know who the father of that child was. 

Do you think this will wash me clean?” 

 

Vanessa cried bitterly as she shouted. She looked like a sad 

lunatic. 

 

She felt like, if there was a window there, she would have 

jumped out. 

 

She felt as if she could no longer live and there was no point in 

living. Vanessa now wanted to spread everything out to make it 

clear and let the world destroy her. 

 

Vanessa’s words thoroughly angered Alfred. 

 

“Pregnant? When were you pregnant?” 

 



Alfred dragged Vanessa up but she just laughed and cried at the 

same time. 

 

“Just after this video. I got pregnant and then I broke up with 

you, Alfred. If I had told you that I was with other men, would 

you still want to be with me? I was pregnant with a child at the 

time, would you have wanted to raise another man’s child?” 

 

Vanessa just mocked herself like that for a while, laughing and 

crying simultaneously, looking deranged. 

 

Alfred staggered a few steps, his whole body collapsing to the 

ground. 

 

Suddenly, he rushed over and grabbed her by the neck, choking 

her. 

 

“How dare you… How dare you tell me these things? How can 

you be so cruel to me?! I was so good to you, why don’t you 

take mercy at me at all? Vanessa, I hate you…” 

 



With teary-eyed, Vanessa looked at the man in front of her, she 

burst into laughter. 

 

“Of course, you hate me. I am only telling you the truth. That 

child was born and died. Don’t worry, if you insist to be with 

me, you don’t have to raise the child from the other men, 

really…” 

 

Seeing Vanessa smiling like this, Alfred only felt that the person 

in front of him was particularly vile. His whole heart hurt 

violently, as if someone was constantly tearing his body apart. 

His brain was about to explode. His whole being was about to 

go crazy. 

 

“You did that on purpose! Vanessa, let me tell you, do you think 

I will let you go after this video is exposed? No, I will make you 

suffer forever and make you atone for your crimes…” 

 

After he finished saying this coldly, Alfred suddenly turned 

around and left, slamming the door behind him. 

 

Vanessa looked down and laughed mournfully. 



 

At this point, who was right and who was wrong? Vanessa 

suddenly didn’t understand. 
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With her wet body, she walked to the kitchen, picked up the 

knife and lightly slashed her wrist. Vanessa laid in the bathroom 

and watched the blood drip from her wrist. Suddenly, she felt a 

sense of pleasure. 

 

‘Just destroy myself like this. Just disappear from the world like 

this.’ 

 

What was there to keep her alive? To live was a torture. 

Everyone had seen the video and she had no courage to live 

anymore. 

 



Anyway, Alfred was going to torture her in the future. 

 

Not knowing know for how long the blood had flowed. 

Vanessa’s consciousness became blurred. 

 

Suddenly, the phone outside began to ring again and again. 

 

Perhaps it was telepathy, Vanessa crawled out from the 

bathroom to the living room step by step. There was a 

cellphone besides the torn wedding dress in the living room. 

 

Vanessa picked it up and unexpectedly it was the nurse she had 

arranged to take care of Annie at the S City’s hospital. It was a 

high-level nurse. 

 

Vanessa answered the phone and Lilian surprised her as she 

congratulated Vanessa from the other side of the phone. 

 

“Miss Cooke, Annie is awake. She is now looking for her 

mother!” 

 



Her mind suddenly sharp, Vanessa looked at the blood on her 

wrist. She suddenly hung up and then took the initiative to call 

the hospital. 

 

After telling her address, Vanessa climbed on the coffee table 

and covered the wound on her wrist with a piece of tissue. 

 

She couldn’t die yet; she couldn’t be knocked down yet. 

 

Annie woke up. She was Annie’s mother and she wanted to live. 

 

She had raised Annie for six years; she couldn’t bear to part 

with her… Vanessa kept telling herself this. But even after 
covering her wound she still fell into unconsciousness. 

 

On the other side, Georgia had already woken up in the 

hospital. 

 

After waking up, she looked around. There was no one in the 

ward. 

 



Originally, she had been brought there by Vanessa and Georgia 

instantly became anxious. 

 

She rang the bell for the nurse to come over. 

 

“Miss, is there anything wrong with the baby in my belly?” 

 

Georgia asked the nurse anxiously. She was very afraid that she 

was going to lose the baby. 

 

“Miss Lane, the baby in your belly is okay, but your physical 

condition is a bit dangerous right now. You need to recuperate 

in the hospital for a while.” 

 

Georgia breathed a sigh of relief. Then she immediately asked. 

 

“Where is the woman who brought me to the hospital? Her 

surname is Cooke. Why is she not here in the ward? Do you 

know about it?” 

 



The nurse shook her head. 

 

“Miss Lane, I am the nurse who was arranged to take care of 

you after your operation. I don’t know about the woman who 

brought you to the hospital.” 

 

Georgia could only regretfully let the nurse leave. She picked up 

her cellphone, wanting to call Vanessa. 

 

However, after trying several times and finding her unavailable, 

Georgia’s heart became anxious. 

 

Today, Vanessa’s heart might have been really broken when 

such a huge thing happened at the wedding. 

 

Georgia was really afraid that Vanessa would not be able to 

handle it and would want to leave the world impulsively. 

 

Originally, she wanted to get up to find someone, but the nurse 

stopped her and brought the doctor over. 

 



“Miss Lane, you just came out of the emergency room. The 

baby in your belly is still unstable right now. if you get out of 

bed and leave forcibly or if there is any emotional instability, 

then you will lose the child. Don’t blame me for not reminding 

you then.” 

 

With the stern warning from the doctor, Georgia’s footsteps 

stopped in an instant. 

 

“Doctor, I know. I won’t leave…I just can’t get in touch with the 

woman who brought me here. she encountered a very shocking 

incident today. I am afraid she won’t be able to get over it. Can 

you help me find where the woman who brought me to the 

hospital went? Or can you help me to look for the hospital 

footage? I need to know whether she leaves the hospital.” 

 

The doctor did not refuse her request. 

 

“Then you lie down on the bed first, Miss Lane. I will help you 

inquire about the situation.” 

 

Georgia could only wait patiently. 



 

At the same time, she took her cellphone and called Travis, who 

was in another hospital. 

 

In the past few days, Georgia had bought an elderly phone for 

Travis and had taught him how to call from a cellphone. 

 

As soon as the call was connected, Travis’s surprised voice came 

from the other side. 

 

“Gigi… I have been wanting to call you… but I was afraid that 
you were busy…” 

 

Travis knew that Gigi went to the wedding with the woman who 

called herself Vanessa today. He always knew that he had to be 

an obedient boy, so he didn’t call and disturb Gigi. 

 

“Travis, I am a little unwell today. I am staying in another 

hospital. I may not have time to see you tonight… Also, 
something happened to Vanessa today. She is not in a good 

mood and I will have to be with her. Travis, can you wait 

patiently in the hospital today for me? I will see if I can see you 



tomorrow or another time.” 

 

“Gigi… Are you not feeling well? Is there something wrong with 
Vanessa?” 

 

Travis didn’t quite understand it but he still asked 

subconsciously with concern. 

 

“It’s not a big deal. I am afraid that you will be anxious in the 

hospital so I called to tell you. Travis, remember to wait for me 

in the hospital patiently. Listen to the doctors and nurses. Don’t 
leave the hospital…” 

 

Travis had no choice but to hang up the phone. 

 

However, as soon as Travis hung up, he saw the door of his 

room open. The man who had previously mocked him came 

in._______________ 
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Eden stayed in the hospital for a few days. He just gained his 

consciousness recently, he wanted to take revenge for the 

humiliation he suffered. 

 

He had resentment on Georgia, Travis and the chief culprit, 

Selena. 

 

These were the people he wanted to take revenge on. But 

Selena was the daughter of the Holland family, Eden did not 

know how should he take revenge. 

 

But he wanted to take revenge immediately on Georgia and 

Travis. 

 

Georgia was the scapegoat for his crime, she had become the 

rival for the entire Lane family. Secondly, Travis was an idiot, he 

wanted to take revenge on him first. 

 

However, his father, mother and sister had warned him not to 

make any trouble again. 



 

Eden had planned to break Travis’s both legs but he could not 

do it now. 

 

It was in the hospital. If the Simpson family knew that he fought 

and even broke others’ legs, the Simpson family would have a 

bad impression on him. 

 

Eden had changed another method of revenge. He sneered and 

walked towards Travis. 

 

“Idiot, do you know where is Gigi now? I know it, I can bring you 

there.” 

 

When Eden met Travis last time, he knew that Travis only 

concerned about Georgia. Travis would react when hearing 

something related to Georgia. 

 

So, he wanted to coax Travis and brought him out of the 

hospital. Then, he would leave Travis in the desolate place and 

let Travis run his own course. 



 

“I don’t like you, get lost …” 

 

Travis hated the man standing in front of him. Furthermore, 

Georgia had warned him a few times before. 

 

Unless Georgia spoke, or else he would not trust others. 

 

He would stay there and wait for Georgia. He would never trust 

others’ words. Travis was firm with his thought. 

 

“Idiot, I already catch Gigi. She is tortured by me now. Don’t you 

want to save her? If you want to save her, you should follow 

me…Or else, Gigi will be hit heavily…” 

 

Travis stood up furiously. Suddenly, he punched Eden’s face. 

 

“I don’t allow you to say about Gigi…don’t say about her…” 

 

Travis kept repeating the words. Although he was silly, he called 



Georgia just now. 

 

 

  

He knew that Georgia stayed in another hospital now. The man 

in front of him was lying to him. Travis was furious about this 

kind of behaviour. 

 

Eden did not expect Travis not to trust his words. It was useless 

to make use of Georgia as the bait. 

 

He was even outraged when Travis punched him without his 

notice. 

 

His anger arose. Eden got up and rushed towards Travis. He 

punched him directly. 

 

They started to fight in the ward. 

 

The doctors and nurses found them fighting. They quickly called 



the security guard to stop them immediately. 

 

Eden was even brought by Flora Wong to the ward while the 

doctors and nurses bandaged Travis’s wound. 

 

“Eden, don’t you know that your father is angry now? You still 

create trouble in the hospital, he will be very angry!” 

 

Flora educated her son seriously. Eden showed a furious and 

annoyed expression. 

 

“Mom, Travis is the one causing me to be jailed and suffer from 

the huge humiliation. He is loyal to Georgia. He is just an idiot 

now. What if we make use of him to threaten Georgia, she will 

definitely admit that she is the murderer during the accident. I 

just want to give him a lesson today!” 

 

Flora intended to give a lesson to Georgia as well as her friend, 

Travis. They made her son being jailed and suffered from the 

humiliation. 

 



However, if they made trouble, Owen would be angry. 

 

Flora thought of that while the door was opened. Owen and 

Emma walked in. 

 

Owen received the call from the hospital, he knew that his son 

fought in the hospital again. He was extremely outraged. 

 

“You unfilial son, are you seeking death?” 

 

Once Owen came in, he took a cup and threw it on Eden’s face. 

 

Eden moved his head subconsciously, Owen was even angry. He 

slapped Eden heavily. 

 

“I have reminded you many times, you should just undergo the 

treatment and don’t make trouble. Are you turning a deaf ear 

to my words?” 

 

Emma grabbed her father’s arm quickly. 



 

“Dad, cool down. Eden is just out of impulse. Travis is just an 

idiot, nothing will happen.” 
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Eden felt wronged, his suppressed anger almost made him mad. 

 

“Dad, Travis is just an idiot. Georgia still concerns about him. If 

we make use of Travis to threaten Georgia, she must admit 

honestly that she is the murderer. She will never tell the truth 

to the Simpson family!” 

 

“You are stupid, I know it as well. Now, Georgia confronts us. 

The daughter of the Holland family had confessed that she saw 

you driving at that time. Then, you want Georgia to admit that 

she is the murderer in front of the Simpson family, everybody 

will be suspicious. The Simpson family is smart, they will have 



the thought to threaten her with Travis as well. They are not 

stupid!” 

 

Due to his intense anger, Owen stepped on Eden. 

 

Eden shouted sufferingly, he roared terribly. 

 

“Dad, what should I do? Do I have to let go of the resentment I 

have on Travis that makes me jail? I suffer a lot in the jail, I am 

even humiliated, can’t I take revenge on it? In addition, Selena 

that bitch, I will never forgive her!” 

 

“You want to take revenge some more! What revenge can you 

take in this kind of situation? Selena is a part of the Holland 

family which is as powerful as the Simpson family. We cannot 

maintain the dignity of the Lane family already, you still want to 

take revenge on the Holland family, you only make trouble!” 

 

Owen reproached his son severely in the ward. After that, he 

looked at Flora strictly. 

 



“Look after your son well. If he creates trouble again, both of 

you just get out of the Lane family!” 

 

After saying the words coldly, Owen brought Emma out of the 

ward. 

 

“Dad, cool down. Eden is always wilful, he will become obedient 

after having a few lessons.” 

 

Emma was furious at Eden’s behaviour as well. Her brother 

always made trouble and the Simpson family hated him. 

 

He even could not control his impulsive behaviour now. 

Robert’s mother would only grow more discontent with her. 

 

“Your brother is spoiled by his mother. Emma, luckily you are 

not as wilful as your brother. Now, the Lane family’s hope 

depends on you! I already arrange the banquet of the Murphy 

family next week. We just wait patiently for it. Now, we should 

settle Georgia first.” 

 



“Daddy…” 

 

Emma looked at her father surprisingly. 

 

“What should we do now? I think the Simpson family must spy 

on us carefully.” 

 

Emma asked confusingly. 

 

“Robert and Georgia have met Julie, right? You bring Julie to 

meet Robert’s mother and ask her to tell the truth. Maisie will 

understand that Georgia lies again. Then, you tell Maisie about 

the matter of Chester to make her think that Georgia is the 

murderer. What do you think Maisie will do next?” 

 

Emma shone her eyes. 

 

“Dad, you’re right. Let me settle it, I will do it right now!” 

 

Emma drove towards Julie’s house. 



 

That night, Emma brought Julie to Maisie’s villa. 

 

After Julie told Maisie that the woman she met at that time was 

Emma, Maisie darkened her face. 

 

“Georgia keeps fooling Robert and me. I will not let her off this 

time!” 

 

After saying the words, Emma responded too. 

 

“Auntie, my brother is not related in this matter. He is just a bit 

wilful while he is indeed not the one driving at that time. He 

parked the car halfway and left. Georgia is the one driving, we 

all know that clearly but Georgia hates my father because he 

marries my mother. So, she plans the crime to my brother and 

wants the Simpson family to take revenge on our Lane family. 

With that, she can take revenge for her mother.” 

 

Bang! Maisie threw the teacup heavily. 

 



“Georgia!” 

 

Maisie bit said every word furiously. Emma was satisfied, she 

kept on stirring up the trouble. 

 

“Auntie, Georgia had escaped along with Travis that idiot 

recently. Travis is Georgia’s first love, he is an idiot now. They 

were kidnapped by Chester at the time but Chester died, I 

heard the police saying that there was only his corpse left when 

they brought Georgia to the spot.” 

 

“It must be Georgia and Travis killing him. They have killed 

people, the police will not let her go. But I think Georgia will ask 

Travis to be the scapegoat because he is just an idiot. Then, 

Georgia can escape from her crime.” 

 

After Emma said that, Maisie looked at Emma affectionately. 

 

She showed an evil face, her eyes were dull. 

 

“I know it, I will settle it. Emma, sorry for treating you unjustly. 


